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OMNIPRESENCE.
BY

BOVDE

meanness “and

at least of our denominational literature,
especially our papers? Should some one
feel inclined to follow: Pres.” Cheney's

would dare to show to their neighbors,
and in their business. What they refuse

fulnesss, and is even now

some one unable to subscribe for it, could

standing

upon

springtime’s

_

day

‘With smiles she wooes us to forget ber art,
Nor yet when autumn flings a golden dart
Athwart the fields when summer hies away ;
But e’en when winter, wrapped in

clouds of

and furnish the Star fo

the threshold, and looking in upon a new

he do better than

these churches,to be followed, if accepta-

be denied

anything

foot
can

which

she asks in the name of universal religion,

fair sweet

good example,

sphere oflabor, proves that Heaven still
inspires her.
]
Now, her voice is heard every-where,
and acceptably, at last, in the two leading
topics of the day; temperance and religion. In the chusch, more particularly,
she has a regularly organized force, which
is doing effectual service for the universal
spread of the gospel. With uncommon
sagacity she has struck the key note of
successful advancement
and
highest

never again

way:
in

struggling against great odds, portions

culture,
Since she has planted her
on the rock of moral reform, she

NABON.,

And Thou art everywhere! And pature’s heart
Beats close to thine through all her varied
Not solely when

she could only do it with her needle and
bread-dish, is shown from the increase of
its treasury, at least, But the fact that
she is not yet satisfied, and that she has
already pushed open another door of use-

temperance and suffrage.
Are men and women reading the signs
of the times ? The most important events
of an age should be understood by its
leading minds. The greatest revolutions
in a country should have its prophets to
foretell the coming crisis, But what seer
of our day with deep and far-seeing eye
has been watching the signs of these days
of wonders?
i
Lo! we have all woke up in the morning, and all unaided by us, all unheralded
by prophet or sage, woman sits upon a

to send. it into one

of

hle, by a batch of Sabbath-school papers,
&c?
We are told that some of these
church@s pay their pastors only twenty
dollars a year,
Suppose there be bug
twenty payable members, and so are able
to give for preaching but one dollar each,
of course they can not pay two dollars or
more for a religious paper.
.
There is enco uragement for this found
in the minutes of that Texas Freewill
‘Baptist Association noticed in the Star.
It appears from that document, that at its

dishonesty

to pay, others must make

than

up,

or

they
money

must be borrowed for current expenses,
or the church must struggle under a load
of crushing debts.
Another modern invention of this class
of people is the growing habit of giving
up pews
during
summer vacations.
From the first of June to the beginning
of October or November these -worshipers (?) find it convenient to drop out of

the ranks, and the church

loses a quur-

ter’s or four months’ rental, which they
keep in their own pockets, and of which
the country

churches to

which

they go,

on,

itis recommended that candidates for

the ministry ¢ be faithfully examined as
to their mental as well as spiritual qualifications for the

work.”

Why, that's an

advance on our own denomination ay it
was even within the memory of many now
living. I would like to see the records

right to claim.

~

The truth is that mean, parsimonious
and selfish people are ever ready to take
advantage of any occasions which offer

for getting rid of pecuniary obligations

for a moment have entertained such a
proposition. A goodly number of years

new throne.

since that, I well

issue of some of the

of the Social Circle will give an enter-

There can be no disputation over facts.
We have smiled at the earnest perseverance of some of our ‘strong-minded
women.”
We have flouted the college
woman as a useless ornament in society.
But we may never again deny them any

tainment in the Vestry Parlors,

position, earned.

amination for my first license before one have been made under high pressure for
of the leading and more progressive Q. the liquidation of church debts during the
Ms. of that day, how that, because I hap- late wide-spread movement for that obpened to be a college graduate, and not ject. But allowing a wide margin for
much of a one at that,I was pretty hardly excitement and misfortune in hard times,
pressed by some of the brethren, to know in which the churches have bad their full
whether I had anything but education to share, there is no room for charity
towards those who deliberately cheat the
commend me to the ministry.
Another most encouraging item in these churches out of revenues to which they
Texan minutes appears in the following have volantarily pledged thenmiseves.

Ping o’er:the plain to claim

his part.

So may my heart,like nature’s, cling to Thee,
Sweet
Omnipresende!
all my
seasons
through,

So may it rise unto thy mystery
Liké exh: lations of the morning dew,
Till, thrilled and softened by tby influence
rare,
1, too, shall seek and find Thee
hh

A

AEG

WOMAN

fh fh gl 4h

everywhere,

ES

IN THE CHURCH.
BY

IDA HAZELTON.

“ Next Wednesday evening

the
to

ladies
which

all the members of the congregation are
cordially invited. Chicken pie and oysters will be served! Let us pray!!”
said the preacher from his pulpit a fow
Sundays ago.
=
Perhaps that may look irreverent in print.

What woman

‘can

do,

she may do in these new days. Over
every obstacle, every scornful opposition,
she may now step in proud disdain, if
only heart and brain are filled withthe
new, inspiring purpose, and ready for the
work. This great world has no longer
any demand for the thoughtless and half

Bat it is correctly reported nevertheless.
Now we believe, some of us, that woman,
with an immortal soul, can be something
more in the church than a cook, or even a

especially, calls for the best work of its
whole membership. It does not depend up-

promoter of the social life of the congrega-

on its picnics,its successiul fairs and social

tion. We believe sincercly that her religious zeal has spent itself quite long
* enough in making pin cushions and embroidered card-boards for church fairs,

parties for life and increase, but upon the

We believe that if one-half the

time,

and

half of the labor, both mental and physical, annually devoted by women to church
fairs and pienic suppers, was expended in
the Sabbath-school, atthe social meetings,
and in reading religious and missionary
papers, that the church would receive a
wonderful increase of power.
‘There ave ladies connected with the social cirole of every ciiarch who

sandwich and such

nice

tender spirit to

feel

for

others,

and

a

which

money to educate ministers, or that would

statement, viz.,

recollect,

when, on ex-

¢¢ That each church mem-

home-made

Jerusalem,

“If

these

should

thing is pice and pretty, from the worsted

FREEWILL BAPTISTS SOUTH.

mat made by little fingers, to the elegant
carriage robe to be bid for, and given ‘to

So, as bya recent Star, there appears
to be at léast ope small community of

the one who has the niost friends. EveryI conthing 1s smooth, and the ladies very smil- Freewill Baptists even in Texas.
fess to a large interest in this steady deing. The hectic flush and listless eyes of
some of the more active ones is unnoticed velopiient of the fact, that there are
by thé careless eye. After buying some- churches, and even associations of churchthing that we do not wanty **to help the es all over the South, which not” only ac-

call hard

scientiousness and a fear of the Lord,
and the sinful covetousness.
out of which

hasn't

been

efficient system of giving?

And

indeed,

I should like to know, how far, even now,

of these Texan churches, and learn some-

cakes us we dare to trust pur digestive | hold their peace, the stones would immedi
organs with, and then. we wander from | ately cry out”
—
PEPE
oue tempting sale table to.another. ‘Every- |

to

and our Financial Secretary

there either. It needs little more than the
substitution of week for “month” to bring
it-withinthegospel
rule, “and that will |
come to pass just as soon as the brethren
there have time to read more thoroughly
Paul's memorable instruction on: church
benevolence, 1 Cor. 16th chapter.
How
long has it been since our own churches
have had a well-defined, practical, and

in every direction, that the world is begioning lo open its astonished eyes at

streets.of

a variety of choice

It would be easy enough

which

names and say sharp things over these
matters. But these would not remedy
the sad demoralization, the want of con-

one need go from the Star office, or from
Butes and Hillsdale colleges, to find
churches that might well sit at the feet

of heart

subscriptions

ber pay twenty-five cenis a month as
church dues,” &.
Why, they are going
in for a regular system of church finance,

mouth and tongue. She is or might be,
all ready for grand and strong work.
She is developing so rapidly these days

and brain.
Let the hands be employed
in the necessary duties of'every-day life!
Let the feét run in ‘the chosen path of
human toil ! but give the soul, that breath
of immortality, the service of its Master.
What! shall woman be dub in the
churel; when her Lord once said in the

to organize a successful church fair. We
go down in the eveming to our church
parlors, we sit down to a table and rea

faithtul preaching of God's messages to
man, the Sabbath school, and its meetings
of prayer and praise. And woman is admirably fitted for service in any part of
this church work. She has been given an
immortal soul, a quick understanding, a

the church her best service, that

cured an inside view of the matter, how
much nice tact and severe labor it requires

with

of former times. The church,

Q. M,, or ®ven of a church,

thing of gospel

finance

and

ministerial

such

wrongs

come

upon

But what we want just now is light.
The cpening of a kind and Christian correspondence with all these Southern Free
Baptist churches,

and

others elsewhere,

as a part of a general plan to unite more
closely all free salvation, and free communion

Baptists on this.

Continent,

with

a view to bringing our sentiments and
mission more promiaently to the front,
and making a larger and more ostensible
demonstration of loyalty to them.
Since
writing’ the above, I have
had my attention called to a brief, but encouraging extract from

a Texan

corres-

pondentin the. Star, making additional

statements respecting. the conditisn and
needs of Free Baptists in that State. In

the churches

to see that the means for pursuing

studies are provided.

While

ard of preparation is so high,

these

the

stand-

young

men

being rejuvenated at the sea-side or the
mountain top.”
:
What is needed is the power of the
principles of common integrity and of
religious righteousness. The Gospel and
the Church of Christ are worth more to
any person, family,

or

community

than

they pay or can pay in money.
Social
order and civil law ir a republican country can not reign where there are no
churches
and
religious
safeguards.
tes—

honest debts

to churches which he #¥ able to pay does
just so much harm to. the . community at
large, to say nothing of his ewn person:
al loss of

character and

reputation.

The

spiritual results of such conduct need no
comment. ‘We eommend the subject to
all whom it may concern, in the hope
that it may be ‘ aword in season? to
thew that need it.— Christian Intelligencer,
:
.
,

——

ee

SUPPLY FOR THE MINISTRY.
President A. H. Strong, of the Rochester Theological Seminary, writes as fol-

lows in the Watchman,
Supply for the Ministry ¢

on Sources of

men, and who turneth them

as

the

little

rivulets of the eastern fields are turned,
by the slightest motion of the hand or the
foot of the husbandman. The permanent
and sufficient remedy for all our needs
and dangers is to be found only in a turning of the heart of the church to God, and
a turning of the heart of our youth by

God.”

:

RELIGIOUS PAPERS.
The Presbyterian offers a significant testimony on the value of religious papers :
“Some people spend their last days in
stupid wonder as to why their children
have all left the Presbyterian church. We
can answer: they never had a church paper,.and know no more of the church in,
which they were born, in its spirit, progress, and triumphs, than they do of Confucianism. The effect is also apparent in
the church when its benevolences are
presented. Of the people who contribute

if

troduce

to

these

communities,

often

sons treat the chtirch of God with more

ter; let him buy me!’

was adopted as Ohio’s Missionary,

a

sociation became responsible for hier outfit and
passage and for her sulory. It was ‘expected
thenthat she would sail with the other missionaries in October.
But the time was so
near, and so little had been done in the State
with this specific object in view, that it scemed to some of the leading brethren that more
good would result to the cause in the endif

doubt, we have

not

the ‘slightest

tion to a careful examination,

objec-

and

if

our

statements
are not true,we will, as gracefully as we can,

but

truthfully,

retract.

Of those most loyal to the pastor and his
projects for good, through a series of five
years, the proportion will not be lessened.
Of his best workers in Sabbath-school it
is as great. And when you come to giving to carry on the missionary work - of
the Ghurch, in its varied

branches,

wi do not take the church
comparatively nothing.
““ We can

fell, when

we

those

papers

The missionary enthusiasm has risen so high
in Ohio since that bold attack upon the debt
was made at Rockaway in June, that some
will doubtless feel a little disappointment that
their missionary is not already on the other
side of the Atlantic with those who so recently left us. But the State has undertaken a permanent missionary work, and there can be no
doubt that all will unitein approving the course
adopted as on the whole, the wisest for such a
work.
Sister Phillips’s relations to the Board
and to the Ohio churches are not changed in
the least since the adjournment at Cheshire.
She will sail for India next season as early as
it is considered safe for any missionary to embark for so hot a climate.
Meantime,
the churches may expect Ler to
visit them and speak to them of the work
which is theirsno less than hers, and of the
benighted ones for whom it is to be done.
Let every pastor do all in his power to render ber visits eminently profitable, botheto .

take

church

— tt

MISSION

————

WORK.

would be sure, thus affording the Society

and to the case,
E. N. FERNALD.

- Lewiston, Oct. 28.
From Miss Crawford.
Miss Crawford writes to Mrs. Hills,Sept. 4th,
as follows:
Your twe well filled sheets of July 19,
reached me the 1st inst., and were read with
satisfaction.
With your letter.came
one from James informing us that they intcnded to ‘embark Oct. 5th.
This was good news
and made me feel like celebrating, but it did
not give such a thrill of joy, as news of Ida's
coming did, last year.
Then we had: given up
all hope that any one would come.
Idaisa
good worker. I hope to see her here at Q.

give

collections, who take the church papers.
They are those that. give in proportion
to ability, and those who are without do
not give according to ability or enlightened gratitude. And this is true of every
Presbyterian church in the land; and we
.only wonder that pastors and elders do
not know it, or, if they do, that they do
not make greater efforts in behalf of their
church papers, in the interest of piety,
loyalty,
and’ progress in: all’ that ‘is
good!”
Sela

cordingly, the Board was requested to allow
her to remain a while and help work up the
cause in Ohio, and the request was readity
granted.

salary, two-thirds of it | their-churchies

comes from those - who read the church
papers. Ifany one has any inclination to

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
*¢ In two previous articles I spoke of
the
diminishing
supply
of
recruits
for
the
THE MISSIONARY PARTY.
these I sce nothing which would tend to
modify,but rather to emphasize
the above ministry, and I assigned two reasons why
A letter«received by the Corresponding
our college graduates are reluctant to: Secretary from Dr. Phillips informs us
suggestions,
—y. ¥,
preach the gospel. One reason was found that the party reached Glasgow, Oct. 15,
a
a
in the materialistic spirit of the age, and after a rough passage, during which they
tause,” we go home aud are glad that it cept the sentiments, but exhibit the spirit
and loyalty of our early denominational
DEBTS TO CHURCHES.
the dominant pursuit of wealth and physi- suffered a good deal from sea-sickness.
is over. Eveh we, a mere outsider,
fathers.
And
it
is
a
curious,
and
perhaps
So
much
has
been
said
of
the
debts
of
cal
well-being, ‘The other was the secu- They were expecting to spend several
But who shall tell the relief of those
tipon whose minds has rested the whole instructive circumstance, that they gen- churches that now a little may be said on Jarization of our colleges, by which I days in London, giving them an opportuweight of solicitude, when the last retro- erally, so far as appears, have little or no debts to churches. Tt has been stated te- meant the substitution of scientific stud- nity to attend the World's Missionary
spect of the brilliant scene departs from formal connection even by way of cor- cently that the Supreme Court of Massa- fes for the moral and theological training Conference then in session, and to sail
the brain, and sleep carries them into rest tespondence with each other, or owe their chusetts has decided against the validity of an earlier day. I wish now to speak from Liverpool in the steamship * City of
origin to the greater Randall movement of a noty given to a church on the ground of a third and last cause which ‘occurs to London” Oct, 26th,
and oblivion ?
They will, if
Now Iwould, certainly, rather plan a of the North: * In any case, there is here that it was not ¢ for value received.” me for the disinclination of our educated ordinarily prosperous, reach
Calcutta
¢ampaign for a Major-General, than at- a field of interesting inquiry, if vi could Another case lately occurred in Pldine young men to enter the ministry, namely, about the 28th of this month. A letter
. it field, N. J., where the Methodist church a gradual chang> of view aniohig the from Dr. Phillips may be expected soon.
tempt to enter into the details of one of but eater dnd improve its
Why cath not sortie ole, having a slight sued a man for two years’ pew rent, for membeis of our churches with regard to
these eshihitidhis of feminine ingenuity.
FOLLOW THEM WITH PRAYER,
The Ivy, in its simple form perhaps, antiquarian tendebey, and given though which he gave a note payable in thiee the ministry itself a3 & divine calling. »
And now that this strong ve-inforceIt lies in the power of the ministry it- ment has actually sailed, and is in a fair
originates in ong woman's brain, is com- but maderately to statistics, get together months. The defendant alleged in exmunicated to one or two others, then all déciments known respecting these cuse for non-payment various technical self to increase the number of ministers way to be soon in the field, where onegradually widens out from the center un- cominunities, and put himself in corres- law-points, and pleaded that the note was by simply making the ministry attractive. half of them will be. immediately availaotidefice: with EH
mi 5 and intelli only given ** to balance the hooks” of thes There is a querulous spirit discernible
til che little ripple of excitement reaches
Cat
oh H
:
0%
ble for effective service, we need to folrd
MT
"a
ach of them, and so church; that payment was not to be here and there among our ministers, a
the whole. working band of the church,
low them with steadfast and fervent
_ But.all so quietly that, perhaps,there may gather the facts bearing on their origin pressed; and that the discipline of the: jealous, envying spirit; a discontented prayers that the divine blessing may rest
M.
E.
church
forbids
members
going
to
* He many right under the eaves of the un- and history ? This shonld be done before
and anibitious spirit, which has its root upon them and their labors; that they
dertaking who will know nothing about it the¢¢ oldest inhabitant” is dead, or the law with each other without first’ resort- in’ unbelieving forgetfulness of God's may soon begin to see good results from
until the public notices are out. Little distance of time shall obliterate even all ing to arbitration. ‘The jury, after being promises, and a dimmed apprehension of their labors; that they may find the
groups are working here and there on traditionary traces of these things. Pos- out four hours, gave their verdict for the God's truth. I have heard good men la- hearts of the heathen prepared for their
some specialty, until at last the whole is sibly there might be found here material defendant; and it is said that this case ment in a way that no struggling lawyer coming by the presence and power of the
gathered together by the few who origi- for an interesting and instructive chapter ‘¢ settled over one hundred suits that or physician would ever indulge in, their Holy Spirit among them: and when we
nated the enterprise, and the stupendous in the history of the great American fam- were threatened by the trustees.” = The inadequate support, and the small respect have prayed let us remember that prayers
effort is complete in all its parts when the ily of Baptists, and especially of that fact remains, however, that the pew rent that was paid them, But the only way must be backed up by dollars in order to
branch of it which goes by the choice was not paid for two years by this man, to get respect is to be respectable, and produce the best results.
final moment is reached for its opening.
and by one hundred others for a greater the trials of the ministry are far more
;
Surely ‘these wonderful organizers, name of ¢¢ Free.”
THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
Aes
:
It may appear,considering the distance or less time.
easily borne when a manly spirit is sumthese
women Major-Gencrals in our
It
is
a
fruitful
theme.
How
many
A
few
years ago the Corresponding
of
these
associations
from
each
other,
and
moned up to bear them. I have heard
churches can render the same efficient
service in a higher sphere of Christian absolute isolation, that after all, the un- churches are now in debt because of sim- ministers complain that they were; com- Secreiary of the Education Society raised
labor, and certain it is, considering the prejudicial and teachable reading of tho ilar repudiation of honest obligations for pelled ' to hawk themselves about, as quite a fund in notes to be paid in Annu, multitudes of people who are devoting the New Testament, if not a sort of Christian subscriptions and pew rents by people slaves at Southern auction-blocks used to al Installments until the whole amount
best of their energies to the duties and instinct, leads to the acceptance of free who are either indifferent, or careless,or cry to. this dealer and to that, ‘Buy me! should be paid. * Of course: the value of
pleasures of life, that there is need that salvation,and free communion sentiments. disaffected, or dishonest! How many a buy me!’ But I have «heard also of a such a fund would depend upon the regthe church should call for:its best.and Facts well marshalled will often bear pastor bas been driven from his pulpit certain slave in ancient Greece, who, un- ularity with which the payments were
strongest. helpers, to lift hamanity up down and overcome a formidable, but and compelled to resign his charge by der similar circumstances, when asked made. The notes were generally given
this very process!
:
what his strong points were, said proud- for ten years and were designed to form
to nobler objects of living. = That the as- specious array of abstract logic.
ly, ‘I can rule men; whoso wants a mas- a permanent fund, the income of which
But
apart
from
these
cases,
many
pers
Again,
can
there
be
nothing
donb
to'inpirations/ ure : heaven-born, ‘which have |

led 'weman to work in the church, even

At the last annual session of the Ohio State
Association, holden at Cheshire in September,
Miss Nellie M. Phillips, then under appointment by the F. M, Board for service in India, ©

borers. I fear that prayer has heen disused of late. While we do our part in
urging upon young men the solemnity of Sister Phillips should delay her departure fora
the obligation that rests upon them to de- time for the purpose of visiting the churches,
cide their duty in this matter in the sight and stirring up a more general interest in the
of God, let us feel’ our ‘dependence upon work to which she has consecrated her life,
‘among the people whose contributions are to
Him in whose hand are all the hearts of Sustain her in her distant field of labor. Ac-

to the pasior's
in the camphor-chest with their winter
clothes, while their precious bodies are

ov

every she.should
mew step, and
put into |

exhibit an

astonishing faculty for arrangement. No
one can possibly know, whe has not pro-

fresh owrselves

made woman

ofa

fifty years ago passed resolutions to raise

something of a basis to act upon in maks

ing its disbursementsto the young men

al influence to induce the brightest young ‘preparing for the ministry. If these inmen of the churches to enter the minis- stallments are not promptly paid, the Sotry; he must also do his part to provide ciety must beembarrassed in its work,and
them with proper training for their work. the young men must experience great inOne of the great duties of the laity of the convenience, and sometimes actual sufferFriends, let us look after our
present day is to demand proper qualifi- ing.
cations of mental discipline and sound pledges. If they are already overdue, let
doctrine in those who are to be. their us pay tkem at once; if they are seon to
teachers.
And since the majority of become due, let us begin to lay by the
young men can not make these qualifica- money to meet them promptly, thus helptions their own without long courses of ing twice those whom we wish to aid.
| study, it is the additional duty of the laity
Ohio’s Missionary.

regularly or irregularly, get little or no scan not,. without danger to health and
benefit. But even if they do help the without injury to their scholastic work,
little churches at the watering-places, support themselves during this prelimilast session, it was recommended that ‘they robtheir own churches of support nary training by the labor of their own
the churches ‘should aid their pastors in which they can not afford to lose, and brains or hands.
procuring an education.”
And further which they have a moral and religious
“Our Lord has bidden us pray for la-

to churches which they think will not be
prosecuted at law ; und if the law is invoked, they will resort to every trick and
quibble and legal technicality to get rid
of the payment of obligations which are
as just as any other debts.
It is not unlikely that this will be the

Come

‘‘ But the layman's responsibility does

not cease with the exertion of his person-

wea

y

Your Woman’s Board is doing nobly.
God
bless every member and lead all the sisters in
the denomination to be as active and devoted:
The Star keeps us pretty well posted in regard to the efforts to raise money, pay the
debt, &e.,&c. I never before read in the Star,
so many good appeals for missions as recently.
The Helper doesn’t favor me much,as only (wo
numbers have as yet come to my address.
When I count the missionaries who are
coming, and then look over the field; I am reminded of old Elder Jenkins who begged cloth
for a pair of pants for one of his boys. A good
lady gave the cloth, whereupon the old gentleman knelt down and thanked ‘the Lord, and

added, *“ But'O Lord,thou knowest this brother is just as needy as he was’ James writes
that Bro. Burkholder will mest likely go to
the Santals, he will have the care of the Bible
school, so there are no new men nor women
for the regions beyond.
[Miss C. had not then
heard of the appointment of the Misses Phillips,

Hooper, and Millard,] Now that'a move is
being mude to pay: the debt, it, looks perfectly
right to venture to send at least one as the
Board is doing. Sister Smith hdving conclud-

ed not to come at present, the passage money
that would have gone for her, can as well go
for another...
.
;
It is quite sickly here just now.
Two of
my girl teachers are down, and yesterday we
buried one of our Christian women.
Afler
Q. Meeting, we hope to have daily meetings
a while.
It isa great comfort to know that
many are praying for the success of God's

cause in our midst,
answer.
A

Hd

Witness

does

hear.and

of’ their

will

Own.

in our street preaching last evening, quite
an iotelligent, but skeptical youth engaged us
in conversation.
Speaking of the fear of death,
which he readily admitted to be universal, i
remarked that :Christ removes this for Lis
disciples, snd repeated a portion of our Lord's
discourse in John 14.
I compared death to
the summons of a father to call home an ab~
sent child, where sll due preparations vere
made for his happiness.
Under such eircumstances, what child but would rejoice to go to

bis father? ¢ That is so,”

replied the youth,

“but should the ¢hild have in uny way offended his father, then he would fear to go to him.”
“ You are right there: and we learn that all

have offended God, our Father in heaven:
But so great is his love for us, that Le hos
sent his Son imo the world to

suffer

to make

sins,

an atonemeat for our

and dic,

reconcile

us to God, and thus prepare us for enjoying
his presence. ¢ The blood of Christ cleanseth
us from all §in.’ ? © You believe that, but i

have no evidence of its truth.”
for yourself.

How can you

is sweet, until you taste
great

holy
not
like
tary

sinners

have

by the blood
white people
yonrself, have
change.” My

phasis.

among

* Then try it

know

that

sugar

cleansed

and

made

it? Many,

been

many and

of the Lord Jesus Christ,
only, but colored people,
also experienced this saluopponent replied with em-

* It can not be:

a hundred horses

if you

place

an

would it become

ass

a

horse? Can a bamboo produce mangoes? No.
Hiudus can never become pure in heart?" ft
was very interesting to meet with one who

appeared to have so clear a view

of

the de-

ceitfulness of the human heart.’ I urgedion
his attention the fact that Christ came to.save

sinners, even the chief of sinners;

tht al

though his sins might be like mountains,Christ
was able and willing to save to the uttermost
all who come to him. As the crowd thicken-

ed, my

friend withdrew,

meditate on this great

I would

salvation.

hope} to.

How

pre-

cious the glorious gospel of the blessed God!
A suve remedy for all sin-sick souls.

Dantoon, July 2nd; 1878.
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delight in

and of

submission to Christ,

|

Christ.

« Forasmuch.”
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QUESTIONS
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(For
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PROF.

HOWE.

A.

ZACCHEUS

THE

‘Son of man."
15:10; Ro. 2:9, 10.
Jesus generally applied this title to him-

It seems to imply here his con-

self.

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

sciousness of a higher than human ori¢¢ To seek and save that which was
gin.

PUBLICAN.

lost.”
* (GOLDEN

« The son of man 1s come

TEXT:

to seek and to save
Luke 19:10.

is lost.’—

which

that

Matt.

Sce

inwardly.

Jew

Jew, anda

isa

too,

he,

Since

Luke 1911-10.

Thesons of Abraham are called

of Christ * the lost sheep of the house of
Israel.” Hence
lost” in the sense of
astray is the meaning.
Israel had wandered from the fold, gone

astray,

and so

was ‘¢lost.”
Christ came to search out
and to bring them back to God these lost

Notes and Hints.
+ And Jesus entered and passed through

ones.

In

Zaccheus,

Christ

found

one

Jericho.” At this time Bartimeus was ready to be saved.
;
j
heuled of his blindness. The time of the
See how precious the office of Christ,
passover and the crucifixion drew near. how kind his motives for coming into
Jesus may have joined some of the com- the world, and remember by what a sacpanies of the Jews now on their way to rifice he made his
object successful.
the Holy City. He started from Perea, Learn, too, that an effort to know Christ
crossed the Jordan and went through Jer- will result in bringing salvation: to our
icho.
Jericho.”
*¢ The city of palms,” as it
~ was called, from the number of palms
that were cultivated
there.
Jericho)

means

‘‘ place

of fragrance.”.

house.

also,

the

question,

¢ joy-

|fully;” or, whether of us it can be said,
¢t Ile came unto his own and his own re-

it is a heap

The

STAR,

NOVEMBER

6,

1878.

friendly one toward another; 'but after
all, as God

looks

at

the immortal

not God's Spirit be constantly watering
them, though more like the silent dew it
might be, than the pouring rain, the
gentle constant influences of the Spirit
rather than the outpourings with power?

part,

writers for the Morning

Star,

who

refer

to our’ doctrinal views, would carefully
read Butler's Theology. It is my opinion

they are growing less and less alike all
through life. It is strange how unrelatthat if our people better understood its
a
.
ed people are in near relations!j It is
value, a second edition would soon be reBY REV. C. F. PENNEY,
strange how far the coffin is froth the ‘Does not’ the ' belief that “there
are quired. Is it not greatly needed by some
‘Whatever opinion may be entertained cradle, in the cases of those that are born periodical seasons at which God visits of our ministers, too?
i
as to the character of the narrative of the of the same parents! But so it is.
the church have a tendency to cause a
el
Ap Ap ee
rich man and Lazarus, as related by our
These great gulfs, these amoral oppo- wailing for those periods and a consequent
DISCIPLINE OF SORROW.
Saviour,—whether history or parable,— sitions, divide society into classes.
neglect of laboring for and expecting his
BY REV, D. WATERMAN,
there are some lessors to be drawn from
Men who seem to be going along to- constant presence and power? In short,
it concerning which there can hardly fail gether are really classified.
They are is there not a growing tendency to forWhy sin was permitted to enter into
to be mutual agreement.
different inwardly and morally.
Their sake the regular and systematic work of the world, we may never know in this
It is true in this life, among men here,
lives do not point in the same direction. the ministry, the prayer meeting and the life, but: we ‘may know ‘hereafter. We
that there is a dividing line between the It is one of the strangest things in the Sunday-school, at least to expect too know now that it is here,
and that, in
good and the evil. There is a gull be- world that persons know so little about
little from them, and trust all or too consequence of sin, a greatdeal of sorrow
tween things that are essentially right each other. A man may know as little much to special revival work? And is has come
upon the humanrace.
I do not
and things that are essentially wrong, be- of his next door neighbor as if he lived on there not springing up a shallow and
now allude to special judgments, that fall
tween things essentially good and things the opposite side of the globe, and he spurious revivalism,too often accompanied upon
nutions, or individuals for their
essentially bad ; between persons on the may be as far from him.
The men one by intense excitement and ¢ marked by great wickedness, but to the sorrows that
one hand that represent things essen- meets on the street every day may be offensive egotism,” by “professions of
come in the ordinary course of human
tially right and good, and persons on the as far apart as the poles of the earth. superior attainments,” ¢ wondrous exexperience, These may result from the
other hand thatrepresent things that are Society is divided up in this way into periences” and devotedness and ‘* conviolation of physical or moral law, by
essentially wrong and bad.
classes, and these classes never undersecration,” sneering at the ‘old and ourselves or others, or we may not know
The unions and separations which are stand each other.
For the thoroughly regular methods of work,” at “theological the cause. But we know this that sormost valid in the eves of men are those goed never understand the thoroughly schools,” and utterlyignoring every and
rows and afflictions are the lot of all,
which are most obvious
to the -senses.
all means, and men, which in the ampli- | which we naturally and instinctively seek
bad, and the reverse is just as true.
i
Tudioal

THE

CHILDREN.
As
and over to our
children or scholars, we can see how the
lessons have taken root in their hearts,
and this is a blessed reward for self-de-

of we read the Bible over

ruins, where a few miserable inhabitants
exist rather than live.
‘‘Zaccheus, which

was chief among the publicans.”

THE BIBLE AND

MORNING

Commanacations.,

It was| ceived him not.”

about twenty miles north-east of Jerusalem.
Even in the time of Christit was a |’

very ancient city; now

Consider,

whether we have received Christ

THE

* THE

IMPASSABLE

But the appearance of

It may be only

GULF.

union i noy Ymon.

How can they?

How can they interpret | tude of their wisdom are not adapted to | to avoid.
implies having their approved plan of working, and, flictions
understanding implies being, or saying, ** Behold how I do things.” To- guise.

contact, juxtaposition | wach other?

merely. It is the soul that coalesces. It
must be in the concurrence of something

felt;
having been.
We know that in another
-which we have had in oursclves, we understand that in another the moral quality of which is in us.
And how far apart
are men that seem to be living together
in society, when you draw this truth still
closer home! How affecting it seems that
these things should be so; and yet men
never know it. Inever see father and

within that unites,not in the mere circumstance of nearness or outward act. Hence,

Romans sold the right to collect taxes for nying work. Thestudy of the Bible is
a given sum, paidinto the public treasu- the one above all others that brings its
ry (in publicum).
Hence, such persons reward, and if we impress’ the Bible on
:
were called ‘ publicans.” - Taxes
were children’s : minds, it will be seen to come

men may be outwardly united who never:
knew each other. Hence, many persons
are brought together by outward relations who are as far

apart

from earth.
And en the; other

as

heaven

hand, men

is

may
clot be

But sorrow has its uses, and af-

To know

day, singing

¢ Hallelujah

believe on the Son!”

tis

done!

to-morrow

I

sitting

may

become

blessings in dis-

We are not to think that our afflictions
are sent upon us because we are greater
sinners than others; neither should it be
our.chief inquiry what have I done to
deserve this, but what are the lessons our
Heavenly Father would teach ws. If our

dejected ‘by the streams of Babylon.”
4
There is too much of this kind of
revival work for the healthy growth of
the work of grace in many localities. hearts have not been surrendered to him,
How often we hear the expressions,‘ We he would by the sorrows of the heart lead
are getting ready for a revival,” and | us to himself. But what does he intend

He intends to
one a Christian, and the other | « getting fip a revival,” as though the | to teach his: children.
either direct, or were levied as customs [Out in their afterlives. Sometimes, like separated in body who are united in | yqher,
There | Lord could only be persuaded to manifest show
T do not feel in myself,
on goods carried in and out of cities. | the Writing with chemical ink, it seems | SPIT. They do not walic together, but | ;,,¢ that
his
love.
“Whom
the Lord
Companies were sometimes formed for quite destroyed and illegible, but the
carrying on this business, having an sharp acid of affliction touches the heart
agent in Rome, called magister, and un- and the characters stand out just as they
der him were superintendents (sub-mag- were first impressed, though the parent
-istri), who lived in the provinces taxed. or teacher who made the impression has
These latter had also overseers (purii- been asleep in Jesus for years.
Iread of a dream a writer. tells of
tores), who examined the goods, valued
and taxed them, and enforced the payment.
Thus theses. men became extor-

tioners, and were able

to defy

ference with their business.

all inter-

Hence, too,

the odium which they received and deserved. Cicero called it ‘ the basest of
all livelihoods.”
The Jews regarded as
traitors any Jew engaged in this business. Zaccheus was probably a superintendent of other publicans.
“ He was rich.”
In the gospels, the
sympathy of Christ for the poor is more
noticeable than for the rich, because the
————mtyor-have
more distresses; nd son veo

+

more sympathy than the rich, but Christ
loved the poor no more than the rich.
He loved men.
“To sec
was.”
Zaccheus had heard

fore this.

The country

Jesus who he
of Jesus‘be-

was

the fame of his name and
claims to be the Messiah.

filled with

works, and his
The curiosity

of Zaccheus was also excited

by

the in-

terest of others to see and hear him. “The

press.” The crowd, eitherof pilgrims
on their way to Jerusalem to attend the
passover, or of persons whom Jesus had
interested in himself in Jericho.
‘“ Ran

before

Christ was moving
along

street, and was sure to pass the tree into
which Zaccheus climbed., *¢ Sycamore
tree.” The fig-mulberry, ; having pear-

shaped leaves, and bearing

soft,

sweetish

and

clusters of | the teacher.

slightly

aro-

matic.
** He looked up and saw him.”
Jesus
© recognizes
all true desire to see and
know him.
All interest in our Lord
which hearts feel and manifest is recip-

rocated by him.

Indifference

is a great gulf between them.” It is not
because their education or temperament
may be different, but because their moral
aptitudes are different. One loves God and

have trod the same

everything,

crossed each
by the soul.

path,

nor

ever

the

have

other's road may be united
And those who
have lived

Many a teacher would be

fractory.

The

fact

that there is one

whose eye speaks a cordisl welcome,
whose voice is ready intelligently to answer,and whose whole deportment shows
a warm appreciation of the pains that the
teacher is taking, is so sweet a reward as

to make him redouble his exertions to
to Christ win from the others, also, a like grateful

tions, and the owners came to him for re- other things which have been clamoring

for recognition, by this will have an opportunity for a place without causing the

dress. -'** Restore * fourfold.”
See Ex.
29:1; Nu. 5:6, 7. The Roman law required this. ‘The justness of Zaccheus in

opposition which jnserting them in the
regular course might produce.
On the

* his dealingsis here seen. =

whole, the committee

a

aoids ad ght stand side by side

in their respective vials forever, and not
know that they had a repugnance to each
other. It is only when they are brought

together, thai they manifest the opposite
qualities of their natures.
Let a man
whose conscience is keyed to truth as a
muscian’s, ear is to harmonious sounds;

|

i

counts the world
treasures

are

is that

occasions.

Who

has

loveth he chasteneth.”

It is one

of

‘the

ing that they could not have one more
revival.
Oh, for one more God-made reformation,” is the burden of their prayers.

effectual means by which he would draw
us nearer to himself; This is done by makingus sensible of the exceeding sinfullness of sin, the folly of our imaginations

And

and thoughts of the heart. Nothing brings

not seen

and heard the churches

when

one

of

these

mourn-

seasons

come

have

acted quite

wisely—and quite as wisely in that which
it did not do as in that which it did do.

that of

er.

;

Boly Nien

into relations

of business,

where

he is

obliged to act with men who are radically untruthful, and the moment they
beginto work with each other they will

grow in. different directions.

= There

are

a great many husbands and wives who
are growing thus one toward heaven, and

the other toward the earth.
There are
brothers and sisters who are growing up

may not be conscious of it.

They

are

abe il al Blosed

De

they seem to expect nothing further of
God until the next period shall roll around

Tue

by fruits,by results in life,that men prove

Pouresy
:
scure, shall have fellowship and communion with the pure and holy of the
past, and be a priest and king unto God

their title as Christians. Often in such
cases have churches found their additions
to be in numbers only, and have written
their own obituaries by this very course,
and too often have those who ‘‘ run well
for a season” lost their love for God and
his sanctuary by this very waiting for the

forever.

who loves truthfor truth’s sake,be brought

in the same manner. They were united
house.” Because this day Zaccheus; who Their next meeting will be held next Oc- in the cradle and in the rib ; but they are
was a Jew, believed in Christ ds the tober, in Washington,D. C.—8..8. Teach- “rowing right away from each other. They

“This dayis salvation come 10 this
His whole spirit was

one

and the other's

above.
How deep and how wide
gulf which lies between them.

recognition. Every teacher has someean not gain his atteniion.
“I must thing
to be grateful for who has one such find that they are not together; that they.
abide at thy house.” He must, in order to pupil in his class.—8. S. Teacher.
| donot run parallel ; that they are separebuke the indiscriminate hate of the
rate and at right angles; and that truth
Jews, in order to carry the gospel to a
and a lie can not coalesce any more than
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
despised class, iu order to teach us to be
the
minds that hold them vespectively
A Sunday-school Jubilee” was held
frugal of our prejudices. Jesus meant to in ¢¢«Clay
Soitis with men who are essencounty, Ind., at which some 10,- can.
tarry as the guest of Zaccheus.
How 000 people were present by actual count. tially honorable and men who are essenblessed the house where Christ abides. The people came, some of them, in six- tially dishonorable. There is a gulf be** Received him joyfully.” Zaccheus then horse wagons. Dr. Hollingsworth got tween them. They are on separate sides
believed in the greatnéss- of Christ, per- it up. No political convention could have
of this great moral line that separates the
begun to equal it in enthusiasm.
haps believed in him as the Messiah.
good from the bad. Thereis a gulf beThe new" International Lesson comHis joy sprang from the honor dove him.
mittee
have had their first meeting. The tween the pure and the impure, between
He was surprised that Christ, too, did not
vacancy in their ranks, caused by the the kind and cruel. So there is between
ostracize him, but rather chose to “be his declination of Prof. Phelps, was filled by the frank and crafty, the noble and the
guest.
the election of Hon. Franklin Fairbanks,
mean, the generous and the stingy.”
If
of Vermont—a choice which can hardly
*¢ They all murmured.”
They cen- fail to meet the approval of the Congre- either side changes, they may come tosured Christ for his compassion, for leok- gationalists, whom he was elected to rep- gether; but if each retains its moral likeing rightat the heart, and treating men resent. A strong outside pressure was ness, they will remain separated, and
to bear to put upon the com- there will continue tobe a gulf between
according to its condition.
*‘ Gone to be brought
- guest with a man that is a sinner.”
The mittee another Congregationalist from them which neither can cross to the
n order to make the matthe West
:
term sinner was not used by them with ter
of
representation
a little more other.
1t is possible, of course, for men to be
accuracy. They meant by it a marked of- fair
; but the committee very wisely defender, an open violator of Jewish ideas, cided that, while it had power to fill born again, to be transformed by the refo en- generating power of God's spirit, but as
rather than of God’s moral law.
They vacancies, it .had no power
its membership. If they bad begun longas they retain their good and bad
lar,
would have the righteous stand aloof from by doing ustice to the Congregational de~ such and hate them. Christ taught us to nominat n there would have been no op- qualities, they can not cross over to each
- stand aloof from sin, but to seek and save portunity to stop until all the others were ‘osher nor be citizens of the same comThe committee made
duly recognized,
the sinner.
|
monwealth; they are aliens from each
important changesin the plan of the other. And yet they may be going on
“The half of my goods I give to the two
We shall re-commence
lesson course.
poor.” Some think this was a purpose of the study of the Bible in the beginning of through life as they were together.
Zaccheus for his future action. Ti forces 1880 at Matthew instead of at Genesis.
Though less visiory,yet more thoroughly,
the reading to so render it. Zaccheus re- Lessons in the New Testament will oc- there isa gulf between the spiritual minded
cupy the first half of each year instead of
lates what had been his practice, as a
and the carnal minded ; between those who
That will be more
the last, as before,
sort of apology for his business. Though acceptable to some of our ritual brethren.
find their essential pleasures in following
a publican, he was a benevolent man. The quarterly review will be made to after the senses, though it may be in
* By false accusation.”
Taxed any one fall on the twelfth Sunday instead of the ways that are Allowed, and those who
wrongly, by a misrepresentation of his thirteenth, as heretofore, and the latter follow after invisible and heavenly joys.
Sunday will be left blank to be filled up
property. The publicans in the employ- as each school may desire.
Missionary Not that they must respectively hate each
ment of Zaccheus made these false valua- concerts, temperance lessons, and all the other, but they are so unlike that they

Messiah.

other does not;

himself on special

our sinfulness and motiuns of sins in the
wherein he fancied that, in taking up his
flesh to our consciousness like the effort we .
Morning and night they greet each for another reformation,” and seem to maketo cast our burden on the Lord, and
Greek Testament one morning to read his together and gone ‘asunder are not sundered except bodily.
The
mother and other, and yet they never saw each other.
accustomed chapter, the old familiar vollive only in the past and in the expectan- simply trust his promise: ‘All things
ume seemed to be a total blank. Sup- her child are never separated from each They are strangers, they are separated. cy of another revival, in the “good time work together for good to them that love
posing that some book like it had, by ac- other. Those who are true friends once And that which is true of husband and coming ;” and again they take up the bur- God.” Itis an easy thing to trust in God,
cident, got in iis place, he did not stop and are only in bodily matters separated, wife, is true of families, of children, of den of their song, if indeed, their harps. when he gives prosperity, but when the
brothers and sisters, of companions in are not hung upon the willows, which is providences are dark and mysterious, to
to hunt it up, but took down a large copy remain united forever.
Persons may be separated in respeet business or pleasure.
So these gulfs that God. will give them another * ref- receive them as orderedby a kind Father
of the Bible; and this, to his amazement,
proved also to be a perfect blank. As he to parts of their mind and be united in run every whither, separating where
ormation” and reclaim backsliders and who doeth all things well, requires a
thought and wondered, his servant came other parts. For example, men may be separations are not suspected, and God
stronger faith than the average Christian
convert sinners.
‘n and said that thieves must have beén
united intellectually, although in their only knows how deep and impassible they
The deeper the sorrow, the
No looking and laboring for, no ex- exercises.
in the house, since her Bible had been
emotional nature and in their disposition become. What strang separations and
more clearly we see the emptiness of
carried off and a volume of blink pages
pecling, the work to go constantly on,
they widely vary. Men may be united strange groupings would there be, if men
put in its place. The dreamer then went
apparently, and never seeming to think the world, and all its pleasures, and
_,as artists
and not as men. © Men may be should stand according to. their moral
i
treet,
and
every
one
was
talk.
LAL
that
in “just that way they themselves feet the-need of wstmpte; chitd-Hke aftr
ing of the Bible; mever had it been so united in political affiliations and not aptitudes, their spiritual * relishes, their
provide
the necessity for revival work. in Christ.
valued.” Some, to whom their Bible had
in private intercourse.
Men may be soul fitnesses!
5
Under the discipline of sorrow we may
been a ¢* blank” book for twenty years, united in scientific. or intellectual purThis is the condition of too many churches
According to’ God's Word, these final
and who would have never known of
learn what itis to say, * Though he slay
in
our
land
to
day.
The
regular,
legitisuits and not in their sympathies.
orderings will come, and the true will
their loss but for their neighbors, were
me, yet will I trust in him.” Itis a subAnd on the other hand, men
may be be drawn towards the true, not by any mate work given them to do is left un- |
among the loudest in their expressions ‘of
lime faith that can triumph over all
done,
and
instead
of
having
a
steady,
SOTTOW.
:
united in their feelings and be separated arbitrary forth-putting of God, but by the
difficulties,
and in the darkest hours hold
natural
growth
of
grace,
and
additions
Contrasted to all this was an old inva- in everything else.
They may in intel- working of this great spirithal love; and
fast to the precious promises of Christ,
lid woman, who had made her Bible the
coming
therefrom,
and
such
additions
as
companion of her solitade. Her memory lectual and scientific pursuits, in political the good will be drawn toward the good would prove permanent and give real and fear no evil, Simple trust in Jesus,
Those
was stored with the precious words of affiliations, in art, in all forms of active and the pure toward the pure.
though it may not cause
ecstacies of
the Bible, and she could read even the
life be utterly separated; and yet in feel- who have the divine element in them are strength, they leave all for some special
joy,
brings
thesoul
into
such
nearness to
effort
of
some
‘
evingelist”
who
may
blank pages.
ings and sympathies and disposition be children of God, and brothers and sisters
God, that it can rest securely on his word,
| Surely,this is not all a dream.
come
among
them
for
a
day
or
a
week,
Is the
completely united.
to each other.
And no matter where
Bible stored vp in our hearts and in the
and rejoice though sorrowful. It brings
But most emphatically do separations their dwelling place has been or what and who may be but a religious tramp, as
hearts of our children as it should be?—
a peace that passeth understanding, and
in
too
many
cases
bas
proved
true,
and
take place on moral grounds.
Between their condition in life, how far so ever
S. 8S. Teacher.
the sorrows of life are made to yield the
the
hasten
to
count
in
all
whom
they
can
in‘the essentially good und bad there is a separated by the lines which the world
peaceable fruits of righteousness to them
Mutual HELPERS.
If the teacher can great gulf. It may not be disclosed even
duce
to
rise
for
prayers,
or
profess
an
has drawn, they will, if this divine eledo the scholar much good, it is equally to themselves at first ; but,if they attempt
interest in Christ without waiting for any that ave rightly exercised thereby.
ment is in them, come into intimate and
true thatthe scholar: can do much good to to mingle,it will soon be found out.
Al3
)
proof of a godly life, forgetting that it is
ES Se
fi

fruit directly from the trunk of the tree. | utterly discouraged but for his one promIts wood is valuable because unaffected by ising pupil. The attention and interest
the weather. It was used for a shade- manifested by that one member of his
tree and grew to the hight of the walnut. class strengthen him more than he knows
‘The poor people ate the fruit of it, which to labor for the others which are more rewas

they are fitted to each other.
They are
united by sympathy that is always warm,
by thought that will not die, by yearnings, by the imagination, and by memory.
So that persons who may never

:

BY

L. W.

manifestation

STARBIRD.

This subject is one about which much
has been said and written, and regarding
which there is a wide range of opinion.

Their

necessity,

means

of promoting

them and results are questions in ‘regard
to which conclusions exactly opposite

have been reached.

Some

them as

ordained

the regularly

believe in
means,

indeed as the only method by which
God’s kingdom is to be established, and

neglecting

of

the

his

special

power,

stated

means

by which

they might grow in grace and hie cause
be advanced. It would seem that the
experience of this kind of effort of late,
looking at results, is sufficient to convince

the thinking toilers who bear the burdens
of the work daily, and

better

to

‘make

yearly,

haste

that

it is

slowly” by

the

regular methods, steadily, constantly and

actively employed, expecting God will
give the increase in his own measure.
As a well known D. D. puts it, Let us
understand that great periodical refresh-

the way in which true prosperity comes
to Zion. Others believe that they are
not the normal plan by which God de- ings, precious as they may be, do not
signed to carry forward his work, and suffice to make the church perennially
that their fruits are not such as give the flourishing.
The blessing of God on
best and most lasting prosperity to the regular, practical, unremitting Christian
cause of Christ, but that,instead, they too work, on the constant, faithful use of the
often prove harmful to the cause they seek appointed means of grace, this is what
to benefit.
insures the growth and faithfulness of
Of course ,the Kind of a revival, the Christ's chnrch.
Let us thank God for
manner in which, as well as by whom, it the dew of his grace, and not wait for
is conducted, is to be considered in makthe rain.
ingup judgment as to results. It is of
S-0-0-0*ro-+re
the utmost importance that we do not
BUTLER'S
THEOLOGY.
hastily nor rashly pass judgment upon so
vital a subject as that of revivals

to the

degree that we will ‘have none of them.”
Let us rather carefully and prayerfully
consider it in all the light and shades in
which it presents itself to us. I confess
to a distrust of revival work, at least as
managed in the great majority of cases
coming under my observation. It may
be that no church which sets itself against
revivals of religion will prosper, possibly.
It may be that there are times when it is
for the best interests of the church and

BY

Several

vo

AN

OLD

PASTOR.

LJ

hve, er

church, whose privileges
had been limited, asked

for
me

f

in 0X,
education
if I could

DENYING SELF.
It is important not to confound the
“¢ gelf” of personality with the * sgelfl”

of selfishness;
guishes

me

the one

from

all

simply distinother

beings,

other elevates me above them all:

the

With-

out selfishness, a man wouldbe a saint;
without personality, he would not even

be a man.

Each of us, then, has a dis-

tinct life and

character; he

be himself and

mot

is meant

another;

to

but

was

never meantto live for himself. When
not tempted to self-righteousness, we may
be inclined to self-reliance, to self-seek-

ing, or to self-glorying, under some

tle form.

there

sub-

If there is a worldly self,

iy also a Christian self,

a pious

self, a néw old man; as it were, and even’

a self-denying

self,

having “a

wisdom in will worship

show

of

and humility,”

a superfine spirituality which the Apostle suddenly brings down from its lofty
hight with the unexpected rebuke that

it is “vainly

puffed up by its fleshly

mind.” Another danger is to carry the
putting aside of selfto the point of losing one’s own personality, so as practicallyto replace the Apostle’s words, ‘1
can do all things through Christ which
strength®neth me,” by a statement like

the following; “I

have nothing to do,

for it is Christ who does all things for
me.” Now Christ has said, indeed,
¢ Without me ye can do nothing,” but
he has never

nothing

said,

¢ With

for you to do.”

me

The

there

is

Apostle

has summed up the whole subject in this
one verse,
to

“I

labor,

his working,

striving according

which

worketh

in

me

advise him as to the assistance he could mightily.” The mighty working is the
obtain to enable him to better understand Lord's, but it is effected in the Apostle,
the Bible,
and
our views of Bible and sets him to labor and
strive.—
doctrine. This he desired especially to Theodore Monod. aid him in his Sunday-school lessons. I
AEs.
2 Sh on fh come
oi
proposed Butler's Theology. His reply
of his
apple
the
as
thee
keep
will
He
was, that he could not understand those
eye.
He
will
keep
in
thy
all
thee
ways,lest
books written for learned men only, as
God’s cause, imperative, even, for every
he supposed that might be,but if I thought thou dash thy foot against a stone. He
church to hold revival meetings under best, and would procure it for him, he will keep thy foot from being tuken. Lest
the direction of its own pastor and unit- would try it. Soon after, I found him any hurt thee, he will keep thee day
ing also with other pastors and churches. venturing to answer more questions and and night. He will keep thee as a shepDoubtless, wisely conducted, they would making inquiries.
If his views were herd doth his flock. He will keep thee
be productive of good, and only good to not readily received, Butler's Theology from the evil that is in the world. He
He will
those engaging in them and the cause of was'appealed to and very correctly ap- will keep thee from falling.
temptation.
of
hour
the
Christianity would be blessed. But is plied, as reference usually proved. H: keep thee from
not the prevailing idea in relation tore: used to say, he would not be without it as He willkeep thee in all places whither
vivals and their necessity all wrong ? If he could understand that,
thou goest. He will keep thee in the way,
the churches were in their normal condiSaid a Professor in a theological school “and bring thee into the place which he
tion, would there not be a constant com- it is the best text book in theology I know
has prepared.. He will keep the feet of
ing to, and abiding, in, Christ; in conse- of, for rapid progress in a general knowlhis saints. - He will keép that which thou
quence of their regular work? Would edge of the Bible. One said, I wish he hast committed to him}
\

»

!

:

=
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THE MORNING
dissipation, that you might pluck the lost
from the, very mouth of heli? An aggressive church will do Christ's. work,
O-0-0-0-b
*+o

HIGH OHRISTIAY OHARAOTER.
We clip the following ‘from an article

“Too weak,” I cried, © am I to bear my pain.
Lifi’s troubled waters so against me beat,

I feel my

contributed to Zion's Herald by Rev. Dr.

ret

Lose hold of Faith’s firm rock. Useless again
To strugelo, crying forth to God, ¢ Sustain!
Tt is a breath-worn cry, and is it meet To mock His patience? Wherefore now entreat

4

New strength, as surely to be spent

Fales H. Newhall :
Iligh Christian character

in vain

Sounded A sweet voice, with instrength’ning
thrill:
Lord's?

thou

not

what

conflict

was

the

hateful.

|

;

open,

prove him inoverbearing, or

‘has proved

that he

does not

-to himself

so as to

have a good report, there may be reasonable ground for gratulation in his departure. © But, when a man has faithfully
expounded the Divine word, when he hus

shown all meekness and long-suffering in
his intercourse with his church members,
and beén'an *‘ example of the believers
in word, in

spirit,
fearful
church
The
a good

conversation,

in

charity,

in

in ‘aithyin purity,” it indicates a
wrong if only “some” of the
regret his leaving.
people who are glad to get rid of
man who has been their pastor

are generally unreasonable,

envious

between twelve

remark.

were

earnest

they

charge

to

the

are

to office.

he will do well to examine himself as to
what‘ sort of a man he iss Most likely,
or covetous.

AN AGGRESSIVE OHURCH ATTRAOTIv
Ye churches thatwould be true churches

of the Christ who came to seek and to
save that which was lost, be not satisfied
to make your houses of worship beautiful.
your services acceptable to those that
come to them ; but go out into the highhedges, and compel them to
The woman sweeps the house

diligently for the
Have you.

done it,

lost piece of money.
or have

you sat

in

Yous eagy chair, and.thought it enough to
old

in your hand

never draw

a

the, metal?

Jagnel

that will

The . shepherd

left bis ninety and nine in the fold,
you left

Have

yours ? le went over the mount:

ains and through the wilderness, till. he

could guatch the lost one out of the very
jaws of the wolf, and bear i £lpdly home

on Jifs shoulder to the fold.”

ave

‘

Sores,

youngest,

Inflamed

*‘ I used to take

SEED

enforcement

OF

you,

too, got to the “haunts”of ‘iAleness “and

some

misuse

i

FLAGRANT

OF

Of all the robberies

ROBBERIES,

that

is the

most

flagrant, the most to be: dreaded, which
robs man of his manhood,
his self-respect, which robs children of their parents, making

then

orphans

and

survives,

the almhouse,

day-schools

theAfmily of support and sends them
their

robs

pupil's,

the

the

theirs, robs society of ome

ers,

the

robs

Sabbath-schools

professions

of its

of some

most brilliant ornaments,

to
of

of

labor-

of their

the

world

of

hope and the individual of his soul! Who
is this robber? Strong drink. Just to
the. extent that it is employed as a beverage or as a medicine, since the change in
name does not, affect its nature—changing what is justly styled, in the one case,
¢¢ the foe to the system a foreign element
ever at war with the vital process,”

into

a harmless medicine—just to that extent
this robbery is perpgtrated, these evils
exist, as vice prevails virtue

must

—Dr. Hannaford.

HABITUAL

method of dealing with
ards which, we

American.

yield.

DRUNKARDS.

England has adopted,

but

modified, a

habitual

believe,

‘drunk-

in its origin

The English Parliament

is

has

provided that habitual drunkards may apply for admission into inbbriate asylums,
whichare already cstablished in Great
Britain, and, on signing their application,

may.

be held for twelye

earlier pronounced,

ger.

cured

months,
by

the

BRONZE

phlet which

accompanies

full directions

Eyes.
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BOSTON.

each
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Pleree’s Golden Medical Discovery has no cqual, 8s

unless
Manas,

In its present form the bill provides
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for those who dican pay for their keep,
:
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Pe

it effects perfect and radical cures.
In the cure of Bronehitls, Severo Coughs,
and the
carly Stages of Consumption, it has astonished the
medical faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the
age. While
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s
is a brief historical statement, &e. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
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25
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,

is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
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lyew3

prevalent spirit of innovation has infect‘ed even that church. . For two or three
years the question of women's relations
to the church has been a point widely
discussed, an active minority maintaining
their right to all the privileges of male
members. The question of voting’ in
church meetings has been the battleground up to this time, and the conseryative. wing seemsto have the better of the
contest. At the last Convention it was
resolved to refer to the Conferences the
question, ‘¢ Shall the women of our congregations' be allowed to vote at the
election of a pastor?” The Conferences
have fully discussed the. question, and
ed resolutions
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orpld Liver, or “Billousness.”
In many cases of
“Liver Complaint? only part of these symptoms are
experienced.
As a remedy for all such cases, Dr.
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Minister's Manual.
_ just issued, desigoed especially for ministers
but useful for all church members. It contain:
Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen,
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for ten or a dozer
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Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, White Bwellings,
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The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
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Butler's Theology
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© discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
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with them, but who, for one reason or
another, do not go to the class, and therefore are not counted as members.
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guaranteed.
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EXTRACT

The Wesleyans in Great Britain make
class-meetings the test, and count as
members only those who attend these
means of grace.
They have a great
many people who identify themselves
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history.
$0.75; postage. 10 cents.
Memoir of George T. Day.
contains a Narrative of bis Tite, Letters, Ser
mons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents, See “ Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The Church Member's Book

81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never
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olent purposes.
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ive the rise and progress of this: body uf
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need be called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pam-
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patronage, noblemen have 48, Cambridge
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than orphans, while a bloated, degraded
and demented father still
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For Broken Breast, Sore

tried and acquitted, to the great joy of
the spectators at the trial.’ The Attorney
General had demanded their, exile for
three’years fo the mines of Siberia.
The Presbyterian church of Canada

will leave off, in a week he will eat
more than he did before, will digest it
infinitely better, and get strongerin every
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Faceache

The Russian Baptists who have been
three years in prison at Odessa, for pro-

some other thing that ought to be remedied by the rules of hygiene— which
ought to be prevented and cured by the
removal of its cause—nothing is more
common than to tell the man to take a
little wine, instead of telling him to look
into his surroundings, and get rid of the
cause, I find that what is wanted with
these cases of debility, is regular work,
proper hygiene, mental discipline of the
individual, and a proper system of diet
and regimen; and then I find that they
et well infinitely better without drink
than they do with it. Whenever a man
tells me that he can Tot eat his dinner
without a glass or two of “wine, I know
the wine has got hold of him to that extent. I know that itis all the more rea-

way.—Dr.

Santiago,

Earache, Toothache,and

been sentenced to three mouths’ imprisonment and to pay a fine of 1,500 francs
for attempting to prevent a C(atholic
priest from administering the last sacraments to one of his—the missionary’s
parishioners.

beer to

faculties,

Paris,
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published

firmly bound in boards.
Song

H
It is healing, cooland
B ruilses. ing and oy
The most obstinate cases are healed and
. cured with astonishing rapidity.
For allay-

The clouds, which rise with thunder, slake
Our thirsty souls with rain:
The blow most dreaded falls to break
From off our limbs a chain;
And wrongs of man to man but make
The love of God more plain;
As through the shadowy lens of even
The eye looks farthest into heaven,
On gleams of star and depths of blue
‘The glaring sunshine never knew !

‘‘ respectable” establish-

enactment or

from

who do not regret a pastor’s resignation,

ways and
come in.

and

Nothing is more common when a man
gets out of health, from mere overwork,
from some improper use of his health,

freely. . Then, the pastor has trained the
church well, its. members may some of
them sympathize with him, but they will
love the cause too well to leave the church
on account of any man. A new pastor
may retain all they have and attract some
new people. So,a cool calculation shows
that the covetous may be helped by a
change, and thus some are glad to see a
faithful pastor leave.
If the reader belongs to the ‘‘some,”

Weekly.

stunned

CASES

with a new man more
money will be
collected and certainly on the start, more

— Baptist

years,

that whieh permits a mere child to enter
a place of worse than yellow fever infection and help himself to slow poison
freely F * And what will become of that
boy P—Christian Intelligencer.

So they come to look upon a pastor wilh
the same malignant feeling that Haman
had toward Mordecai, but, unfortunately
for the interests of the church, they are
able to inflict evil and do not come to a
like fate with Haman.
4
Others are covetous. The church costs
a good dealof money. The subscriptions
or pew rents come in slowly, There is a
large deficiency to make up. Probably,

envious

the

criticism:

too much

of

pecially
are they jealous if young men
by the pastor's wise agency are develop-

he is unreasonable,

the

The
mere outward reformation
of
mcrality differs as much from regeneration by the Holy Spirit, as whitewashing
an old rotten house differs from taking it
down, and building a new one in its
room.— Toplady.

a higher style of liquors, or whether this
precocious debauchee disdains his cups
and sows wild oats no longer, we ponderingly passed on. And these were welldressed children, whose faces under the
gaslight of the street convinced us that
they belonged to some of our better
families.
Now the questions which we
pondered were, What kind of parents
are those who allow their boys the range
of the town in this manner? What sort

pastor.

ed into usefulness and elected

from

patronizes only

drawn into the church, they complain of
the favoritism which is shown to them,
and feel Yat they are pushed aside, all of

which

Christian

sixteen

ments, or he bas graduated

he goes,

workers,

.

contains

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of the discases it. will
surely control and cure them, Do not delay
trying it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
:
The Extraet is the only speCatar rh. cifie for this prevalen i
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves cold
in the head, &e¢. Our
NasalSyringe is of
essential service in these cases.
‘

The Lord takes up none but the forsaken ; makes none healthy but the sick;
gives sight to none but the bligd; makes

debarred us from his further confidence,
and so, unenlightened whether he now

and are determined never to vote for a
man to take his place who does not
promise to reach their ideal. Cthers are
envivns, They do not like a man to bave
the ' influence
that somehow gathers
aroundan earnest Christian worker. The
very esteem and: ‘love which na pastor
honestly gains is a grievance to them,
The more favor he obtains with the
peopie.ibe more their personal importance seemsto be diminished. If new
men, efficient and

ter,

fession to do’ more than cast a rapid
glance at the speaker, which, however,

exordiums,

when

unbolts

general

iicaing, cher

and

Chautauqua

is now

No other medicine will cure as
:
¢
:
For , stanchin,

Diphtheria

door of the heart that both the word and
the spirit have easier entrance.—Baa-

my beer anywhere, in the worst gin-mills
in the city, but I don’t any more.” We

magnificent passages of description, new
light on a thousand portions of Scripture,
and a peroration of fervent eloquence,
twice every Sunday, and all brought into
thirty minutes of time. Alas, they have
not found their pastor able to meet their
wishes dnd they are glad

and

It was

disarmed our

complain if his sermons are not always
full of striking
thoughts, and novel
illustrations, vivid, startling, and spiritfor grand

so

for the Great

School Assembly,

external or internal, it is always rcliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. Kor bleeding of the
1ines it is invaluable. Our Nasal aud Fe=
male 8
ges and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
;

Though the word and the spirit do the
main work, yet suffering

piled

:

Hemorrhages.

liot.

least the smallest of the party, and was
uttered ina cheerful tone that implied
such a consciousness of virtue as almost

and,

will reconcile them to, or even make them
glad of, ‘his leaving.
Others again will

look

ancient

W.

The tale of the Divine pity was neyer
yet believed from lips that were not felt
i be moved by
human pity.— George

who were all provided with nw signs
of approaching manhood, canes and
cigars, we were treated to the following

in spite of it, by the magical influence of
his preaching and working, give the
church reputation and prosperity. With
some, again, the cry is for a ** pastor,”
thereby meaning a man who is constantly
“visiting among his people, a physician
attending to: their souls, but who must
be careful ngt to inquire too closely into
their spiritual health, and especially the
cause of their lack of Christian comfort
and small progress in Christian life. Yet,
probably, they plume
thems:lves on
their supposed anxiety for pastoral visitation, as an indication of spiritual vitali'y.The lack of frequent calls from a pastor

They

the

xtract.
quickly.

the

Julian.

a

GREAT
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AND
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INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.
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Freewill Baptist Publications.

& Sherwin, the Song Book coms

Neuralgia. head, stomach or bowels, td
£9 8
ily
cured by the free use of the

and

would never be undertaken at all.—J.

A NAIVE CONFESSION.
Coming home from church on Sunday
evening,as
we passed a group of four young
Americans whose ages ranged evidently

covetous. They .expect a pastor to do
impossibilities. Ne matier how much of
popular odium may have been brought
on their church by feuds in the past, by
bad treatment of pastors, by the prominence of unspiritual men as church officers,
and the retention of unworthy professors:
in church-membership, all this a pastor

ual.

of

thinkers

Doane

this
distres
disease in its various forms,
Bufferers who
have tried everything else
without relief, can rely upon being entirely
cured by using Pond’s Extract,
d
H
All neuralgic pains of the

TEMPERANCE.

and

is expected to be able to neutralize,

women

left to

THE

)

CHAUTAUQUA CAROLS, by Lowry,

No other known
Rheumatism.
preparation - has
ever
performed such wonderful cures of

its

church with the filthy innuendoes of his none alive but the dead ; sanc
none
turgid rhetoric, and generations of youth but sinners, and to all these he is prehave laughed with him at the agonies of cious.— Luther.
Christian virgins flung to human beasts,
The more believers love God, the more
in comparison with whom lions would
have been gentle and chaste.
Boston's they love one another; as the lines of a
‘* bestsociety’” has been well trained to circle, the nearer they come towards the
think of Jonathan Edwards, the first of center the nearer they come to cach
American philosophers, and at the same other.— Charnock.
time one
of the sweetest souls that ever
Sustain and comfort yourself in the
sung,as a dyspeptic Orthodox bigot. English history just begins to reveal to. the Lord ; and be strong in his power if you
secular world that John Wesley was are under the Lord’s crosses, for you are
something else than an ascetic fanitic. in the beaten and common way to heavLautneris yet a disagrevable man to Pa- en !— Rutherford.
pists, and the classic Roman historians
A charitable untruth, an uncharitable
hated Paul and John with a hatred so intense that, although they were refined and truth; and an unwise mariaging of truth
humane men for their age, they yet or love, are all to be carefully avoided of
thought
Nero perhaps excusable for him that would go with a right foot in
dressing such men as the twelve apostles the narrow way,— Bishop. Hall.
in coats of burning pitch and plunging
He who calls in the aid of an equal
them in caldrons of boiling oil. Christ
himself was more than disagreeable to understanding doubles his own, and he
who profits by superior understanding
the Pharisees who spat in his face and
raises his powers to a level "with the
nailed him to the cross.
hight of the superior understanding be
COSI
NE
unites with.—Burke.

delight.

if his personal walk

take heed

If reforms were

‘¢ Shall the servant be above his Lord?”
Secular literature is saturated with this
hate. Some of the grandest souls that
the world has ever seen have been pilloried in poetry for ages. Scott made
polite society believe that the Puritans
were a generation of eanting snivelers.
The licentious Gibbon smirched the purest

In

scholars, and the wise and prudent,

saintliest men of all ages been hated, for,

They have desired
a change and, probably, they have been working for it.
It is not to ‘be declared that there are
not circumstances in which the dissolution of a pastoral relation may justify a
feeling of relief and satisfaction. When
a. man's .incompetency for a post is
patent to all, or when there have been

such maniféstations as
judicious, splenetic, and

such

'it.

MINOR SELECTIONS.

Master. The flame of Christlike love is
to him the flame of hell. Thus have the

‘t Some of the church will greatly regret his resignation.” So read one of
our papers the other day with respect to
a pastor's retirement from his field of
labor. + ‘“ Some * of them will be sorry,
but ** some ” it is to be presumed will be
anything but sorry. The breaking of the
tie which has bound pastor and people
will be a relief to them. The fact that
they will see a good man’s face no more
as their teacher and leader will afford
perhaps

hates

from

-O-0-b
roe

man for the same reason that he hates his

THE PASTOR'S RESIGNATION,

and

and he

withdrawn

Pp)
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FOR

House of Commons,
— Christian Union.

High moral purity unconscious-

sin from the earth,

—Independent,
SRA TED
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EE

them secret,

impresses

ly reminds a selfish, sensual man of the
eterndl purity that is pledged to consume

He in thine every struggle hath had parts
hun once thou full, He will uphold thee
till;
For three "times prayed Me, using the same
words!”

and

+

1878.

POND'S EXTRACT,

present form the bill secures the almost
unanimous approbationof the English

wicked men with a superstitious fear.
Fear is a disagreeable sensation, and the
character that produces it in a high degree becomes not only disagreeable, but

As that last given?” But to my failing heart
“ Knowest

bill,

6,

e

Wik refluent, maddened waves,

NOVEMBER

but if the experiment succeeds it is proposed to extend it and support inebriate
hospitags
by taxation.
"The original
propodition, to allow the courts to commit
habitual drunkards to the asylam in a
magner analogous to that in which insane
persons are committed to insane retreats,
was abandoned by the advocates of the

not an attractive one.— Independent.
THREE TIMES THE SAME WORDS.

STAR.

anal

Houses 95
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AVRSERE

anal corner

Madi.

, Depot,

r
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inept

For rates or juformation .uiat gttalnahie: from
your home ticket agents, apply to
:

W. H. Stennett,

Gen, Pass. Ag’t; Chicago.

Margi
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;

declaring her faith in the Word of God,is
a great encouragement
to missionary

labor. The influence of it has already
been very helpful to the missionaries in

that quarter, giving them greater power
among the natives, who seem to be “fov-’

Friday. Young Men—Their Special TemptEcel. 11: 9, 10; 2 Tim, 2: 22.
ations.
The Pattern for Young Men.
Saturday.

Luke 11: 42—52; Acts 10: 38—43.

The Committee issue a circular to pastors asking their co-operation, and request, if practicable, a sermon. to young
.men on the Sabbath

and

such

other

ob-

ple of the potent influences which have
made her Northern brethren prosperous,
and the existence of the common school
as the important factor in our progress
we believed would be recognized at its
value and adopted eagerly as. the great
hope of the future. We confess that the
outlook is discouraging, and the menace
to our peace and prosperity as a united
people alarming, when we consider that,
with its dense ignorance among a discon-

ed as in a great religious revival.
Bible servance of the week as they deem dereading is also greatly stimulated.
In sirable. Last year, the season was very
one week 3,300 Bibles were sold to the generally observed, a large number of
natives, almost every village having one sermons were preached, many special
or more earnest readers in it. The work services were held, and the most en- tented and disorderly people, the South‘is one to be thankful for.
There is no couraging reports were received from ern political leaders are also bent on coneivilizer like the Word of God.
Interest ministers and Associations of good re- trol of the government, and that’ such an
a people in the Bible and they are on the sults. In some cases, the meetings were event is not impossible, nor unlikely,
direct road to industry, respectability continued and the work of grace thus be- even,should the conscienceless and schooland salvation.
Reader, are there none gun was deepened and extended by the less voters of both sections unite under amAnd,
of your neighbors that you can interest in meetings of the usual week of prayer in bitious,and unscrupulous leaders.
January.
The Committee accompany yet, we'are glad to believe that the prosthe Bible?
the circular with a brief statement of the pectis brighter than at first appears as
important work in their charge among we scan the entire horizon. It is someThat is a miserable hour when the soul,
eoming to itself, sees its own selfishness. the 800,000 railroad men, the 30,000 young thing that four of the largest among the
As it looks back over its life, and sees ‘men in colleges, the 60,000 commercial Southern States, including Louisiana,
how it has put all the good things it has travelers, and the 500,000 German speak- manifest substantial progress in popular
received—the song of birds and the prat- ing young men. In all but one of these education, and that South Carolina refields, they have a special visitor employ- cords a handsome increase in the attendtle of children, the rain and the sunshine,
Leadits intercourse with men in books, in ed to organize and stimulate wise effort ance of her school population.
trade, on the street and in the home—how by Christian young men on behalf of ing men in the other States have, lately
companions.
The expressed anxiety with regard to the povit has put all these things into the hopper their unconverted
erty of their educational resources and
workers
in
these
organizations
are
mainof life to-be ground intoa thousand bits
to administer to its own selfishness in a ly the young men in whom the churches are alive to the advantages of an improvThe
thousand instances, then the soul real- have confidence, and their aim is to do ed system and increased facilities.
emigration
of
Northern
men
with
prosuch
work
as
commends
itself
to
the
izes as never before how it has given
help to none, how nome have come to church, to parents, to business ‘men, and gressive ideas will do something, though
seek “of it solace, encouragement or to young men themselves. We wish that very slowly, we fear, to help the Southstrength ; how finally it has been worse this week of prayer, as helping. ia its re- ern leaders to see that the greatest prosthan a dead weight on the progress of sults to promote this work among and in perity and ultimate safety, even, liesin
righteousness. Such souls are very near behalf of young men, might be generally the direction of intelligent citizenship.
We may hope, at least, with some assurthe kingdom. Ifthey will but put on observed.
bt
4-0-4
ance, for the gradual coming of that good
Christ, they will find unselfish living an
SOME SUGGESTIVE FACTS.
time when the shot-gun shall be exeasier burden to bear than the load of
In a government hike ours, where the
self-indulgence. To reach up the hand people are all members of the royal fam- changed for the spelling-book, and shiftlessness,born of ignorant idleness, shall
and let the Father take hold of it to lead ily, where the political power of the humand to guide his child, is a simple and blest artisan is equal to that of a million- give place to fertile fields and thrifty
homes. The school-house and the churchyet a comprehensive solution of life's
aire or a savant, at the ballot box, it ad- spire will not be wanting when that time
problem.
mits of no question that the strength and comes.
Eea =
stability of the government must depend
‘Even merely theoretical people always
ONE VIEW.
upon the diffusion of intelligence among
have a following, in spite of all that is:
the
masses.
Our
only
real
danger
is
at
The
Rev.
Dr.
Howard Crosby, of New
said against their theories.
The man
the point where cunning demagoguery York, has an article in the Golden Rule
who
has got a notion-into his head that |
joins hands with an ignorant populace, of last week that must attract considerhe can make every sick person well will’
find enough subjects to experiment upon. the latter having the votes and the former able attention in temperance circles. Dr.
Merely theoretical reformers in politics controlling them by an adroit appeal to Crosby is well known as the vigorous
The champion in the Society whose purpose
get votes, and theoretical advocates of prejudice, always blind to reason.
teaching will find their notions adopted school-house, the pulpit and the news- is to enforce the license law in New
* by school boards and superintendents. paper constitute the University of the York city. That he has been abused and
Many theories are afloat in the religions People, where virtuous and intelligent denounced by temperance reformers who
world, and ministers and churches clus- citizens are to be educated for the high did not think as he did on the temperance
question, is evidentto all who read the
ter around them. Perhaps, the most of duties of safe self-government.
The last report of the Bureau of Edu- papers. Thatthere has been no touch of
these people holding hobbies are thempresents some the golden rul® in many of these denunciaselves persuaded of the efficacy of their cation at Washington
grave,
we
may
say
alarming,
facts con- tions, 1s equally evident. All fair-minded
own measures. And just here lies their
power. The human mind naturally be- cerning the qualifications of the people in persons must recognize in Dr. Crosby a
large section of our country for self- sincere and earnest temperance worker,
lieves
in those who believein themselves. one
oavoarn
As a rule, if one man
tells it to another, the

has a belief and
one who is told

tion in most of the Southern States is
- has the laboring oar not to believe it shown by indisputable facts to be preWhile in all
also. Weare not now referring to the carious,to say the least.
the
Northern
States,
notwithstanding
the
many imaginations
of men which ‘are
often dignified with the name of belief. hard times, the amount of funds approIt Will be easier to do justiceto ourselves’ priatedto promote the common school
in not being carried away by these the- has largely increased and corresponding
oretical folk, if we make a note of this results are recorded, it is found that,
susceptibility on the part of human nat- with the exception of Virginia, North
ure to believe what another believes just Carolina, Tennessee and Louisiana, the
amount paid for public education and
because the other believes it.
the number of pupils have gradually deDiscussing the question, how to ac- creased in all the Southern States—in
eount for the present prevailing insensi- some of them to an almost incredible ex-

bility of men touching the future life, the tent.

hearing.
In

under

the

article

referred

the heading

Temperance

(1)

he

writes

of ¢¢ Mistakes of the

Reform.”

specifies four:

to,

Of

these

he

** The drunkard has

been regarded as an unfortunate, and not

as a criminal;” (2) ‘Temperance has
been made synonymous with total abstinence from everything that can intoxi-

cate;” (3)
one who

** Wholesale abuse of every
does

not believe in total

stinence is a prominent

ab-

feature in the

temperance tactics;” (4) ‘“Temperance
literature is largely composed of twaddle
that disgusts respectable minds."

It is our opinion that the first and last
For instance, Alabama and Michigan
Golden Rule inclines to the belief that
of
these propositions will bear strong
have
almost
exactly
the
same
school
popthe church is partly in the fault. Heaven
has been pictured as too remote, without ulation ; yet the former enrolled last year emphasis. A man that drinks is as
insisting on the first principle of begin- about one hundred and twenty-seven much a criminal as a man that steals or
There
with less than four one who is guilty of uncleanness.
ning heaven here and now.
However thousand pupils,
blissful a place or state of existence may thousand teachers, while the latter en- are undoubtedly exceptions, but as a rule
be, always putting it far in the future ‘rolled about three hundred and forty-five it seems the part of wisdom to agree with
tends to cool any lively interest in it, and thousand pupils and employed nearly Dr. Crosby that a rigid course of prison
Michigan discipline will be far more efficacious in
causes people, it may be almost imper- thirteen thousand teachers.
ceptibly,to gradually contemplate that paid for school purposes nearly three and killing the depraved appetite than any
place or state with but little aspiration. a half millions of dollars, and Alabama course of moral suasion. Is our ChrisThe same is true of the oppesite state, paid $337,276. These figures show an tianity so babyish that we will shut our
to the great hindrance to the tem—the farther away it is, the less real and actual decrease over the previous year of eyes
perance
reform indicated in such a
dreadful it appears.
The thing to do is more than twenty thousand children in
to insist more on the present life as actu- school attendance ard over three hun- sentence as this: ¢‘ In accordance with
philosophy, we catch a
ally forming a part of the heaven or hell dred thousand dollars, in thé expeadi- our improved
freshly-reformed
drunkard and set him
that awaits a person.
But farther than tures for Alabama.
that, there must be more of the vivid
Georgia has a school population of in a high place of honor as a teacher of
portrayal of God’s judgment upon sin as 394,037, and Wisconsin, 474,811,
In the the people, instead of putting him in a
well as his Iove of sinners.
Preaching former State, 179,540 pupils were enroll- back seat of penitent probation”? Thatis
the simple ethics or msthetics of the g0os- ed; in the latter, 282,176.
Wisconsin a surface love which would rather see its
perish soul and body
than
pel will not win people permanently.
It paid for her schools $1,126,641. Georgia object
may allure them,as gilding and sentiment paid $434,046. The former shows an in- to have it bear the suffering necessary to
always do, but it will not hold them. crease of nearly 13,000 pupils in attend- a beter life.
_It is not a pleasant thing to contemplate
The days when the church was more
ance and an added expenditure of over
severe in its discipline, its preaching and $100,000, while the latter shows a de- the “* nauseous cant” which runs not only
its life than it is now, witnessed hore of crease in attendanceof over 14,000 pu- through temperance literature, but also
its abiding power with men, and less in- pils, and of twenty-three cents per head through Sunday-school literature. The
latter evil has been exposed so often of
difference on the part of the unsaved.
im her expenditures.
late, that measures are on foot in many
The
comparison
between
Idina
and
;
n
—ti —
Mississippi shows a similar result, while quarters to purify Sunday-school libraries.
The International Committee of Amerieven in Kentucky, with an increase of And we have no doubt but the same thing
€an Young Men's Christian Associations, over sixty thousand in the enrollment of will be done in regard to temperance writin accordance with the instructions of the
pupils, there was a decrease in the aver- ings ; at least, when such writersas Dr.
Louisville Convention, have issued a call
Cuy ler,Canon Farrar,Frances E. Willard,
age attendance, and of $68,462 in the exfor the observance of the second Sabbath penditures, while 368 less teachers were and eminent physicians and physiologists,
of November, and the week following, as employed.
On the contrary, Iowa add- like Dr. Richardson, of England, are
a season of thanksgiving, and special ed over twenty thousand to the number prominent in the literature of temprayer for Ged’s blessing upon young of her attending pupils, over nine hun- perance, there is no need of circulating
men and workin their behalf.
The dred to her teaching force, and $852,026 trash on this subject.
World's Convention of the Associations to her expenditure. Arkansas
The second and the third points which
and Kanheld at Geneva, Switzerland, August ‘sas, asis well known, are close neigh- Dr. Crosby makes are closely connected.
- 13-18, 1878 (in which eleven nations bors, having very much the same soil He does not believe in total abstinence
Were represented), joined heartily in this and climate, the former being much the from all that could intoxicate. * Distilled
so that in all parts of the older. Yet it is shown by the 3, res that spirits and light wines are entirely difappointment,
wor
thisld
season of prayer will be’ ob- | Kansas sends 187,224 of
977 chil- ferent in their character, having only this
sends on- connection,
served. The iyAmerican Committee sug- dren to school, while A)
that the former are intoxicating
ly 15,890 of ber 189,280!

of his article:

“If we ry to make

the

the conditions of Jifs are much

more

un-

world perfect, we shall be likely to do it favorable to health than in Cyprus. India,
no good ; but if we try to make it better, | Singapore, Hongkong, and the ,West Inwe shall succeed.” If everybody had dies are familiar to our army, and it is
perfect health, and perfect command over difficultto believe that any part of the
their bodies, and could get perfectly pure ‘Mediterranean can be as unhealthy as
and wholesome wines, and there were no those possessions.”
poor and weak persons to be influenced
to their own destruction by the example
which is set before them, then it might
|
be justifiable to partake of these wines, Christ's premillonnisl’ comin
nificant in many ways. It
for the stomach’s sake, that is, if in such
a Utopia the stomach would need such very many clergymen who are not generally classed as premillennarians were
stimulants.
But as we have already said, Dr. C vosby sufficiently interested in the doctrine to
has proved himself an earnest and sincere be present at the discussion of it and in
several cases to take an active part in it.
worker for temperance, and should have
the sympathy and aid of temperance There was something of a development
people in his hard fight to lessen the evil of Episcopalian faith in the premillennial
in New York. Differences of opinion crop advent, and a no substantial agreement,
out in many departments of life, but it is except in the most general terms, as to
what and where Christ's second coming
by their fruits that we are to judge
people, and on this principle there seems should be. Rev. A.J. Gordon,Baptist,
read
to be better work for some temperance a paper in support of the theory that onadvocates than to slander such a man as ly the pious dead will be raised at the
Dr. Crosby.
millennium, and that the second resurrection would take place 1000 years later
———
es
when the wicked would be raised and
CURRENT TOPICS.
judged.
In his opinion the resurrection
——SACRIFICIAL rites seem to be a part
isto
be
corporeal
and universal, only
of the actual paganism of the Chinese on
the Pacific Coast. From the Los Angeles 1000 years will elapse between the res(California) Express, we gather the par- urrection of the righteous and that of the
ticulars of a scene at the recent trial of a wicked. At the present writing we have
couple of Chinamen in that country for no reports of the nature of other papers
theft. The parties to the suit being all read, further than that such topics as
‘¢ The Present
Mongolians,it was concludedto swear the « Kingdom and Church,”
witnesses by the most binding Chinese Age and Development ‘of Anti-Christ"
forn1. As this form consisted of sacrifice and ** The Predicted Restoration of the
by both fire and blood, it was found Jews to Palestine” were the subjects of
The attitude of
necessary to adjournto the sidewalk in papers and discussion.
front of the Court House. Here the representative clergymen towards the docvictim, which in this case consisted of a trine of premillenniumism, and other
young, chicken, was brought, and also points of interest connected therewith,
the necessary tapers. The latter, having may be gathered from an article further
been lighted, were placed in the ground, on.
the victim was brought in contact with
them, and then followed the most super- ——WE are glad to see the determinastitious as well as absurd performances. tion displayed
by a few friends of Taw,
The form of oath was read with great order and decency at Salt Lake for the
elaboration. The victim was slain with suppression of polygamy. Recently, one
a regulation

sacrificial

blood and the fire were

knife,

both

formally

is

States Commissioner for the marriage of
three women at the Endowment House,
the Mormon headquarters, on the same
day.
Two Mormons, present at the

United States Court's participating in
any such heathenish rites. The very
countenancing of such nonsense would
‘show that the court was unqualified to
perform with proper dignity its high and
sacred duties.
RA
i
——Pror¥. J. W. MEARs, of Hamilton
College, publishes in the Independent an

extended account of the Oneida

(N.

Community,

infamous

its

history is circumstantially

United

much

parade and ceremony the oath was declaredto be formally administered, and
the trial proceeded, We are not disposed
to make over much of this single instance. If it should be shown “that it
represented anything like a custom among
the celestials in that region,it will be time
enough then to do the protesting. But we

which

the

applied

to the parties in the case, and after

in

Miles was arraigned before

Y.)

narrated.

He

time, one of whose duty it was to keep.
the record of all who entered the Endowment House for’ marriage, were brought
into court as witnesses and refused to
testify, on the ground that they were
bound to secrecy by an oath to the Mor-

first tried

his

defiance

how he has gone

of decency,

on in last and

and

moral

the

decis-

toward this polygamy in the name of religion.

The issue ought not to be doubt-

ful.

Meanwhile, new recruits . from

old

country

Utah, the peculiar effect of this community is the degradation of women.
To

full.

tenanced within the national limits the
stronger will. it become, the more indifferent will be public sentiment towards
it, and the less likely will be'its destruction.
——WE

Mormon

are

brought

over

the

by the

apostles,” and the ranks Rept
-

and destroy it would naturally

séem to be one of the first reforms that
all pure-minded women would undertake. But we will not say women alone,
for neither sex is free from its polluting
influence. Every consideration of decent
morals, to say nothing of Christiamty,
calls for the suppression of such organized vice. Plainly, the longer it i& coun-

put forward the Glasgow author-

ities for an example of dealing with hightoned scamps. The directors and other
officials of the Bank of Glasgow, which
was recently failed through their theft
and fraud, have been arrested and sent to
prison, notwithstanding they were among
the first citizens, and had as high as a
half millions dollars offered as individual
bail. Such a spectacle has not been witnessed in this country very recently—much
as it ought to have been witnessed. This
action ofthe authorities will necessitate the
trial of the bank officers within one hundred
and twenty days—before the tears have
dried from the cheeks of the thousands
of poor people whom they have ruined,or
the righteous indignation has gone from
their hearts.

——THE unhealthiness of Cyprus has
caused considerable comment on both
sides of the Atlantic.

The London 7Z%mes,

basing its conclusions on the facts laid before it by ita. correspon

ia
i
—

expensive ;

Articles needed are clothing of all siges,
bedding, crockery, knives and forks, tin- ware, dust-pens, pins, needles, thread,
yarn; indeed, anything useful in families

elsewhere.
Sabbath-school books
(whole ones),
library books, especially fit te go in the
‘College library, or to present to individuals of studious habits, particularly ministers, will be very useful.

Sabbath-sehool papers, new

or second

hand religious newspapers.
But old
school books, except in good condition,
put
in only to fill up a box or barrel for want
of something better will not be worth the
sending.
Revival is in progress in Charlestown
and Kearneysville, in our mission.
Many thanks to many friends, for kind

receptions and

benefits bestowed, both

personal and in behalf of the schools and
mission, South, during the months

of my

summer tour. And above all, thanks be
given to God, who, in so many ways, has

given to this good work

these tokens of

his approbation.
A. H. MORRELL.

Myrtle Hall, the new building. for young ladies at Harper's Ferry, stands north of the

chapel and
| East.

boys’

hall, front end

Itis
a plain but comely

facing the

building,
and

we think has been built at bottom prices,

It is

80 feet long by 43 wide, and the basement wall

of stone, quarried but a few rods away, is twe
feet thick and nine feet high.* As this wall has
had full four years to settle,
stand firm for ages to come.

we hope it will
We want to have

a dining room fifty feet long on

one side of

besides a kitchen, storage .
room, &c. - On the other side we propose te

this

basement,

have

a couple

of wash-rooms,

and a general cook-room for

a bath-room,

girls,

The

din-

ing-room, which has an entrance

from the

East end, will be used in common

by young

men and women

who board in the hall.

The first and second stories of the building
are of brick,

walls

18

to

14

inches

There will be on each floor 12 rooms,

thick.

about 16

by 12 1-2 feet each, containing 2 windows,
glass 12 x 16, 8 lights to the window.
Rooms

10 feet

in

the

clear,

Each

room has

a

closet. On this is a mansard . roof, covered
with slate. The 12 roomsin the roof will be
about 14x12 fot each. A hall nine feet wide
of these rooms are e taken at 35. 0 each, and
when

they

are

finished,

the

names

of the

select, will be
doors. Théde
rooms for the
even:the prom-

to testify

debauchery daring the last thirty years in
New York State. Like that pool in
oppose

too

We have no means of finishing the diningroom and cook-room, each of which with fur.
in a murder case on the ground that niture can not cost less than $100. Then we
their oath prevented them.
Courts us- shall very much need a couple of wash-rooms,
ually find a way to compel testimony in a bath-room and cook-room to be used in comcases of this kind. A test-case is to come | mon by girls.
‘Who will help us out of these troubles?
before the United States Supreme Court

the effrontery to openly refuse

ion of which will settle the attitude of
the judiciary arm of the Government,

of

is

ise of money.

miserable originator was mobbed

he

To send by express

and water routes are cheaper than railroad conveyance.
These directions may fall under the observation of some who have given us assurances of some aid for the needy ones
here. Itis hardly necessary to remind
such of the danger of delay in this, as in
all other attempts to. get good. or de
good.

Mollie Maguire, or Ku-Klux bands,

have

Ohio R.

R. ”

donors or any names they may
put on the doors, or over the
are above the basement fifteen
finishing of which ‘we have not

some time during this month,

out

more, thence by Baltimore nd

It is something new in the history of
American jurisprudence for the witness
of an unlawful act to refuse evidence, and
thus defeat the ends of justice, by such an
excuse as this.
As well might the

shows how it was founded in lust, how its

the respectable Vermont town where

A. H. Morrell, Harper's Ferry, West Virginia. By steamer from Boston to BaltiLy
a Wo

gascar in formally repudiating idols, and

Men.

ww

of Mada-

Yonng

hay

Queen

to Reach

that should be sent to me from New Eng-

land, may be directed as follows: ** Rey.

LA

Thursday.
How
John 1: 85—46.

Isaiah 40: 28—31.

a

Strength of Young Men.

had

Dearborn

ew

The act of the present

is at 157

frequent occurrence it maybe possible to
restrict its ravages by due precautions.”
It says that there is some mystery about
this Cyprus fever that has not been explained, and that ‘* when we have ascer¢¢ wholesome” wines are indulged in by. tained why disease is prevalent, we shall
those who are in high social positions. be able to avert or mitigate it.” At any
And one of our strongest grounds for rate it must notbe forgotten, it goes on to
believing this is the very principle which say, * that British troops are able to garDr. Crosby lays down in the beginning rison stations in many countries where |

HARPER'S FERRY, Wast Va. » Oct, 24.
All communications for me may now
be sent to this place.
Boxes, barrels, &c., for this Mission

A

Office

some unusual character, or that if it be of

a

Editorial

To the Benevolent.

Oa

SW The Western
St., Chicago.

there

A

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

to withdraw from the position it had taken,
the Times thinks ‘“ may be an epidemic of

where

2

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

is a difference

without a distinction. We believe it to be
a duty to abstain from all those beverages
that will make a.man drunk or lead him
into a drunkards path. For several reasons which we will not stop lo enumerate,
itappears to us to be a hindrance to the
progress of temperance that ** light” and

those cases

Ss

dome conclusions. It is not so much, the
existence of the fact that the facilities in
the South for the education of the masses
are so limited—for that has long been the
case—as the universal decay of the system itself that gives us concern.
With
the passing away of slavery and its attendant evils we had come to look for a
gradual recognition by the Southern peo-

: 6-8,

Hetos,

BOT

Young Men—Their Power for
nda.
Y
Evil. 1 Kings 11: 28; 12: 26-30; 13: 33, 34;
Acts 7: 57—069; 8: 1-3.
:
* Tuesday.
Young Men—Their Power for
Prov.20: 29; 1 John 2: B, 143 Eph.
Good.
6: 10,11.
Wednesday.
Something Stroliger than the

Exhortation to Young

Denominational

case will admit. The fever which be
comes so prevalent as to compel the British garrison under Sir Garnet Wolseley

et

sults; but the above data are ample for
the formation of a variety of most unwel-

in small quantities and the latter are
intoxicating only in large quantities.”
We are of the opinion that this is one of

A

ye. ~All compieations designed for publication

The comparison might be extended
much further with the same general re-

1878.

—

66, 187 8.

etogs)
Men. Titus

Sunday.

WE DNESDAAY, NCOVEMBER

for

topics

following

6,

Ta

the

euch day in the week :

NOVEMBER

Ty

gest

STAR,

Fr

The Wouning Star.

MORNING

t=

THE

Again, we have very little

furniture

ed.

We want

in each room

NOTES.

Our friends in Maine are putting a commendable degree of enterprise into their State

Missionary work.

It will bear it.

Many questions that have been

asked

the hall that is building at Harper’s
the young ladies attending school

about

Ferry for
there are

answered in another column.
¢ Shall Frances go to College ‘with Francis”
is a question that Rev. J. B. T. Marsh asks in
the Advance.
He then proceéds to give several very good reasons for sending her along,
“J.

F.”

makes

some

good suggestions on

the first page concerning a line of pil)
towards Southern open-communion Baptis
Does n't some
that direction?

good

o¥ganizer

feel

a call

i

‘The following is the *‘ Creed, for a Union
church,” that Elizabeth Stuart Phelps submits
to the Independent:

** I believe

that

God

so

loved the world that he gave his only Son, that
whosoever believeth on him shall not perish,’
but shall have everlasting

life.”

nant” is a trifle longer than

The

* Cove-

that, but

fits the

“ creed” admirably,
In

January

'

next,

be

which bas been published

Literary

)

4

changed

for
to a

fortnightly, and will thereafter appear under
date of every other Saturday. This will involve ‘the raising of the subscription price
from $1.60 to $2 00 a year; but the price of
single copies will be reduced fron fifteen cents

the "necessity
have

bed-

ding and other articles in the rooms, as
of the girls have no mothers to fit them
but we do not advertise to furnish more
the articles mentioned above.
Many of our young men can hire

We are glad

some
out,
than

to

board, but very few of the young

their

women

can

pay the $1.60 per week required.
Their
friends can often help them to bacon and flour,
but can not give them money.

We

would

be

very glad to have them all board at the regular
boarding-house, but this is out of the question,
unless we have several hundred dollars per
year to keep up the establishment.

Our aim is to put the school within the
I of the prudent and ambitious,
It may interest somebody to know, that
to-day (Oct. 30) we are putting on the last of
the tin, We hope to begin putting on the
slate to-morrow.
As
window
frames are
already in, and the windows glazed, we hope
to have
a portion of the plastering done in
Nov.
}
:
Are there not a hundred Sabbath-schools,

that have not yet helped in this good work,
that will take a window or a door, or pay for a
keg of nails at $3.00 each?
Dear friends, we want

World

as a monthly

more than eight years, will’ be

of

curtains.
y
Twenty dollars will furnish a room well, including shutters.

Thanksgiving November 28,

a double bed-

stead, three chairs, a table, a coal box and a
stove, (a emall parlor cook). We would be
glad to add window shutters if we could.

Inside shutters would save

BRIEF

to put

in these thirty-six rooms. It must be remembered that we have been crowding from four
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TWO LEAVES.
BY MATTIE
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L. ROBERTS,

A crimson leaf and a golden leaf,
With sunlight all aglow,

darkness
the fore-

and

fields

the

work-shops,

and

offices

in the

busy

Beneath the mother-tree.

Softly the silver dews came down

‘When the rose tints left the sky,

And the evening star smiled down on them
With tender, watchful eye.
Then the morning sunlight kissed awake
flake

houses, and

The cold waves tossed the tender thing

the

Then it sighed, ¢ Ah, me, for my quiet home
From pitiless waters free!”
And the crimson leaf in its sheltered
Cried, ** Oh, for the sunny sea!”

nook,

It longed to wander away, away,
Over the waters wide;
But instead of the ocean’s spray, for her

« Nathan Hawley, will you make the
same promise for the future ; will you be
a help instead of a hindrance ?”
«Yes,

deavored to make restitution.

|

The

Was the dew ot the eventide.

crowded,

were

meeting-houses

and neighborhood prayer-meetings

were

So the days slipped by with beauty and bloom
idl formed, and the ministers and old church
Scattered on every hand ;—
|
But the crimson leaf saw only the sea,
prayed long prayers, mention| members
And the golden leaf, the land.
ing the nations and individuals of Bible
Hearts, like the leaves, unsatisfied,
Yearn for that which is not,
And in their pain and bitterness
Cry out against their lot,
Nor dream that in their daily path
-

So, longing for days that never come.
Their wasted years slip by.

O——

so

he

would

came terrified when
each other’s faces,

made to adjourn,
arose and said :

forgive

they
and

bee

when

Mr.

— St.

frightened

Nicholas.

er when she was a little girl, the most
wonderful was about the dark day in
19,

1780.

than the twentieth

This was during our Revolution, you will
remember, and the same year in which
the traitor,

Benedict

Arnold,

attempted

the nineteenth was cloudy and in many
places slight showers fell, sometimes accompanied by thunder and lightning ; but
as the sun arose it did not increase the
light, and the darkness deepened and

deepened, until the children standing before the tall clocks could not

see

to

tell

the time, and older people peering over
the almanac were not able to distinguish
the letters. The birds sang their even-

ing songs and flew to their nests in the
woods,

the

poultry

hurried to

the
the

their

roosts, while the cattle in the fields utter-

turned to their pastures,

the

sun

it-

color

places of

business were opened, and every one
went about his work more gentle toward
man and more grateful toward God.
After the darkness was passed,

several

persons traveled about to gather all possible information concerning. this memorable day, and Dr. “Tenny wrote an account of what he learned while on a
journey from the East to Pennsylvania.
He says the deepest darkness was in Essex County, Massachusetts, the lower
part of New Hampshire, and the eastern
portion of Maine (where my great-grandmother. lived). In Rhode Island and

Connecticut,it ‘was not so great; in New
Jersey peculiar clouds were observed,

unlike any other

rels; for a scum formed on it, resembling
burnt leaves, emitting a sooty smell,

and

this same substance was seen on streams
and rivers, especially the Merrimac,
where it lay four or five inches

thick,

for

many miles along its shore,

Another peculiarity was the ‘vapor; in

many localities it descended to the earth
from high in the atmosphere;

‘point a gentleman

saw

but

at one

the vapors, at

nine o'clock, rising from the springs and
low lands; one column he particularly
' noticed rapidly ascending far above the
highest hills, then it spread into a large
white cloud and - sailed off -to the west
ward; a second cloud formed in the same
ed fifteen minutes afterward.
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I dun—no,” he

chuckled.

have something to do.

ing unusual was observed.

It extended as. far north as the Ameri-

Drinkwater,

in

St.

Nicholas for November.

JACK M'CLOUD.
boys,”

said

uncle

Something must be‘done.

disturbauce.

After one of

him fast,

prize

hour and a half,—I don’t know, pretty
small pine may burn a half-hour—the
whole, perhaps, three hours.”

I heard a

faint sigh, then an audible sob. I-knew
Jack had been looking at me, but as I

my

Fel,

one

M. O.

pliswors;

Johnson.

«« Yes, sir,” came with a sob.

«Yes,

Sir.”

explained just how it was.
«You have done a good thing,” said

the father. . ** Jack is a good boy, and so
good-natured, that , somehow when he
does do wrong at home he slips out. of

aid very

an

assist-

her

The story is’natural.

“ The Babes in the Wood,”

that a great many

Any

By

lustrated verse,*“The Grown-up Clock.”
Mrs.
L. €C. Whiton and Howard
Glydon also have
illustrated poems.
Among the stories isan
amusing one by the editor, Ella Farman, en-

\

frontispiece.

titled ** Betty's

Thanksgiving” is a dainty

make

and

as con-

AND RECITATIONS.

in Schools, all Temperance Or-

Edited by
National

bird I

into a snow storm
begged their living

private

Miss L. Penney, editor
Temperance Orator,”

to perish.
The children
from house to house, but,

across the orchard, but when she caught
and grandma

!
another?”

man who gave them a home for the summer,
and then took thento the poer-house.
There

the little sister sickened and died,and Llewellyn
felt more keenly than ever the bitterness of a

pauper’s lot. He was bound out
master, but he tried to serve him

toa hard
faithfully,

until he was ordered to earry liquor to some of

the help. This he cefused

to do, and trouble

followed, and he ran away.

He

found

D.

the sixth

boys to one

of the Southern States, where the scene of the
story is laid; and the seven telling illustrations
are by James E. Kelly,
Further on in the

A new

&e., and also adapted for public snd

begins

ment describes the voyage of two

ganizations, Reform Clubs, Lodges, Divisions,
readings.
of “The

Lillie’s

serials begin in this number.
One, for boys,
is by. Frank R. Stockton, and has the inviting
title, ““ A Jolly Fellowship.”
Its first instali-

and choice collection of Articles in Prose
and Verse, embracing Argument and Apal, Pathos and Humor, brine foremost
emperance Advocates and
Writers, Suita-

ble for use

Mrs.

up an excellent number.—Boston:

St. Nicholas for November

Publica-

NO.2.

* Topsy’s
Thanksgiving

volume of the magazine with seventy-two
pages and fifty-two pictures filled with enchantment for the boys and girls.
Two new

tion House.
12mo. pp. 2562. ($1.00).
HARRY THE PRODIGAL.
By Mrs. E. J. Richmond.
Same publishers, ete. 12mo. pp. 306.

($1.25).
READINGS

little

Lothrop & Co.

A Story of a Pauper’s ReAlice Sweet.
New York:

Society

by wu

English Literature paper treats entertainingly
of ** John Dryden and his Times.”
There is »
bright instructive article by Mabel 8S, Emery,
entitled * In the Gas Works,” and the Poets’
Homes Series has a paper on * Nora Perry.”
A very interesting paper in ‘* The Child Toilers of
Boston Streets” series about. “ The
“Chestnut Roasters, and the usual departments, =

;

National Temperance

accompanied

story for the smaller children,

read her efforts to sow

CoALS OF FIRE.
venge. By M.

Tramps,”

Laurie Loring has a good school-

story, “ Down- a Water-spout.”

were sure

seeds.

that be-

ton’s art-poem of *‘ Giotto and his Sheep.”
Miss Plympton ulso has an amusing bit of il-

scientious and upright as Carrie.
But her example will be * seed-sowing” in the lives ofa

great many who

Mrs.

longs to these * Classics.” Another gem, with
a beautiful illustration,is Margarct J. Pres-

in the

are

versified by

stories will ever win the immortality

child might

of the children

Ju-

repre-

Clara Doty Bates, and illustrated by Mary
A. Lathbury. Few of the modern rhyme-

like little

We wish we

which

Wide Awake for November gives as one of
its chief attractions the pathetic old story of

full of lessons the oldest person should-prac-|
have lived such a life.

Iymnal,

have selected the greater part of the contents
of the Hymnal.
Much of the music is good,
and so are many of the hymns, but the plan involves the learning of mere new pieces te sing
than is likely to be accomplished by the averuge Suunday-sehool.

Carrie, she will sow many seeds that shall
yield ber a blessed harvest.
These accounts
of a little girl's life for one year are simple
enough for any child to understand and yet

tice.

Lesson

call forthe same, and from these, committees

a glimpse of
seeing all the

duties of the day, till;

pamphlet, presents some

sents an attempt to furnish an appropriate
hymn and musie for each Sunday-school lesson
of the year.
About eight hundréd new hymns
and over five hundred pieces of new music
were received by the publisher in answer to n

other pictures, and then will wish the descriptions read to her till she has the whole story,
sports and

The

innumera-

similar to our

David C. Cook (Chicago) publishes The

ternational

D. Lothrop & Co.

who-e teachings will come back to

embraces

.or worlds,

system.”

if not in Bible

grand subjects of thought, but few that are csseatially new,

By Mary

Seed Sowing.

12mo. pp. 225.
($1.25).
The
little girl who catches
pussy on page ten will insist ‘on

work

from place to place, but his life was a hard one

touched his heart,

me the promise now and go home ? Have
you made up your mind?”

or,

Boston:

Bible form,

universe

systems ...

solar

Da

Cyn

learned that God ‘had made the birds to
You see my
take care of themselves.
trying to take care of that little yellow
Ey
:
bird cost him his life!"
« Yes,” assented Edward,’ thoughtfully; then with sudden excitement in his
I wish
voice, ‘¢ that was a naughty tat!
you had whipped her!”
Grandma was silent for a little while,

give

exercises

can not sce that a pamphlet entitled New

‘* the habitable

ble

so barely escaped

people. There was a church, and a temperance debating society. The village was thrifty.
These facts are more than the romance of a
story, and the author has made skillful nse of
them, in
an interesting, well-written narrative.

asked

rather

is a

real estate declined fn value.
On the contrary, at Sprace Bend, where the flouring mills
were, all prospered. There was a flourishing
school with very smart children and young

stretched on his desk, in real grief, a pit-

‘Or would you

Europeans,

about the same time flouring mills were start.
ed, and then proceeds to point out the different
results of the two Kinds of business.
Those
connected with the brewery sank in moral and
social standing. The people of the village got
drunk and street brawls were common.
The
children grew up careless of themselyes and
Even
regardless of their parents and friends.

iable sight in the dim light. Without
noticing his dejection, I asked:
¢« Which would you rather do, Jack,
burn these pieces io the forepart of the
night, or reserve them to the last? The
hours will seem long, I suspect, I do not
think we can sleep much.”

same voice,

literary

that a re=statement of that narrative ‘will have
some of the elements of newness in it.
The

It gives an dccount of a brewery which was
built and set in operation, while near it and

learned something.”
« And didn’t 'ou ever

I went to his side laying my hand
upon his shoulder, continuing in the

of the

that he

turned, his head dropped upon his arms,

No answer.

We

($1.50).

the naughty creature the poor bird was
dead ! but 1 don’t suppose the old: puss

knew that it was naughty,

few

Views of the Siz Days® Work of Creation
presents any really * new” views, unless it be
understood that modern theorists have wandered so far away from the Bible narrative

This volume wages war against malt liquors,

andaway

garden,

the

sovieties, and we are happy to recommend this

amused myself with it, when all of a sud- taunted as paupers, they ran away, and, after
den the eat sprang in at the door, and in| days of travel, were picked up by a kind Ger-

the yard and into the

A

compilation to those desiring such
ant.

Dwinell Chellis, author of * The Brewer's
Fortune,” ** All for Money,” ‘ Ten Cents,”
ete, New York: National Temperance Society & Publication House.
12mo. pp. 445.

to everybody.

For two hours after I caught

Among

muchin sustaining an interest in temperance

“ Readings and Recitations, No, 1.” Same
publishers, etc. 12mo. pp. 96.
“ Coals of Fire” is a thorough temperance
story, and a good one. The hero, Llewellyn
De Wane Dale, and his little sister were Jeft
orphans, by a drunKen father, who,in delirium
and ran to the)
tremens, Killed their mother and wandered out

an instant she had the “dear little bird in
her motth! I'tell you grandma felt badly then ! She chased that old cat through

desk, continuing my soliloquy.

diences.

it stimulates one’s

THe BREWERY AT TAYLORVILLE.

called that

school.

Ilaid them in a row upon my

story

happily for all the other parties.

the

house, showing my

¢ You may go then.”
He shot out of the door on a run. His
ing really vicious or ugly in them, yet hone was a mile and a half through the
they made me a great deal of trouble. woods. I had some misgivings. Not
If I had occasion to mend or make a pen, that Thad done right, but I was engaged
set a copy or work a difficult sum, there to a pretty cousin of Jack's and I was
wassure to be a twitter, which swelled not certain how the family would = take
to a snicker around the room. When I it. I was soon reassured. His father
looked up all eyes would either’ be upon had started after him, and not getting
me or the ‘three boys,’ who of them- much satisfaction from the boy as to his
I
selves never seemed 80 studious, at one of delay, came on to my boarding place.

their tricks, by the way. ‘Matters stood
this way some cays. I could find nothing

I held

the

the snares of the Baroness.
With her return
to Europe
the story closes,—pleasantly and

:

We

and

The cousins, whom they visit, do not

not failto wonder

to herself. ¢ Well,
your grandpa—I
mean great grandpa—used to thresh the
seed out of the flax, and then spread the
straw out on the meadow, to lie several

weeks in the fall rains.

DeWitt Talmage, and others.

words. The author believes that the six days
of creation were natural days, and that

said she, recalled

“Yes, dear, I will,”

Peter, *“ in my school, one winter, that
were fun-loving, rollicking fellows, noth-

were the cause of the whole

about

:

‘ellow bird.”

«You think you will take care in future to set a good example before the
younger ones P”

o0-6
+--+

« There were three

tell

Harriet

the most of them in

grandma was

Do.

the writings

Beecher,

her designs and returns to Europe without re-

but

“Jack’s face grew longer and longer as
the darkness deepened. I began a search
from desk to desk, gathering a few stubs
of candle left’ ‘from a ‘recent spelling-

measuring and examining carefully, ‘‘an

A.

¢ Grandma!

Lyman

alizing her schemes of making a fortune.
The
character of Robert Acton is perhaps'the most
pleasing of any in the book, though we can

would have called it had he been a little
older; and at this point he interrupted
again,

Cuyler,

but, destitute of tact and discrimination,
fails in

going to moralize a little, that is what he

“No,

in the lower parts of Pennsylvania noth-

explain."—FElla

suppose people look—"
Edward knew now that

T.

Henry

pleasant, light-hearted, rather frivolous young
man. His sister, the Baroness, is designing,

But then, I

their cloth, and thread first.

;

«That piece may ‘burn an hour, this,”

the same springs, but did “not | special toaccuse. them of, yebd knew they

‘om

rise as high ab the first, and a third form-

companions,

but the darkness was not uncommon, and

tonishment by its unusual appearance, at other places. ,
Asit was impossible to attribute the
for the clouds were in some places of a
to an eclipse, the wise people
darkness
light red, yellow and brown; the leaves,
formed
many
theories respecting it; beon the trees and the grass in the meadthat it was due to immense
convinced
ing
ows were of the deepest green, verging
winds blowing in opwoods,
the
in
fires
on indigo, the brightest silver seemed
posite
directions,
and
to the condition - of
tarnished, and everything that is white in
the
vapors;
but
Herschel
says: ¢ The
the sunlight bore a deep yellow hue.
The shadows, which before noon fall dark day in northern America was one of
to the westward and after noon to the those wonderful phenomena of nature
eastward, were
observed during the which will always be read of with interest, but which philosophy is at a loss to
darkness te fall in every direction.

The rain, also, was

ex-

T. L.

pamphlet is anonymous, both as to publisher
and author, éxcepting that it is signed * Seth.”
It is occupied with the simple statement of
a score or two of simple propositions concerning the creation and destiny of the universe,

‘rotting’ it. It was to let the outside decay, so as to leave the long tough inside
made up your mind to do differently.” 2 | fibers. which we used to. spin into thread. |
No answer, but a very significact shake While the flax lay out there, the yellow
birds would come to eat the seed which
of the head.
I deliberately locked the door, ~putting was left. I suspect that my father used
the key in my pocket. I fastened all to leave some on purpose for them. The
the windows, and renewed the fire.
It birds would be just as thick! —you can't
think whata pretty sight it was!—hunwas a short winter's day-—cloudy,
and
threatening a storm. The wooden shut- dreds of the little golden creatures hopping about in the bright sunshine, 1
ters rattled, and the wind whistled weirdly around the corners; quaint shadows used to go out every day and try to catch
crept boldly out from the darkness and one. I thought I would be perfectly
lengthened on the walls; now and then happy ifT had one of them for my very
limbs of the forest trees struck the old own. But just as I was ready to put my
school-house spi tefully, or dragged their hand upon it, away it flew. I tried until
length on the roof as though making an I was utterly discouraged. But by and
by the birds got used to me and would
entrance.
?
¢
«By the way,” I remarked, as though let me come quite near, and one day I
to myself, ** we may as well have supper, thought of my sunbonnet for a trap,. and
we needn’t
starve.”
Stepping to the I just went along sofily, and all at once
deor, I cailed to some children, still lin- I clapped my big bonnet right over the
gering in curiosity, *“ run home and tell cunningest little bird you ever saw.”
+ And didn’t he get away ?” The boy's
your mother to send supper for two
eagerness was running ahead of grandhere.”
;
They scampered off well pleased to ma's tongue .

ed strange cries and leaped the stone
. fences to gain their stalls, and the. sheep | can settlements and westward to Albany,
all huddled together bleating piteous- but its exact limits could not be ascertained.
ly.
In Boston the darkness continued fourColor, which you know depends upon
teen
or fifteen hours, varying in duration
the light of the sun, filled many with as-

rain, and it set all the people to wondering as they dipped it from tubs and bar-

exclaimed,

The style is finished,

position.

fields;

it now-a-days,

see

By

strike us as typical Americans.
We would
have preferred people of more energy, shrewdness and judgment, but since it is the character of the Europeans which the author wishes
to portray, perhaps these are the best suited to
place their foreign cousins in a prominent

then everybody raised it as much as they
:
did wheat or corn.”
« What for did everybody raise flax?”
questioned the boy.
«¢To make cloth of—cloth and thread
and ropes, and great many things. We
didn’t go to the store in those days and
buy our cloth ; we had to spin and weave
it. Folks now-a-days think itis a great
1 don’t know
task to do the sewing.
what they would say if they had to make

children laughing from
the house. When
we were alone, I said :
;
“ We will make ourselves as comfortable as possible here; but you must understand that, be it a night or a week,
you can not leave this house until you have

again to the children’s faces, and filled
every heart with confidence.
The birds sang joyously, the cattle re-

of

The morning

for

mirrored

self in the dew-drops, brought

to betray his country to its enemies.
:
For several days before the nineteenth,
the air was full of vapors, as we often
see it when fires are raging in the woods
near us, and the sun and moon appeared
red, and their usual clear light did not
reach us, especially when rising and setting. The winds blew chiefly from the
south-west and north-east, and the weath-

er was cool and clear.

of May,

that opened the flowers and

I

toms?

and my

«It is a plant that grows in the

Sketeh.

curiosity to read farther and learn just where
these foreigners were located, and what they
thouglit of our New England sights and cus-

« What is flax?” interrupted Edward,

main in his seat, which he did in a serio
comic manner, hands in his pockets, and
eyes rolled to the ceiling, that sent the

evening,

see a hand before one’s face.
Then all the weary children were sent
to bed, after the most honest prayers
that they had every prayed, and the older
people sat up to watch for the light that
never before had appeared so glorious.
And never dawned a fairer morning

, great-grandmother used to tell my mothMay

people

the heavens; and it-was impossible to

stories that my

Friday,

to

know,”

I turned away amazed yet determined.
I wentto the boy several times during
the afternoon asking if he were ready to
make the promise, always reseiving. the
same answers, ‘‘ He-he-he, I dunno.”
After the closing exercises of the
school I requested Jack McCloud to re-

hoping that as the moon rose. full at nine
- o'clock, her light would penetrate the
gloom; but all the children who coaxed
to sit up and see her, grew very sleepy,
their strained eyes were not rewarded by
her beautiful beams, for at eight in the
evening the darkness was total; one
could not distinguish between the earth

buzzed

THE DARK DAY.

New England,

¢‘ He-he-he,

that candles be brought, and that we pro-

ceed to business.”
All the shivering,

es ~Famalp ~ircle and
Of all the wonderful

to my

you are ready to make the same promise,
don’t you?”
:

Davenport
:

is no need of adjourning. If itis, I desire to be found doing'my duty. I move

crossly,
?
‘ Foolish not to see
That I make my honey |
While the day is sunny;
That the pretty little clover lives for me!”

.

we do not often

question;

school, or whether like your

could not see
a motion ‘was

began now to look forward
startled

him and asked a similar

«« You don't

“ Mr. Speaker, it is either the day of
judgment, or it is not. If it is not, there

1"

the

mother was always busy, so I had to
Your
contrive ways to amuse myself.
great grandfather used to raise flax.”

A

a certain place in Boston,

of grandma’s stories began, —* I had no
little sisters to play with, nor any grandstories,

Hcre are extracts from

itself is full of life.
The opening chapter is
particularly felicitous. Describing, as it does,

Berkshire hills,”—that was the way many

ma or aunties to tell me

EUROPEANS,

author.

yellow-bird,”

a

about

you

tell

the weekly me:tings of temperance so-

cieties.

Jumes,Jr. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & | poetical selections are “ Somebody’ Mother,”
Co. 16mo. pp. 281, ($1.50),
Trowbridge’s “ Vagabonds,”? and some thirty’
“The Kuropeans” is characteristic of its
other pieces which will be new to many au-

said grandma after a pause, “will that
do
That would do exactly, so grandma began,
When I was a little girl and lived in
old ‘Sandisfield, away off among the

though

pressing my astonishment alittle sharply.
“ You know whether you mean to go on
annoying me ard disturbing the whole

Then the clover softly unto Red-cheek whispered:
“ Pluck me, ere you go.”
Red-cheek, little dreaming,
.
Pulled, and ran off screaming,
¢ Oh, naughty, naughty flower; to sting me

child!”

as

them,

Little Rosy Red-cheek said unto a clover:
« Flower! why were you made?
I was made for mother,
She hasn’t any other;
But you were made for no one, I'm afraid.”

SO¢

slowly,

|| cheer them again by the light of the sun
and give victory to their armies.
;
|
It is said that the Connecticut legisla
ture being in session, the members be-

A MISTAKE.

“ Foolish

sir,” came

bi i

costing an effort. I expected opposition
from this boy and was pleased with my
success.
Thejother boy, Juck McCloud, was the
most good-natured
in the school. I
knew him at home asa pleasant boy.
It was with easy assurance I turned to
surprise, he dropped his head and laughing, said:
“I dan—no.”

|
it repented,
{

God’s rhoicest blessings lie;
tr

times who had been destroyed on account
of their sins, and begging that as God
spared the great city of Nineveh when

|

by

the boy, frankly
;

«Yes, sir,” answered
and readily,

Toe

«Tell me a tory about a tte boy-ey."
« Grandma can't; she has told them all
out,” said grandma, wearily, for the little boys had sharp appetites for stories
and kept up a constant demand, which
required the full exercise of all our inventive powers.
« No, you hasn't; you know lots!” per:
sisted Edward.

:

your example P”

were curiously reflected oa the overhanging clouds.
Thousands of people were sure that
the end of the world had come, many
dropped their work and fell on their
knees to pray, others confessed to their
feHows the wrongs they had done and en-

And dashed it against the sharp,shore rocks,
And would not let it rest.

help me

this silly waste of time, and

doors carried torches and lanterns, which

To and fro on its breast,

cane

to

not intend

try to do better in the future, laying aside

out-of-

passing

while I do

pbpiekcie

Beecher Stowe, John B. Gough,H. W, Conant,

;

expectant manner,

We

enliven
of

:

GRANDMA'S STORY.

itm

Fitevary Debicko.

« Tell me a tory,” said three-years-old
Edward, climbing into grandma's lap,
and seating himself in a complacent and

or flog, I want you to distinctly understand that I will not permit anything of
this kind longer. Orson Pratt, will you

Lights were seen burning in all the
people

0-0-0

I am sorry to say I
preserve order,
much disappointed. I am satisfied
are the cause of all this confusion in
otherwise pleasant school.

«Now,

darkness

the

of the sun was seen when
was the most'dense.

me
am
you
our

:

him, when he laughingly told the story
of that night in the old school-house,
adding, seriously, ‘It was the turningpoint of my life."—The Interior!

help

to

I had looked to you

school, and

women spinning, weaving and preparing
dinner, and the children at school, or
mothers at
helping their fathers and
middle
the
until
continued
it
and
home),
of the following night; but the degree of
darkness varied ; in some places the disk

But the crimson leaf lay safe and warm

too bad, now tell us all what pleases

you so and we will enjoy the laugh together and have done with it, for we are,
here for for something besides laughing.
What is it?”
«Oh! nothing,” they answered with
such grimaces, that, of course, made the
whele school laugh.
«If it is nothing, then we have had
quite enough. You are the oldest in the

[]

were

| noon (when the men

most

frightened and
into the houses,
ignorft people,
sign for a bird to

The commencement of the
between ten and eleven in
was
|

Drifted away from the parent stem
To the untried realms below.
A light wind caught the golden leaf
And carried it out to sea;

The leaf beneath the tree,
And lightly touched the golden
Adrift upon the sea.

vapor that
in it, and

So unwholesome was this
small birds were suffocated

6, 1878.

MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER

"THE

number the youngsters will tind a short biographical account of Frank R. Stockton, with
a portrait, which will pleasantly satisfy their
curiosity as to this favorite author. The other
serial for girls, is by Katherine D. Smith, and
this first part has three pictures: (wo of them,
by Frederick Dielman; ‘are unusually fue.
Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge, the editor, herself
contributes to this number the poem entitled

“ A Mistake,” illustrated by Addie Ledyard:
and a per called** Monkeys and Dogs, to the
Front,” giving a lively account of some remarkable
fourteen

trained dogs and
monkeys, with
eapital pictures, by L, Hopkins.

One of San Francisco's curious new wire-cable
railroads is described aud thoroughly illustrated under the tifle ** Towedby Rail,” the
pictures being from photographs taken especially for this article.
Among the other attractions of the number, besides poems by Lucy Lareom, C. P. Cranch and: others ave:
“ The Three Wise Men,” some funny. verses
humorously illustrated by: Hopkins; * The
Magician's Lesson,” a short and striking play,

‘by G. B. Bartlett ; the usual large print pages
for the youngest readers; and *‘Jack-in-thePulpit”. and the . other departments.—~New
York: Seribner & Co.

All these

Leisure Hours begins its third volume with

for the les-

years he had been sustained by a determined
desire for revenge.
He longed to repay in

$07.
« No, I never tried again; I didn’t care

some way those who had brought such mis
fortune upon
himself and friends.
But a

an illustrated biographical sketch of the late
George Cruikshank, the drtist.
Following it
is a variety of miscellaneous matter, original
and selected, comprising poetry and fiction
anecdote and incident,
and such reading gen.

Edward,

tatch

not anxious

to go ont to the flax any more.

then she

said,

mors

to

free, seven,

five,

great

And I change came over him,

herself

than to

was

seventy

the boy on her lap, ** that
years ago!”
+ Sev-en-ty years ago ! ”
ward,slowly. For him the
had very little significance,
his knowledge of numbers

repeated ' Edword seventy
the extent of
being, *‘two,

much:

but he

repeated her last words, adding with a
wondering look * was ‘ou a little girl
>

and but little pleasure fell to his,lot,

O-4©

ANN BOLTON'S PENALTY.

They did things differently in Connecti:
cut in the olden time from the way in

The

He no more

spirit of God
longed

for re-

venge, but he desired to help those 50. under
the power of alcohol. To that purpose he de~
voted his life. Ie returned to his native place
and was enabled to render . great assistance to
those who so injured him in early life.
The
story brings out forcibly the wrongs done by

the rumselier to

the

drumkird’s

family.

It

tells the injury, the disgrace, the real crime
from their own stand-point. May such books

be multiplied until the community is alive to
the fact that the wrong done to the drunkard
Dy the sale of intoxicating drinks is not the
only one of the great multitude of evils which
|
;
surround the practice,
Dea. Brown was very stern with his impetuous boy, Harry, and when one night the
young man drank a glass of wine and in the
excitement it produced gave the bar-keeper a

threshing for kicking a poor old man down the
steps of the saloon, his father was severe in his
denunciation of the boy whom he styled his
prodigal son. He commanded him to apologize or leave home. The former Harry would
not do, so he chosea sailor’s life. , But the lesHe remembered the
son had been sufficient,
anxiety of his mother and aunt and a dear, one

at-home, and during the two. years of his absence he matured into a steady, Christian
which we keep order in church. In the young man. The deacon’s other gon, in whom
pligitly, disappointed his exold record-book of a church, dated 1802, ‘ he had trusted
hen Harry came home it was
‘For making a noise in pectations, a
is this item:
church, Ann Bolton, spinster, is to sit to receive a heart-felt welcome, , The moral of

three days in the poor pew,and pay. a fine

of five shillings.”
.
If all who whisper, turn leaves, &o.,
in meeting
now-a-days should‘be fined

the story is excellent, although some portions
of the narrative may scem a little overwrought.

Everything ends happily with a. double wed-

Sea
Kaine
ding atthe church.
The title page of “Readings and Recitations”’

It
erally as befits the name of the magazine,
is only $1.50 a year.—New York: J. L. Patten

& Co.

:
LITERARY

NOTES,

Dodd, Mead & Co. (New York) will shortly
issue a new story by Rey. E. P. Roe,‘ A Face
Mr. Roe’s ¢ Knight of the XIX,
Ilumined.”

Century,” bas reached its twentieth thousand
within a year from publication, in spite of the
dull times. Of his earlier five books, thirteen
thousand three hundred and fifty were sol

within the year ending Aug. 1, 1878.
Edward Eggleston and his daughter, Mrs.
Lillie Eggleston Seelye, are preparing for

Messrs. Dodd, Mead & Co., a series of lives of
famous American Indians, of which the first,
The second
Tecumseh, is already published.
volume of the series is on the press, and will
be issued in a few weeks. It is entitled * Red
Eagle and the Wars of the Creeks.”

Martha Finley, whose ‘ Elsie Books’? have

had such exceptional popularity among juvenile books,has written the first volume of a new
series, which is in some sense 2 continuation
of the |“ Story of Elsie,” as in it the same
characters are introduced, The volume is en-

titled ¢ Mildred Keith,”and Dodd, Mead & Co.

have just issued it,
J
of w
¢ The House by thé Works,” is the title
popular
new story by Edward Garrett; the
knowi
English author, whose hooks are wells
the higher class of. religious novofrs
toireade

olsict

sa t

nk

as

the
Littell's Living Aye i¥ ‘printing ‘from
‘story by

author's advance sheets, a new gerial
thesd periodical snickers one day 1 went it.”
Sl
porand
Lia
4 guliaoab “five shillings,” some" young people’ we
Gibe MacDonald. ‘It 1s entitled muchSir faters
Georg
‘conits
of
ion
descrip
a 'féw older’ ones)’ wo! lay gives an, exhaustive
to them, and. said,
pleasantly
| i ovis
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Witerarp

invading
army which should enter the
country by the defiles of the east and the
south. Such an operation woud, how-

Rlascellany,

glish succeed in entering Afghanistan and
upsetting the Emir. Once upon a time
the Shahs reigned over all Iran, and their
occasional endeavors to recover some
fragments of their lost provinces have
made the names of Herat and Seistan famous, Most of the languages spoken in
Afghanistan are Iranie dialects, but .ghe
population, although ‘it has an Iranien
basis, is composed of different and mixed
races. Afghanistan covers really three
ethnographical domains. . The total population is six millions of people, spread
over an area as great as that of all Germany, and comprising no less than nine

ever,suppose ajstrategic knowledge which

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

the Afghans are probably far from posTruth is not drowned in water, nor burned
sessing, and would require the co-operain fire.—Oriental Proverb.
| tion of the tribes of the Kafiristan and the
Learning is pleasurable, but doing is the Sonat.
ri

From a military point of view Afghan-

hight of enjoyment.—Novalis.

That laughter costs too much which

istan is a vast mass of mountains pierced
by a series of labyrinthine valleys.
A
distinction must, however, be established
between the northeastern and southwest-

is pur-

chased by the sacrifice of deeency.—Quintilian.

The most beautiful

thing in buman

Alaimnentio a resemblance

of the

Nato.

life

is

Divine.—

ers

chain of the

man who wakes up famus sum
morning iz
quite apt to go to bed sum night and sleep

ment.

—Josh Billings.

of greatness is the perception
enough.
Poverty is its orna-

be sure,

one; it bus no

I know not. what the world may
think of
my labors, but to myself it seems that I have
been but a child Jiavin on the seashore; now
finding some pebble rather more polished, and

more

agreeably

varie-

immense

ocean

gated than another, while the

of truth extended itself unexplored before me.
— Nir Isaac Newton.

AFGHANISTAN.

.

The following letter though rather long,
yet it will fully repay reading as it not

only gives a fine description of Afghanistan, but will aid in understanding the po-

litical relations of England and Russia.

The letter is dated in Paris, Oct. 6, and

is written for the Boston Joursal by Edward King :

It starts from

2

Tog
;
Afghanistan is clearly the sensation of
the hour. ‘The fiery potentate who: con-

trols the destinies

of the

determined to brave

Afchans

John

Bull,

Indus,

to

meet him face to face in the terrible fistnesses of the mountains where, long ago,
so many English fell in useless battle.
The London journals are crowded with
letters, editorials, extracts from old papers, concerning the fir away country
and its resources, all of which show that
the topie
is all engrossing: Fhe epistle
of Lora Lawrence was a+ bombshell in
Beaconsfield’s camp.
Habile as the
ereat Premier undoubtedly.is, it must
have started him no little to hear from an
ex-Viceroy

of India

that

an

expedition

tion, and that is that the English

deavor to get to Cabul

unless

gives them satisfaction soon,

tary

ter rible

it may

will en-

the Emir

mili-

lead to serious

complications, are cried
down as they
were in the spring, when the country

was on the verge

of war will Russia.

The Saturday Review of yesterday says:
« The army which is to march on Cool
will not be encumbered by the presence
of a pretender;

position

to

nor will there be any dis-

depose Shere-Ali,

if it be

tound possible to exact sufficient lodges
for his future submission and
fidelity.”
If this does not sound like the language
of people who propose undertaking a war
of conquest, a does it resemble?
11.
Afghanistan is not a country, it isa
geographical expression.
This is due
not merely to the incessant revolutions
which modify the face of the territory,
but also to the feudal organization of the
country. The Khanates in the North and
the tribes in the East’live in a part of
Afghanistan, but are allied to the central.
power so feebly that they can scarcely be
said to be citizens of a State.
In general terms the Afghan territory may be
bounded as follows: On the north it has
for its frontier the river Oxus from its
source to a point a little below the ford of
Kelit, and thence an imaginary line reaching the environs of Saraks. On this side
it touches Bokhara and Khiva.
On the
west is bounded by Persia.
Herat was
even long claimed by the Persians, but
they renounced their pretentions to that
section of Kharassan by an article of the

treaty signed in Paris in 1857, between

the

Shah

and

the

Another disputed

Queen

designated

of England.

province is the Seistan,

and the English iy

Goldsmed

n 1870 to regulate, as

was

official

mediator, this question of frontier; and
he proceeded, two years afterward, at
Teheran, to a division which satisfied
neither Aghans nor PefBiwns.
This arbitration of 1870 has ever since been one
of Shere-Ali’s principal sources of cemplaint against England.
(Mem: Let the
peace the societies that

believe

- tration make a note of this).
south, Afghanistan is bouuded

in

On
by

Khaurte of Belet, in Belloochistan;

arbi-

the
the

on

the east its frontier follows the line of
the Suleiman mountains,’ which separate
it from the Pundjah, or from English
India;

above

Peschanar

it

Pathans, but they are merely

lately

ing for mastery, and finally the

English

disaster for

Govern-

by

ul

to

the

The

slowness

reverses-of the

is two

and the

expedition

stretches

branch of

2,000

6f-1839

tants, - women, ‘ children, servants, suttlers, ete., who embarrassed the move-

is

the

best in Afghanistan,

where most of the roads are nothing but
bridle paths. It is about three hundred
and filty miles long.
During four
months in winter there is one
gorge on
this road which is completely obstructed
by snow, but this is the only one.
Next in order come the Eastern routes.
Numerous defiles lead from the Punjaub
into Afghanistan,
The first in importance, and considered

the

key

to

India,

is the Kbaiber Pass. . The
English got
through
it well enough on their previous
expedition, by conciliating
the warlike
ix ¥ ferocious tribes who
dwell along its

sides; but when they came hurryin
back afte} disaster, these same tribes fe

upon them hip and thigh.
The same
thing is to be feared to-day, and the present
Emir geems Ito have Sticoseded in
aining some of
these independent
es

E his Ea

Another ass is that

Kauroum, explored in 1854

of

by an En-

lish expedition.
Yet another is the
amoul defile, which Sir Henry Havelock recently recommended on the auth-

ily, and thus to fall upon the tear of an

and

their

in Europe,

ist in Afghanistan,
have

no

the

country.

A ball of popcorn lies

restless love of liberty,

revolt against

Persians or of their own

A Scotch

“Is

More

than

local pronunciation of Emir.

of the confederation

Chamberlain,

and

all

nature is

inflict-

led

not

constitute

a Berions obstacle.
Farther on is the
fortified town or city of Djellalabad, concerning the defences of which the Knlish have no very accurate knowledge.
‘andahar is a huge fortress, but'a feeble
one, completely at the mercy of any enemy which should succeed in occupying
the surrounding

hights.

Ghuzai, a stron

place, was fondly considered by the Afghans as impregnable, until the English
took it by assault, Herat is formidable
and has works which were constructed by
the English themselves in 1838.
There
is scarcely a town in Afghanistan which is
not surrounded by a brick wall,

ed for musketry defence.

loophol-

Iv.
The great table land ragion, which extends from the mountains of Armenia and
the plains of Mesopotamia to the powerful mountain range whence one louks
down upon the countries watered by the
Indus, has always been known as Iran.
This has always been in strong contrast,
so faras its peeple and their idioms were
concerned, with the tract known as
Touran,

that is,

the great

Aral-Caspian

depression and the mountains which terTouranis tominate it to the eastward.
day almost entirely subject to Russia, and

England is now about to struggle for the

In the course of
subjugation of Iran.
their greedy absorption of territory, the

a country

which Russia

has shown a strong disposition to lay hold
upon, - and where . she will doubtless
speedily be heard from, should the En-

com-

and

they

can

not

Mgrs. TACEY,

gen-

war-

relied up:

century. Af-

“Shahs who favored

the English.

brothers,

Zemaun,

Mahmoud and Choud Jaoul-Morelk,fought
for the supreme rule in the land.
The
second of this amiuble trio had hardly
succeeded in putting vat the : eyes ot the

NOTICE.

by the brothers ofa Vizier whom he Had
most

energetic

Obituaries

wife of

ate,

should

be

of

2

son of Charles

JOHN JosEPH C. SANDERS died
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SCHOOL.—The specialwork

Send for a Catalogue.

Expenses are

moder-

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me,

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
year
Sept. 2, 1878. For further particulars
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the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
No
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"AINE

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

IVA
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
term begins Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term

begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 187).
Summer térm begins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall
tern. begins
Monday, Aug. 18, 1870.
Send to the Secretary for
a Catalogue.
GREEN
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center,
Vi.
Fall Term begins September
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Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
DATHCHIALS address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
ev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete board of assistants.
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INSTITUTE.—J.
S.
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Lyndonville, Vt.
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COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

ton, Muecatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the Principal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,

Secretary.

Davis.

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

fully arranged

and

66

near

years

Blan-

and

8

wife

of George

year, und from her youth had lived a devoted
life, as a member of the F, B.
| Chrisiian

church.
She was baptized by Kid. N. W.
Bixby in 1854. During all her sickness not a
murmur was heard of God's
providence.
w hen near the close of life she bade edch one
present good-bye, begeeching those who were

their hearts to Jesus,
Then she! asked her

purents and friends to pray for her, that the
and: take her soul
Tnough she suffered much, the prayers of her
mother seemed to comfort her.
At last she

of Spudr.

Co.,

New

W

The

Classical,

For full catalogue

address the Principal.

.

IRVING B. SMITH

HITESTOW N SEMINARY. — Fall term

be-

gins Aug
26, 1878.
This Institution isone of
Terms moderate.
the largest and best in the State.
Send
for Catalogue.
J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies
Eoglish
address
Center

at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
and Classical.
For further information
the Principal, Rev. 8S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Strafford, July 31, 1877.

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantagest

M. H. TARBOX.

For particular

information, send for a circu-

to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

RY GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

years

Fall

term

will

begin

Aug. 27,

1878.

This

new

Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is imarted.

e courses

of

study

are

the

Normal,

During these years of suffering and almost
helplessness, he developed a beautiful Christian character. When the end came he was

ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific
Board (including room rent) from$2 to
er week. For further information apply to
Rev. Z, HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

ed by the rod and

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The 8
Term
will dpen March 12, X
and close May 30.
Annual mee
of Trustees May 28, Commence-

staff

of God,

With

great

calmuess, and up to almost the last moment,
he urged his friends to prepare to meet him in
heaven.
Thus he fell asleep, giving new evidence of the power of saving grace.
i
C. 8, PERKINS.

Lida

courses

Seminary and English Course.

larly sent his contributions to the school,and received from the school his books and papers.

has

Wyoming

. York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three care-

by a painful disease, he was always reckoned
as a member of our Sunday-school. He regu-

Arbegust, and daughter of M. and C, Whitney,
died Sept. 12, near Ward’s Corners, Iowa.
A husband, son snd daughter, and a wide
cirele of relatives and acquaintances mourn
her departure.
Sister Julia was in her 40th

and’ meet her in heaven.

cheap.

J. A. Howe, Sec.

- (CHARLES MELLOW CAREY died in Portland,
Me., July 28, aged 16 years and 6 months,

circumspect before God.
He died as he lived,
a Christian.
Seldom have we witnessed as
large and imposing a procession as followed his
remains to their last resting place,
CoM.

not Chris jans to give

and

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.

Com.

it.

and death have in-

ARBEGUST,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre#®

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

father, mother, brothers and sisters to mourn
her loss, May God give them grace to bear

months, We are assured that early in, lite he
felt the love of God shed abroad in his Heart,
and being a German, he attached himself to
his native church. (Lutheran). His life was

JULIA

Thorough

ough a manner as possible.

ate.

in tears at her funeral, where all seemed to be
mourners, She has left a very kind husband,

Hawkins, died in Edenton, Ohio, Oct. 18, aged
38 years and 6 months.
This lovely child possessed a very amiable disposition.
To see
him was to admire, to know
him was to love.
He, in the morning, partook of a hearty breakfast with the family, and about 9, A. M., passed
into what is supposed to have been worm convulsions, and at 4 o'clock was lying in the cold
embrace of death. Surely *‘ he. cometh forth
like a flower,” and like a flower was he cut
down, too beautiful for earth, gone to bloom
in heaven.

MRS.

Theological,

of the school is to prepare the students for col-

MRS. SARAH MILLIKEN, daughter of Rev.
John Cook, died in~ Burnham, Me;
aged 28 years. She became interested in her
soul’s salvation a few years since, and professed Christ before the world. Though she
had neglected to bear her cross for some time,
yet, she was a firm believer in Christ,and loved
the institutions of religion, doing what she
could to build up Zion.
She was our leading
singer, and her loss is great in society.
The
esteem in which she was held was manifested

Harrison Watkins,

aged

Principal.

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor-

remaining-friends—have—evi

loss.

made in the household of Bro. Little. May
God speak peace and comfort to his sad heart,
and may those parents realize, that ¢ Earth
has no sorrow that heaven can not heal.”

chester, Ohio, Oct. 19,

Sammer

closes June

Hillsdale, Mich.

son of Calvin and
in New Hampton,
10 months.
Within
John Huckins, the
Joh, had crossed

Though confinedto the house for eight

third visit within a few years that death

BERYL,

1879.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

MARTHA
RICHARDSON diedin Belgrade,
Me.,Sept. 29,aged T9 years and 6 months. ' The
subject of this notice gave her heart to Christ
when sixteen years of age in the town of Tem-

Lewis

8,

$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.

vaded the family household, and many of her
precious jewels were rudely snatched by death,
and covered over by the clods of the valor,
That, with the ever-attending inroads of d S=
ease upon her own physical frame, rendered
life almost a burden.
But she did not complain of God, or murmur of him in his dealings towards her.
With quiet composure, in
peaceful conversation she made many arrangements touching her death and funeral.
ERNEST, infant son and only child of Josiah
C. and Ida B. Litlle, died near Edenton, Ohio,
Oet, 15, aged 7 weeks and 1 day.
This is the

Afiliction, sorrow

Feb.

Summer Term

buildings in the Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to

ICHOLS

gathered
C.E.B

begins

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

fluences,

enabled to wonderfully triumph in the Saviour.
He went through the valley
of the
shadow of death, fearing no evil, and comtort-

first, before he was dethroned
and blind id | Lord Jesus would come

The

ILLSDALE

S
. De

City, | 220, and was baptized by Rev. Joseph

Term

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in-

Ohio, Oct. 11, aged 43
In her
youth she gave
n life attached
r heart to God, and early
herself to the Second Creek (New Hope) F.
B. church.
Years after,she.in conection with
her husband, became a member of the Blan
chester F. B. chureh, of which she remained a
worthy member until death, Her life, especiully the last few years, has been a checkered

scene,

from

dynasty ‘of Afghan

killed in anger.

The

Spring

Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

and

died in Blanchester,
Jous and 6 months.

ghanistan was still governed by princes
who called thewselves Shahs, and who
were nearly always at war with their
Persian neighbors, whose revolted vassals they were.
French policy, which
was in those days seeking enemies to the
British power, sent a general into Persia,
and as a counter-movement the kKnglish
sent one to Cabul.
England was desirous at that time of making of Afghanistan a barrier against Persia allied to
France.
A revolution
overturned. the
Three

of shell

river.

—New Hamp.

.

DANIEL C. DORE passed on to the heavenly
shore, in Prov., R. I., Oct. 17, in the 58th year
of his age. He embraced religion many years

VERSES are inadmissible.

tian until death.

VII.

At the beginning of this

of the week,

the M. E. church, and lived a consistent Chris-

One has but

be

co'lection

1878.

Term begins Apr. 21.
26.

DEXTER.

dence that the three have all been
the heavenly garner.

Miss LEvisA SIMPSON died near Blanchester, Ohio, Oct. 11, in her 63d year.
This dear
a love for Christ, and at
sister earl evinced
the vouthful age of twelve attached herself to

English tactics

hundred thousand

&

words.

would umount to 156,000 men, which is a

but

the

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

solid force to oppose against the English.
The mountains will probably prove very
effective allies for the Afghans.
The independent tribes of the frontier can, perriors,
on.

:A

ore and a half yards of lace at
a yard,
how much does it come
which the miss pertly replied:
I'm not going to tell, I have to

PARTICULAR

erals, colonels and majors of British
service. . The total forces of the whole
country, militia and regulars, if it could
be prevailed upon to collect together,

haps, muster an

MR. JouN C. HUCKINS,
| Mary A. Huckins, died
June 2, aged 21 years and
a year, Calvin and Dea.
father and grandfather of

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy

amusing extent,
midjirs—the

necessity

®brtunries.

little ditticuliy in recognizing in Afghan
d’jernuls, coronels

the

York.

-it- is recruited

and so have English words.

to

entific subjects. She is a memoer of the
American Association for the Advancement of Sciences, and the first lady member of the Academy of Sciences in New

Cabulistan and
from the province of
Candahar. "This foree in 1868 numbered
about forty-five thousand men; and as
things do not change rapidly in Central
Asia, it may be supposed to be about the
same now. The regular troops are paid
regularly, and draw rations. The infantry is decently armed with good guns,
some of which were furnished by the

themselves.

considers

of the

inerahaie continued steadfast in the great primeiples
of religion, exemplifying the beauties of Qlisise
worth $25,000.
She studied for nearly tianity by a godly life for some years.
ftertwo years in the School of Mines at Frei- wards for a very few years he neglected the
burg, Saxony, the most celebrated of its service of God, and wandered far away. But
kind in Europe. This lady speaks sev- in his last lingering sickness, God met the returning prodigal, pardoned bis sins and causeral languages, and has written many ed
bim to die happy.
He leaves a widow,
valuable articles for newspapers on sci- children and other relatives to mourn their

es drawn from all sections of the country,
and forced to serve for the common de-

have been copied to an

women

Mrs. Simeon H. Smith, of Jersey
has

but little hold on the half batbarie tribes
and their local rulers. ~The Emir has an
army, but it by no means represents forc-

English

of

girl's life for the chance of
morals of a scapegrace man.
mother can only marry her
to some good, religious girl,
of his reformation is greatly
The girl is neither here no:

and I'm rot going to bother my head with
it Saturdays.”

central agthority has few attributes and

domains, 2. e,,

willingness

one

INSTITUTION

the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England.
Tele,
nhy a specialty, , Best
teacher of Penmanship
in” the State.
EX
less than in any other of like grade.
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 18,

were

MRS, HATTIE CALHOON died in Memphis,
Tennessee, the last of August, aged 22 years.
Four years previous 10 her death, she professed religion, was baptized by Rev. S. H. Barrett, and joined the 1st I. Baptist church in
Rutland.
In 1877, she was married to Mr.
Noble Culhoon, of
Memphis, and a few
months after moved to that place. But in
less than a year she and her husband were removed by death by that dreadful scourge, the
yellow fever. A few .days before her death,
Mrs. C. wrote to her former pastor in Ohio:
“ How careful ought we to live, for we know
not the day northe hour we must give up all
below, and be numbered among the dead.
What
a solemn thought!”
At that time she
asked for a letter of dismission. to join a
churchin Memphis, which was granted; but
before carrying out her intentions,
.death
came, and she has no doubt joined the church
triumphant above.
CoM.

fellow’s reply,

study arithmetic all the rest

ces, Cabulistan, Hegsr, Khorassan,
Afghanese, Turkistan and Seistan, These
are not administrative divisions.
The

On the coutrary

the

'who

She was

the gentle-

husbandman.

*

thére is
10 cents
to?” To
‘Well,

of the seven cities of

from his immediate

old

children

Lewis

Saturday, to purchase some lace.
After
closing ‘it up the clerk said:
“ Well

try is nominally divided into six provin-

fence.

the

there, when one

of the

or

of

EW HAMPTON

N ton, N. H. Rev. A, B. Meservey, £
:
principal, with eight associate teachers.
Regular
courses of study for both sexes. sConnected with

ago,

when I make up my jewels.”

make

for saving the dear Beelzebub.”
A little miss of eight summers was
sent toa store on Main street, Hartford,

This is the

Emir-el-Moumenein,

farmer

sacrifice a
saving the
If a pious.
Beelzebub
the chance
increased.

mander of the faithful.
It was in the
same manner and for similar reasons that
Shere-Ali of Afghanistan called himself
Emir. This Arabic title marks in a certain way the relation of the Afghans to
the great Sunite family.
Shere-Ali evidently does not feel inclined to bow
down very much before the Sultan, for
he frequently sends him advice in the
most independent manner, as he did some
time since when he counselled the successor of the Caliphs to ‘make it up”
with Russia.
VI.
The political regime of Afghanistan
¢¢ is feudalism complicated by federal elements,” says a recent writer. The coun-

ing upon him a loss of ninety killed and
two hundred wounded, when that General was making a little exhibition in 1860.
In all there are seventeen passes leading
from British India into Afghanistan; but
only those abuve mentioned are practiyo. for artillery.
At the entrance to
the Khaiba Pass stands the fort of AliMous jid. It can be turned by three
routes, practicable for light flying columns, at least, and would

title

that will

could get some.
The Sunday Afternoon says: ¢ One of
the most remarkable things in human

of

Kachyar. A Sunite Mussulman, and ruling over a Sunite population, as soon as
he had succeeded in getting recognized
by Russia, he sent an ambassabor to Constantinople and received from the Saltan
the

in

‘“ unless it's crows.”
Then the gentieman farmer wanted to know
where he

proper title of him of Cabul, since
Afghan signifies prince.
It aphowever, that Emir is the proper
The Engli-hcall him Ameer,which

reason why Emir is the title.

anything

years

OLIVE G., wife of Jonathan
Page. and
daugbter of Dea. Wm. and Bethiah Ford, died
in
Topsham, Vt., Sept. 18, aged 44 years and 1
month.
She was converted in early youth,
baptized by Rev. F. H. Patridge, and united
with the
F. Baptist church in West Topsham,
of which she continued a faithful
and esteemed
member until death. She leaves a husband
and six children to mourn
their irreparable
logs. Yet
they, with her father, mother,
brother and sister, active members of the
same church, and a large circle of intimate
friends, are comforted in their afiliction by the
cheering thought that she is numbered among
those of whom it is written, ¢‘ They shall be
mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day

« Well, no, I don’t know of nothin’ that'd

cautious

is simply an English spelling out

determined,

do. it,” was the genial old

Englishman hss lately admitted his fears
that this might prove to be the case.
Mir, and not Emir, some have said to
be the
Mir in
pears,
title.

there

man

of Herat

ohe

had

thirty

Je

4

farmer

grain come up quick?’’ asked.

time nt with these of the north and. east,
who are specially opposed to English influence. But perhaps in case of invasion
the whole country would unite against
invader.

British

shilling,” threw down the roll of notes.
The factor counted thein and said, “There
is £50 too much.”
“Odd man,” said the
farmer, ¢‘ I put my hand in the wrong
pouch.”

and Candahar have no community of sen-

the

the

Evucational.

and Minn.,and came to

her

intending to locate here.

spite of the bad times, to pay his rent, if
it were his last shilling,and,saying to the
factor who received it, “It is my last

aristocracy.

[Ie think« that the population

in

Hill, in Hillsdale, May the sympathy
of
friends and the favor of God cheer him onward and upward.
f
Com.

best of wives, and kindest of mothers;
one
whose hands never tired in doing for those
she loved. She was a woman of great moral
courage, always ready to stand for what she
thought and believed to be right, but gentle
and forgiving to the erring,
She had been a
professor of religion and member of the F. B.
church for fifty years. Ier house was always
open to ministers and Christians of whatever
denomination. . Her, pleasant voice welcomed
them and her willing hands administered to
their wants.
She leaves a husband, five sons
and one daughter to mourn their los<.
It
seems very hard to all to see her face no more,
but especially to the aged husband, and daughter whose husband died scarcely one year before, but we trust and hope they will all strive
to be an unbroken family beyond the river.

frontier

was the reply.

authority, and would find either Russian
or English rule as disagreeable as that of
the

this place to be near

ing as follows: ¢“ An article of food in
America, greatly liked by the negroes in
the Southern United States.”
* ¢ Did you ever dabble in stocks I asked a lawyer of a witness who was known
to have fled from his native land to this
asylum of the free. * Well,
yes, I got
my foot in ’em once, in the old country,”

Afghans

Instead

of her family in N. Y.

Museum, London, with a label on it read-

does not ex-

because

common

the Indian

death.
Bro. 8. bas a pleasant home with his
daughter, Mrs, O. C. Martindale, on College

point the grief-stricken

where she remained twenty years.
She had
for a few years visited with different members

PARAGRAPHS.

pecul-

this patriotism they manifest a great

with forage and water, and upon it hover
the Waziris, a tribe whose warriors defeated ‘Sir Nevelle

nearér

could

she went to Lake Co., IIl.,

<>
°
ror

his belief that the sentiment of patriotism,

ority of his distinguished father, who
served so long in India, as the most praeticable, But this route is. ill.furnished

would allow a furce descending from the | Iran is Persia,
ley of the Indus to reach Peschawar eas-

nationalities

fo end in

than they were at the beginning of that
period, are likely to be able to approach
even more closely to the greatest section
of the British Tmperial domain.

The noted
ments of the fighters, end who were ‘adventurer of Khokand, who founded, a
slaughtered like sheep in the retreat. dozen years ago,the kingdom of Kachyar,
From Candahar an army can march en and who died last year—I refer to Yacoub
Herator Cabul. The road from Canda- Beg—call himself Ataligh Ghazi, or chief
har to Cabul

miies

which.

BETSEY NICHOLS, wife of Collins Gowdy,
died Aug. 22, at her residence in Hodgman,
Kansas, at the uge of 70 years. She was born
at Stonington, Conn.; removed
from there
when a child with her parents to N, Y., where
she was married 51 years ago. Krom there

are well known to readers of history.
A few weeks will bring stirring news
{rom Central Asia, Next spring the English will know whether or not the Russians, who in half a century have come

Sir Henry Rawlinson announces

as it is understood

av of the North and the Briton must
along Sonat, Kafiristan and Chigese
It is inevitaTurkestan, or the ancient kingdom of one day come into conflict.
3)
le,
Kashgar.
One pecaliaring of the cons
Afghanistan and Belloochistan form the
2 figuration of Afg anistan which has been
much remarked is the elongated point [Oriental portion of Iran—a region cut in
The western part of
deserts.
' formed by the Khanate of Vahkan, which ‘two by
high table lands there into the upper val-

other

jarities.

to Jenettah,

Candahar

the Anglo-Indian

been

Deraghegt fishin, on “the

runs

gospel

Partridge in Bazetta, O. Subsequently a
church was organized, and Bro. 8. ordained
deacon.
"Eliza died a few yeurs after her con-version. Now, Sister 8. has gone to join her
in the *‘ home of the blest;” and the rest are
following on. May fey continue faithful unto

not see mother.
again on earth,”
daughter,though
her mother said,
we realized as
richness of the

ones, not to the lifeless casket before them, but
to the pure realms of bliss, where Julia outs
shines the sun in the kingdom of her God,
CARRIE WHITNEY.

ment. The revolt of December, 1841,
and the fatal retreat of the English army

strengthen this thesis.
There is, however, no trace of Hebraic in their lan

the defile of

the

having fled

expedition of 1839, destined

the Afghan family. It has been pretended that the Afghans are of Jewish descent
and claim to come down from King Saul.
They
have certain
traditions which

The

which had

brethren,

and Russian mission to Cabul, each striv-

into five

a

reached out her hand and said, ¢ Where is my
mother? It is so dark I can
Oh! I shall never see mother
and her spirit was gone. Her
fainting when looking
at
‘¢ Farewell, mother.”
Then
never before the beauty and

into India and implored the protection of
England.
Dost Mobammed' cultivated
the Russians and was visibly impressed
by their influence, so that the English
welcomed the fugitive and frowned
on
Dost Mohammed. + Then came English

tain number of these clans call themselves

—42 were due largely to the fact that a
corps of ten thousand men dragged in its
train thirty-eight thousand non-comba-

partyis bent upon this, and the Lib-

pr 1, who fear that

and

points along it.

ques-

The

divided

place

the three

only one of these surviving

great tribes, and these are sub-divided
into four hundred and five clans.
A cer-

linson has been over the route, and says
that forage and water can be. found at all

al burdens of the British Empire.”
We
shall see what the tax-payer will say to
this, ‘All Englishmen who support the
policy of the present Cabinet evidently
consider that the safety of the Empire is
menaced by the conduct of Emir of Cabul.
If he is allowed to go unpunished, prestige will be gone in India. On the other
hand, they feel a hope that, perhaps, he
will relent at the last moment, that when
he sees formidable forces assembling, he
will disband his troops and lie down for
‘the invader to place « feot upon his neck.
It is almost certain that this hope is:
vain. And now comes the tidings that
the Russians think of establishing a corps
of observation upon their frontier of Afghanistan. How true this is no one can
tell, for Central Asia is afar off and the
Russian movements are shrouded in secrecy, but the rumor as yet remains un-

beyond

by

been coveted by

The Afghans, who dominate, also

predominate ; they are

Hindou

hundred and sixty English miles.
General Keane made this march; years ago,
in twenty-three days. Sir Ienry Raw-

but let them be placed among the gener-

One thingis

or

there has

tance from Jenettah

against the Afghans would be full of
danger, and especially io a financial
sense. The Times finds
an easy remedy
“for the financial difficulties.- It says:
“Do not put the expense of this approgching war upon the Ivdian budget,

contradicted.

Kouch,

The

crossing the great Bolan Pass. Here was
a terrible loss in ‘the former disastrous
Indian campaign; here the Indian troops
lost all their stock, and a brigade of cavalry was so cut to pieces that only one
hundred sabers were left init. It is now
well guarded, and in the possession of
the English. They have also a formidable garrison at Jenettah. on the Belloochi-tan frontier. The column now there is
supposed to be destined for Candahar,
capital of Southern Afghanistan,
and a
sirategic position of first order. The dis-

has

and

west.

races.

and he reigned in the

guage. They are exceedingly handsome,
both wen and women, and are fond of
so much said in the telegrams.
The athletic exercise, hunting and war. Many
range of the Suleiman Mountains form English officers admit that if the Afghan
the oriental barrier of Afghanistan.
The cavalry were a little better drilled acHindou Koh have peaks eighteen thou- cording to European models, it would be
sand feet high,covered with eternal snow. the best in “the world. . The Afghan is
The principal rivers of the country are treacherous and fond of vengeance.
An
the Cabul-Daria, the Balkh-Daria, the Indian proverb says:
;
Mamgab, which runs towards Merv and
¢“ There are three implacable vengethere is lost in the sands, the Hari Roud,
ances : that of an elephant,that of a cobra
which passes Hirat, and the Helmund, and that of an Afghan.” It can scarcely
which empties into Lake Hameund. None be said that the Kast Indians are compliof these streams are navigable, and many mentary to their neighbors.
of them are extremely difficult to ford.
Y,
II.
All
the
Afghans
are
Mahommedans of"
The routes by which an Anglo-Indian
army cculd endeavor to gain access to the Sunite rite. They hate the Persians
Afghanistan are as follows: In the first because they belong to the other branch
At Cabul,
place there is that which was taken in of the Mussulman religion.
1839 by the main body of the English and nevertheless, there is a colony of Kuz
the troops of the Confederation of the bachis, as those Persians who were transported to Afghanistan in 1737 by NaderSikhs, who were not annexed to Ei
at that time. This is the southern
route, Chah are called, and it is said that they
It would
and here is where
an
inga
‘army enjoy considerable influence.
would probably make its strongest
effort. be a wearisome task here to enumerate

conscience.
Napoleon is the readiest instance
of this. If his heart had borne any proportion
to his brain, be had been ove of the greatest
men in sll history
.— Lowell.

now some shell rather

Hindou

Khaiber, of which

failing, which, to

is a very considerable

east to

Sefid Koh is traversed

It does not need plenty, and can very-

intellect has only one

first,

The mountains

students, means simply mountain.

well abide its loss.— Emerson.
The

The

Koh, to be precise—a prolongation of
the Himalayas—dividés
the countries
which have submitted to English influence from those where the Russians are
held in favor. The Hiudou Koh is continued by the mountain of Koh-i-Babi and
a double chain which runs toward Herat.
Koh, I need scarcely tell geographical

‘While it is so undesirable that'any man
should receive what he has not examined, a
far more frequent danger is that of flippant
irreverence.— Goethe.
Lasting reputashuns are a slow growth. The

The essence
that virtue is

country.

run geverally from

Proverb.

it all off

of the

mountainous of the two.

He who reports to you the faults of others,
is likely to eho your faults to othersi—Oriental

halves

properly know as Cabulistin, is the more

:

these new aspirants was one Dost Mohammed, the father of the present Shere-Ali,

ple, und united with the F. B.

church

ment Thursday, May
the Secretary,

30.

Far

Ridgeville, Indiana.

1

catalogue address
M. REED,

EBaxoy ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi-

ness, scienti
schools or the best colleges.
Fall Term beginé
August 20, 1878. J. W. H
HINS,
A. B.,
Principal. For further Jusiculars,

address

in that

the | principal,

or

ELI

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.

town.
Aiter her marriage she moved to the
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.
town of Belgrade, where she lived sixty years
beloved and respected by all who knew
her.
She was ready to depart and be with Christ.
Her record is on high.
HANNAH F. HERSOM died in Rome, Me.,Oct.
8,aged 47 years. Sister H. gave her heart to the
Saviour some thirty years ago, and was baptiz50 New Parlor Games.
ed by Rev. H. Wills and united with the F. B.
church in Rome, and remained one of its best
cards.
8
ou.
members till called to the church triumphant.
CENERIIRL « Sand reduced 75 to 60 ots.
1
S “They stand without a ri.
Her sickness was long and distressing, yet
val in the home circle.”—
borne with much resignation, and she died with
mW Philip Phillips,Singer. Alhe leaves a husband with |
glory full in view.
i
so a new Bible history paswhom she had lived most three years in lovetime: “The Ten Plagues of
and harmony, two brothers, five sisters and a
77K)
Egypt, 4 new games on 40
large
circle of friends to mouin their loss,
ES
HO
illustrated cards, 50 cts.
which is her eternal gain.
;
{gents wanted.
E. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway X
SARAH C. BURGESS died in West Waterville,
Me.,Oct. 15,aged 68 years. She wasborn in the
town of Atkinson,
Me., and gave her heart to
LDA worker can make $12 a’day at home,
the Saviour when but a youth,and was baptizOLUcCostty Outfit free. Address TRUE & CO.,
ed by Rev. Asa Burnham and united with the
ugusta, Maine.
.
1y5
F. B. church in Atkinson.
She was a sister to
the first wife of the beloved and lamented L.
0
r day at home. Samples worth
Hathaway.
Some twenty years
since she
1]
k3 free. Address STINSON & Co.
ortland,
Me.
1yd
came to W. W., where she has lived,respected
by all who knew her. Her end was sudden,
but found her reddy and she has gone to rest.
$7 A Day to Agents canvassing for the Fire.
S. BOWDEN.
side Visitor.
Terms and
Outfit Free.
Address P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Jie.
MRS. SALLY WHITCOMB died in Newburgh,
y
Me., Feb. 16, aged 71 years.
She was a member of the F. B. church in Newburgh. A mothELEGANT
New Style Chromo Cards, with
er in Israel is gone.
GEO, I. REED & CO.,
10¢. post-paid.
18 name,
Nassau, N.Y.
1y40
MRS. MARY CRAIG, daughter of the above,
died in Dixmont, Me., April 2, aged 47 years,
She was a devoted Christian, a member of the
$66 aweek in your own town. Terms and a $5
Mountain church.
putfit free. Address H. HALLETT & Co.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ABNeRr WHITcoOMB

died in Dixmont, Me.,
Bro. Whitcomb has
long been connected with the F. Baptists. Was
Aug. 17, aged 80

years.

a member of the Mountain church,

THOMAS

FLINN

Oct. 16, aged 89

died

yous:

in Newburgh,

Bro.

been a reader of the Morning

Flinn

‘Star.

a member of the F. B. church in
He died in the triumphs of faith,

:

has

He

Me.,

long

was

s

SISTER MARGARET SrrvENs, wife of Dea.
Willard Stevens (who is now 82 years old)
died in Hillsdale, Mich., Dec, 29, 1877, aged 7},

fours.

Thirty-two years ago Bro. and Sister

tevens, and three

daughters,

in Christ, and were baptized

professed

by

Rev.

T.

Maines

‘1y5
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THE
Population

liam Adams sat at the head

Give us neither poverty nor riches—anyhow not any poverty .—Bu, ifalo Express.
Lucy Stone is to have a testimonial on her

Wednesday

on

morning he was
members of the

sixtieth birthday, which occurs soon.
France has a total’ length of railway of over

forty
Wil-

About
rooms.
The Rev. Dr.

Century club. at ‘their
members were present.

16,000 miles.
Gen. Grant has abandoned
his plan of u yisit to India,

of the table, and

among the guests were George Grove, Dr.
,
Theodore Woolsey, William Lloyd . Garrison
George B. Fisher, Peter Cooper, Dr. Harper,

The

land, he'was informed that he would meet
with kindness and overflowing hospitality, and

We do not ask you

law; but repeal the

od and entertained during the delightful two
months which he had spent in this country,
and concluded by assuring his friends of the
delight it would give him to see the bouds Dbetween England and America strengthened and
heartfelt
and
Ile gave sincere
cemented.
thanks for all that had been done and said for
him and his friends during his sojourn among
us. John G. Whittier wrote a letter regretting his inability to be present at the recep-

globe

to make men

law

by

which

by

sober
you

make

Sir

Garnet

The Taylor wo olen mills of Salem, N. .,
were burned on Thursday night, a loss of $65,
000 resulting.
The shoe business in Lynn is more prosperous than any time for three or four years past.
James

H.

Wheatley,

a

sugar

refiner

of

3rooklyn, N. Y., is supposed to be a defaulter
to the amount of £250,000, and has decamped.
The result of the elections inthe French municipal councils on Sunday week is largely in
favor of the Republicans.
The Cincinnati banking house of Joseph
A.
Hermann & Co., suspended, Thursday,with estimated liabilities of $250,000.

pre-

Potter

York, Bishop

Grace church, New
siding.

the

The naturalized citizens of New
York city
outnumber the natives by over fifty thousand.

at

preached

he

morning

of

The new Governor of Cyprus,
Wolseley, is a total abstainer,

where he had been welcom-

Sunday

line

men drunk.— Nat. Tem. Advocate.

said he had found Americans even more hosXo pleasantly - repitable than he expected.

On

sea-coast

present

There were $2,022,636 receivedby the government froin the sale of public lands last
year.
Ten Mormon missionaries,with 150 conv erts,
arrived from Europe, Tuesday.

W. Childs, Charles Dudley Warner and 8. S.
Conant. After, breakfast the guest was inEngtroduced, and told how, before leaving

tion.

entire

for the

amounts to 136,000 miles.

Julius H. Seelye, George B. McClellan, George

ferred to houses

100,000.

during the month of October.

Dean Stanley.

of this week: - On Saturday
entertained at breakfast by

of Montreal

There are 212 convicts in the Maine State
prison.
The National debt was reduced #1,708,402.80

OURRENT EVENTS.
Dean Stanley sails for home

Baral

Miscellaneous.

Hetos Sumnvary.

Village Life.
‘We do not purpose to moralize to any great
extent on village life. Little country villages
are often nuisances, so far as regards social and
That is
“sari'a‘y stagnation and corruption.
a pretty strong statement and probably will
bear weakening by half. But there needs to
be an organization in each village, not only to
throw its weight against petty gossip and
slander. but also to originate some form of
social intercourse that families may unite and
enjoy each other’s society to mutual profit.

MORNING

Mrs. Foster, a lawyer of Clinton, Iowa, has
just won an important case in the courts of
that place. It was a liquor suit.
Secretary Sherman
says there will be at
least $134,231,865.06 in the Treasury on the 1st
of January next,available for resumption pur-

poses,

Dr. Johnson was so extremely short-sighted that when he wrote he brought his nose almost into contact with his manuscript.
The number of bankrupts in Massachusetts
during the past ten years has been one in
every 100 inhabitants—the largest ratioof any

Then there is the whole field of village improvement as regards the tearing away of fenc-

State in the Union.
Two wings of Maynooth

es, the planting of shade trees, the laying out
of little commons, looking after the drainage,
ete., ete. ‘We have been led to these thoughts
from a statement in the papers. to the effect
that they have a woman’s village improvement
society in West Brattleboro’, Vermont, and as
a single item of their works their streets are
lighted with lamps. There is plenty of room
for home mission work in country villages on
the part of both men and women.

Kildare, Ireland, were destroyed by fire,
Friday.
All the valuable books were saved, but
the total loss will reach $50,000.

and Domestic,

The directors of the exploded
gow have been committed tv
on charges of theft and fraud,

county of

bank
prison

of Glas
for

Dickens's baptismal name was Charles

trial

John

TUOKWHEAT

Vermont,

so far as

we kuow,

A

who

may

happen

to

unnecessary

hold
a grudge

when,

from

i

to

help

haul

and

up

the

poor,

over-loaded

half-starved,

editorial

practice

and

treatment,

happened

which

$13,666,000

hs

ad

D

aid

stockholders
in dividends;
and there is a
project on foot for the capitalization of some
$17,000,000 of surplus earnings.
Isn't it about
time that we had cheaper rates? The above
figures show that rates can be largely reduced
and yet the business be a profitable one.
Not a Musical Bump.
They have been exhuming

the

bodies

examining the sculls of Beethoven

and

SE

to

and

Schu-

bertand find the bumps of musical talent missing in both. Ad the bumpologists have to do
is te pronounce that the world has heen sadly
deceived, and that, in fact,’ Beethoven and
Schubert were to musicians at all; fer science
must be ‘believed, ‘at all hazards, and isn’t
hwmpolegy a-seience?
A OCenflict of Authority.

“The Vermont Legislature has rejected a bill
allowing women to vote in schoel district
meetings by a vote of 50 to 157.
In the debate

on this question, Judge Poland wished to restrict the right to unmarried womenjas a married'woman is'“ represented by her attorney,”
besides there'might be a conflict of :suthority,
you know, if'bath husband and wife aere alllowed'to vote-on the same question.

they mirrored tive people to a certain «extent,
but said he,
*‘ I sadly fear that some of their
-nterptise is begotten at the expense «©f ve-

raeity.”

:

:

Morocco.

Much distress

is weported.

from

Moveeco.

Cholera prevails to a'fearful extent and Sundreds of people are dying of starvatisn in the
middle and southern provinees. Small pex

and

Eurosophian

Soeieties;

the Christian Commonwealth,
tack on Preperty.”

or

At-

The lecture will appear

in

Ile says that the politicians are al-

most to a man

against

the

Chinese,

merchants, the manufacturers,

and nearly the entire employing
in the highest terms of them.
New

but

the

the farmers,
class, speak

York City Schools,

The New York City school authorities report

since the opening

of

the public schools

in

September more than 3000 ehildren have been

them, Tu 4» pioty fare. sndiohion

of the

turned away forwant of room to receive

fm

PL

of a total

of 750

awards to American exhibitors at the Paris
Exposition, the educational exhibit, under the
supervision of Dr. John D. Philbrick of Bos-

ton, secured 121 awards, including 27 gold and
42 gilver medals,—~The State Normal School
building at Emporia, Kan, is burned.
Loss,
$85,000;

no

insurance.~—The

Presbyterian

church of Ireland reports 5 Bynods, 37 Presbyteries,
559 congregations, 644 ministers, and
106,110 communicants, The ehurch raised last
year $750,000 for all purposes, Eighteen of ‘the

ministers are wissionsries fn Europe snd
sin,

Western

Northern,

ChoiceNew

8 8c,

and

but

choice

8,

.5
...c.ese

do

Do

Oth St. New

are

A

York.

Cincinnati,

FRIEND

IN

For
ete.
Price
B. F.

of the

tor Western. With lmger supplies at the close
there is an easier tendency and it ia difficult to obtain outside figures. We quote:’
8
8

COMMON.

+ vsivsssnsesanens

very kindly said,

my

shoulders.

Common

waiting

to be

setiled

and every

by

other

E. Farmer.
on

Easy

ot

¢

bbl.

Apples are plentifal and rule at

$195

State

A

$175

CRANBERRIES.
The market is steady with a fair demand.

We

Prolific commr.

BARON

600

d 85
80

selling at

80 @ =3¢, and different varieties trom the Provinces
at 75> a 85c¥ bu.
Sweets are steady at $178 @ #2

all:

rent

This

residing not too far

from:
New York, Boston,
or Chicago,
where their ware-rooms are situated.
:
Any one cin so try an organ thoroughly
and see if he values it, and if not can return it at a cost of only reasonable rent.’
It may be said to be an established fact
that there are no better instruments of the
kind in the world than these. They have
always taken the highest awards at every
World's Exhibition for twenty years; carrying

off

the

Gold

Medal

at

Paris,

this

year.

and

THE

MARKETS,

It aims to be a favorit: in every family—looked
for eagerly by the young folks, and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is to interest
while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensi-

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

Reported by HILTON BROS
erchants

and

dealers

in

AND

EGGS.

SATURDAY,

&

eggs, beans, dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston,

€0., Commission

butter,

eheese

&c.

Cellar

FLOUR.

The receipts of Flour
46,990

for

the

bbls

of

all

for the week

kiods

corresponding

Nov. 2.

against

week

of

No

and

have

been

76,852

bbls

1877,

and

were to Live: pool, 1,150 bbls to Hayti, 200 to St.
Thomas, 500 to Surinam, 987 to Port Spain, 100 fo

Gonaives, 210 to’ St, Pierre, Miquelon,
bbls to the Biitich Provinces.
There

| provement to noti: e in the Flour

and 4 868
is no im-

market.

Sprin

are«lull at the low rates previously

current.

receipts have heen small for the season,
exporfs

[

have

Leen

the

largest

we

The

while the

have

had

are

con-

to netice for g long time, comprising 20,089 bbls,
mostly to a
en . The new spring wheat Patents centinue to work satisfactory,

and

attractive

writers

in

Ainong these ave:

J.T. Trowbridge,
James T. Fields,

Pinah M. Craik,
J. Gi. Whittier,

Charlotte M. Xonge,
Edward E. Hale,
Rose Terry Cooke,

C, A. Stevens,
Hareiet P.
Spofiard,
A.D.T. Whitney,

Rebecca Hl. Davis,

3

67,590 bb's, in 1876. The exports for the same
time have been 20,039 bbls, of which 12,024 bbls
I

most

{

LIEBIG,

the greatest chemist of the

It is cheaper and better than ordinary
Powder or Cream Tartar and Soda.

Baking

If your grocer has not got it send a three-cent
stamp to the manufacturers for a sample,
Manufactured according to the digections of
-Prof. E.N.

Horsford,

by

th¢

Rumford

Chemical

works, Providence, R. I.

1mo43

t

Louise C. Moulton,

Its readingds adapted to the old

and

in its character.

Sports

young;

is

It gives

anil

brands at higher prices.
;
CORN MEAL~~There is a fair demand for Corn
Meal,, with sales at $235 @ $245 4 bbl, as to

|" RYE FLOUR~The sales have been confined
smallfote at $3 26 @ #3 % ) per bbl,
to

OAT MEAL
market remains the same. |
Thereis fatr demand, with sales at $450 @ $675
¥ bbl, 8s to qonlity.
f
i

tion. Gives a full
coveries in
ca
the Congo. It is
fugely illustrated,
clergy
and press.

A

ray. Nearly 10,000

hh are

selling 10

sold.” Moro

to 25

WANTED Eozemriomterson

Ss

hers, Springfield, Mass,

the highest

workmanship.
They
have
also received the
GRAND
GOLD MEDAL
OF SWEDEN
AND

NORWAY,
1878.
No
other American
Organs ever attained highest award
at ANY World's Exposition.
Sold for
cash, or payments by installments. = Lafest CATA-

HOW TO BE

simple, and efficient
the cure of disease,

known
:

treatment

foi

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?
and wish to recover the same. degree of
health, strength, and enemy as experienced
in

former

years?

Do

any

of

the

following

symptoms or class of symptoms meet your
diseased condition ? Are you suffering fron:
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms,
consequent upon a lingering, nervous, chronic or functional disease?
you
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and action? Are you
subject to loss of memory, havespells of fainting, fullnessof blood tu the head, feel listless,
moping, unfit for business er
pleasure, and
subject to fits of melancholy?
Are your kid
neys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered condition?
Do you suffer
m
matisi,
neuralgia or aches and
pains?
Have you
been indiscreet in early
y
and find youre
self hatassed
’ Jeith a multitnge of gloomy.
symptoms
re you
timid,
nervous, amc

your mind continually dwell-

ess n

:

en sleep,

night-

dimness

J

cure these various diseased conditions, after
all-other

YOU
R
OWN
Forms.
For Business Men, Farmers, MeLAWY ER
chanics, Property Owners, Tenauts, everybody

every business. Baves many times cost. Selling
fast.” Send for Civculir and Terms. P. W. ZIEG:
LER & CO, 518 Axch St, Philadelphia, Pa.
1v24

A CARD.
The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the

Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces ; its success is marvelous. . The recipe will

For circular giving

means

fail, and

we

offer

the

mos!

convincing testimony direct from the atflicted themselves, who have been restored to

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,
after drugging in vain for months and years
Send now for DESCRIP1IIVE PAMPHLET and

THE ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, a large Illustrated Journal, containing full particulars
and

INFORMATION

ies mailed free.

WORTH

THOUSANDS.

Address,

Cop-

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.
212

AGENTS
WANTED,
#50 to $125 & month. An
Encyclopedia of Law

Broadway,

New

York.

Fr
B&F Avoid bogus appliances olainiing elec
trie qualities. - Our. Pamphlet explains how to
distinguish the genuine from the spurious.
REMEDY

FOR

BALDNESS.

bd]
sd
to any foract
(1)
1 how geo wth of Halr, 5 Wh Iskers or bee
pro.
Lk ain
duced.
Sanderson & Co., & Clinton Place, New
York

FOW Vis
PvE, wo
i

c

Hy

MOR

dtd}
Warranted

a

perfect

MogRy refurnet) for
Worst forms of - Piles,

cure

sr ol hoc, SEE

Weism,

Catarrh,

Kidn

eases,

and all diseases of thie Skin and
| Blood. -Entively Vegetable, 11.

TR-8% JID: FOWLE & CO,
i

Boston.
a Bottle,
of astonishing cures.

Montreal and

Sold everywhere. $1
Send for Pamphlets of
1 Bteowls
4
\
I:
J

BAKING
POWDER

Board of Health, and, of eminent

without it.
ROYAL has taken fhe place of Soda,
bread never sours nor eakes, never put wy in

the Royal Baking Powder

tus and Yeast
per packages.

(ov

all the
Leprosy,

8 unquestioned
Efficacy. P:
red from GRA PE CRE
ARTAR,
t from th, e Wine district of France,
it has reeived

e

-

other desponden
mptoms?
Thousands
o
young cshonder mid saged, and
evn
the
old, suffer from nervous
phy
bilitys Thousands of females, too, are
ken
down in health and spirits
disorders
peculiar to their sex, and wi!
false
modesty
or hiegloct prolong their si
ngs.
Why, then, further neglect a subjectso productive of health and
happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration ?

4

TE

lv#4

OR

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND-BANDS

Pid

;

oS

fia, and elsewhere —an:
the most valuable, sare,

«

history eT
gtied Shep. ig
and marvelous
lows journey down
fuscinating

0]

MEDAL,

ROYA

tited. chen:

ait hig ly aonues
by” i

the GOLD

N.Y.

STANLEY $2.15.
527
3

awarded

!

Appia Philadel
have been fou

dizziness in

full information, send self addressed envelope to
Rev.
JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

EXCITING BOOK

The only authentic and. co

thirty Joan, and

ples and blotches on ine face,

Reise at the disposal of the jury; also the BRONZE
{EDAL, the highest distinction tor excellent

be furnished free of charge.

PERRY MASON & CO.,

at $6 @ 8725 ¥ bbl, and a few favorite

These noted Curative appliances have now

Are you subject to any of the following Sym

PARIS, - 1867. HIGHEST HONORS
At the Paris Exposition, 1878, they aro

Pasg-

Subscription
Price,
$1.75.
Specimen
copies sent free. Please mention in whit paper
you read this advertisement,

A NEW

BANDS,

The most learned physicians and scientifi
men of Europe and this country indorse them, -

toms:

They have been awarded the

13145

sidered about as good as last year. Jobbers com:
lain of a dull trade,
(here has been a fair
usiness doing in a quiet way, and stocks of leasding ‘brands continue to be well sold up. Low
grades have been in demand for the Provinces, |
41 Temple Place, Boston,
and rather a ‘better Flour is taken for that destination than usual, on account of the very low prices
of winter wheats. Included in the receipts of the
week are 6 728 bbls by the Grand Junction Rail.
Bristling with WILD ADVENTURES.
T
road for distribution in neighboring markets and
DEEDS - of the DARING EXPLORER
for export. ‘The sales~of Pajent spring wheat extras, includidg Wisconsin and Minnesota brands,
have been of 86 505 #8 bbl, and a few favorite
and well known brands command an advance on
the latter rate. Winter wheat Patents have been

selling

VIENNA, 1873

N

try,——Selections for Declamation,——AnFuazzles,—

ELECTRIC BELTS

rgatiul, and

Judgesto confer.

"BOSTON, NW. YOTK, or CHICAGO,

Stories of Adventure,—— Letters of Trave
el,——Kditorials upon Current Topics,——
Axtitles
om
Health, —
Biographical
Sketehes,—Religious Articles,— Stories
of Home and School Life,— Tales, Poe~
ecdotes,
times.

|

lng on flo subject? Have Jou Jomt Sohildelioe
n yourself and ene
or
nits

FOR 12 YEARS -

SANTIAGO, '75

~~

are protected b;
tters-Patent
in all the
rineipal countries of the world. They were
Hon the only Award of Merit for
Electric

age, says: ‘I consider this invention as one of the
most useful gifts which science has made to man.
kind.”

Louisa M. Alcott.

very comprehensive

use of medicine of any kind.

stood the test for upward of

swestn,
070 OY QUST
PHILADA, 1876

the country.

Chili

PULVERMACIHER'S

PREPARATION

PARIS, 1818 wr EVERY
ky

tributors some of the

*

: AR

The afflicted ean now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without.

highly scientific preparation for
making

the highest distinction {n the power of the

ble, and to have really permanent worth, while it
yttracts tor the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for con-

A
————————

every

y

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS,
GOLD” MEDAL
ONLY
Paris Exposition, 1 878;

paid

equals the value of the organ, it becomes
the property of the person hiring it.

she Mosty

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a reasonable price, giving the purchaser
the privilege of returning it after that
time.
Bat if he retains it and continues to
of

50 cents.

raonally

FOR THE WEAK,
NERVOUS AND

rent a new instrument for six months at

sum:

knows

0.

25 # bbl as to quality.

shows great confidence on their part in
the excellence of their organs.
They will

STREETS

NBED!

Light Bread, Dusit Cakes ad Pate,

@ 700

0 8ic. and other kinds of Eastern and Northern

been

of BOSTON

3

sannssensnsend 500 g

Michigan Rose have

superior

9

with sales at

@ 83¢
¥ bu.

Mass.

BOOKS

DESIRABLE

TOILERS

author

janoter, bate on ne RAGING | | _the

BREAD

low prices.
Ba

have ruled at €3 @ ssc ¥ ho.

and

Leaf Carly FREE
Eagle Printing Co., Springfield, Mass,

AND

Toiler” of whom

PROF. HIORSFORDS

lo

of the week, with a little firmer feeling at the close.
Sales of Mame Central Rosé have been made at 90
_@ 95¢, choice Houlton’s at 9c.
Northern Rose

Terms.

health

£.Sakgwell,

illuminated hoard covers.

The

£97 Broadway, New York,

POTATOES.
The supply-of Pototo¢s his been about cnough
for the demand, and prices have ruled steady most

the

the

By Emma E. Brown. With 12 pictures drawn
from life by Catherine Peirson.
Quarto, with

Same

ONIONS.

COUNTY ecenaaanisritnens

impart

[No.4]|
em
32 column monthly STORY PATER a year [DL
with 50 printed Gold

CHILD

¢

Common

quote:
Cape, ¥ hblizeeuresiteisirrivnaerasneses $600

they

Ttleow

postpaid, 95 cents.
J. BRIDE & ©0.,

1108125

The market has been steady,
@ $1 80 ¥ bul.

A) =R

NEW

1

Apples, choice,¥ bbl
0, common to good

and

of

or disordered

PREPARED BY
AYE
,

in GEM case, R35 cis.

258 CENT
CHEAPEST IN THE WORLD

e’quote:

One of the plans on which the Mason &
Hamlin Co. now supply their well known
organs, is favorable to the purchaser, and

pay rent until the:

:

CHARM MICROSCOPE.

FEN

teal

lots, with sales at $1 # $125

ns

Organs

sesestaene

humors

Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Corns, Piles
Will prevent Hands or Lips from Chapping
25 cents. J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea,
Mass
RACKLEY, Agent for Dover.
16443

AH
23

Green Peas... cussrsssssnseeinsanns
GREEN APPLES.
There has been a little fi-mer tendency on choice

:

el

do

action;

¥ha5i

bn. and $2 is an extreme price for extra hand
picked command the outside rate. Yellow Eyes
are selling moderately in lois as wanted at #! ¥
bu. A large portion of the Beans coming forward
are very poor. We quote:
:
Pea, Northern H P per bilae.ooeueoniad $185 @ 200
Do Western H P........ ...... sarees 1758 19
Do

foul

UNEQUALED

Westem .
.208
22
P. E. Islan
Na
B
LiMeQaass savcecrasransssasisensssnranesss 16 @ 18
BEANS.
"Phere has been a shade easier tendency in IPeas
with sales in lots as they arfive at $1302

the

IN QUALITY !
IN QUANTITY !
IN STYLE !!

week, and prices have ruled firm at 22 § 23¢ for
Northern and P. KE. Island; and 19 a 21c ¥ aozen

sssssnsssessasstesassssmessnssy 23
22

into

DR.J.C.

dozen
:

| JOHN CHURCH & C0.

89

most

per

60c¢. per dozen, by express.

485

active

$3

out

ly harmless,

of the

No. 3, words only.

6@g8

common
EGGS.
The market has been fairly

IEABLCYMess
Northern

1 Hymns

@c., by mail;

8% @9

ir to good

do

Go

Price;

7°'@e8
@6

Western factory, choice,
Do

35c., by mail;

BIGLOW & MAIN,

for

prices

some

most useful ones. In short,
GOSPEL HYMS NO. 3
is offered as the best collection of pure, invigorating scriptural songs ever produced, not surpassed
even by the two preceding of the same celebrated
series.
Price,
by cxpress.

bave been sellingat 75

Northern factory

sity of Wisconsin, having ‘been authorized by | wheat Flour has been arriving move freely aod
Gov. Washburn’s commission to purchase the ichdency is to easier prices, and winter wheats

than seventy~five-——Out

creameries,

Fair to good. .
Common ....,

had evidently
the skin was:
in patches as

the poor horse, for he has sore

Cabinet

the next issue of the Star, with as little
abridgement as the space under olir command

Chinese,

reserved for this book, together with

purge

effectual.
Being sugar coated, they are casy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they arc entire.

ing several by the inspired Bliss, which have been

Western range principally from 6 @ 12¢ ¥

Fresh made

August lots

while we

don’t hurt

animals.—N.

that each of these societies has procured an orgaa and formed a quariette, thus inereasing
the. attendance and interest of their meetings;
also, that both societies are rapidly adding to
their libraries.
Miss
Haley, of "73, is reported to have been specially suceessful as an
evangelist in Rehoboth, Mass.——A. T. Salley,
of ’7 is supplying the pulpit of Bev, A, L.
Houghtan,ef *70, during the laiter’s absanee in
Europe.

what he wants for the observatory, whieh will
inelade a telescope of the magnitude he desires
to coatinue his astronomical discoveries
willmake {t necessary.
The Theological Seheol ut New Haven, Cona.,
The Chinese.
| is very much smaller than usual
this year. The
,
Postmaster-General Key returns from Cali- Junior class does not number more than twenfornia with some definite impressions as to the ty, and the whole number of students is less

18¢,

Chofce dairy pack-

earlier make there in no demand
entirely nominal. We quote:

where there is no law against the abuse of

the

Infidel

friend

people of Vermont,

also,

Rev. B. &. Fyfe,D. D.,President of the Baptist Literary Institute at Woodstoek, Canada,
is dead. He savas for maay years one of the
4 distinguished pulpiteers of Montreal and was
‘Bosten Monday Lectures.
well known by Baptists in the United States.
The fie'st lecture of the Rev. Joseph Cook’s
——Prof. Watson of Ann Arbor, Mich., has
course for 188—9, was given at Tremont
Temple on’ Monday last om * Soeialigm and finally decided to accept the call to the Univer-

*«* The world-wide nceeptanee <f Nos. “1 and 2
of this series ‘of Gospel Hymns, and the demand
for a fresh collection of the same character, encouraged the publishers to send forth the third
book.
It will be found to contain a large propor
tion of new Songs never before published, includ-

The receipts for the week have been 4,168 boxes
against 5.125 boxes for the same week last
year.
Export: for the week 208 boxes. There has
n
a weak tendency in the market and 9c is the outside selling paice for mild September make. Good

that

son;

that is yet

and malignant fevers also abound, and the ivhabitants ave seeking safety by flight from
infeesed districts.

1b.

aright to do as I please with my own?”
That is the question which the law has
settled for the people of our own State, so
far as it affects the “cruel treatment of
domestic animals, and that is the question

and per-

Polymmian

Used in the Gospel Meetings conducted by Messrs
MOODY,
WHITTLE
and PENTECOST.

torced it might be hard to realize

are selling at previous prices.
CHEESE.

You should pity, not whip him.” ¢ Haven’t
I a right to do as I please with my own?
Is this your horse or mine, I would like to
know?” and sucha burst of oratory followed as we had not heard for many a day,
and the little boy’s voice seems to be ringing in our ears now, while his flushed face
and excited gestures leave an impression
not soon to be forgotten by either of the
occupants of our carriage.
‘‘ Haven't I

sonals in the October number of the Bates Student,we cull a few items. The Sephomores

to'think of the newspapers.

Hesupposed that

our

they do with parties

go-ahead people, the Americans wereremarkably sthrifty, but what puzzled him was what

Dean Stanley Puzzled.

when

‘‘Hold on a moment,

~

have established a class prayer-meetisg which
is:held in the room of some one of the class
every H'riday evening.——The cloek donated
by Mrs. North, of Bristol, Conn., has been put
up in the chapel over the entrance. — A
prize debate
is soon to occur between the

"Dean Stanley ia an. interview said thet for so

home,

up by veluntary contribution,
It.«an not be
done too soon, Let every friend of the college rally,and do it now to help just when help
is most meeded.
Prompt giving will, in this
case, be twice giving.

locals

sales of

JAN, McGRANANAN

«GEO. C. STEBBINS,

dai-

@

ami

tone to the whole being. They eure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are the safost and
best physic for children, because mild as well as

PIANOS

which dependence has been placed fer current
expenditures. This deficiency must be made

interesting

{7

They

organs

AND

ANS

We are glad to learn that the college work
at Hillsdale goes on very satisfactorily with the
first term of the new college year, The attendance is quite as good as could be expected,
and the instruction in the class room, in all the
departments, more symmetrical and thorough
than ever before.
The college government
seems fo rua in smooth channels and, altogether, affairs are eneouraging save in ome direetion. The hard times causing the failure of
some parties, and the crippling of others, owing money to the college on loans, hay seriously impaired the income, for the present, on

Krom the many

York

Eruptions

Skin Diseases, Biliousness
Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
=
=
=== Tetter, Tumors and Salt
Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner P11,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abundantly
show how ei they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to
blood; they stimulate the sluggish

« coos vs vurssrnscsnses 1
large as the palm of one’s hand, while the Medinm, CHOICE.
Do
common to good...
«1
ties were adding misery to misfortune by YellowEyes
«©
..,
1
1
ing
blood
as-it trickled
e—
TO
POTISL TCNEWE
ROA RIANCYFE. ="
© evises SEPA
Beatty’s latest Newspaper full ‘reply (sent free) bethe raw flesh. The boy had just overtaken
latest
J
PEAS.
fore buying PIANO or ORGAN.
Xe
the object of his pursuit, and was about to
west
prices ever given.
1There has been a moderate demand at steady
administer what he probably considered a prices.
WAR-=:
DANIEL
F.
BEATTY,
We quote:
wen
Washington, N. J.
merited rebuke for roaming so far from

¥ducational.
Hillsdale College

College.

IRA D. SANKEY,

or

matism,

cure.

n

ed Western if here would sell readily at 15 @ 17,
but the
quality of the receipts continues poor, and

wide-awake little dozen-year old French
boy came running out in pursuit of an old

re

Bates

a week

GG

Costiveness, J aundice,
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach
aud Breath, H o a d ache,
Erysipelas, Piles, Rheu-

Aperient

Gospel Hymns

receipts

packages
time last

choice Vermont

12¢ ¥ 1b for most of the stock.

farming and drawing trash wood to the
villages.
One or two old horses feeding in
the highway seemed to give a certain air
of aristocracy to surroundings of each
head of the family.
Near one of these
Yankee-deserted farm establishments, of

frame of a white horse who
seen better days, but now
worn off under the collar

Occasional

13 @ 19¢, and New

and if sales, were

were riding with a friend through one of
the northern towns in Vermont, during
the week of the State fair. The neighborhood was a little ‘ Frenchy,” as they
express it up there, just this side the line.
Several of the houses along the street appeared to be occupied by people of Canadian origin
and French accent.
Their

on
:

obtained

Seltzer

NOE.

but after passing these it is very dificult to give a
reliable range of prices. Medium grades me
quoted at 12 @ 1: ¢, but there are very few buyers.

animals have rights which it is our duty
to respect, and we have learned that it
pays to feed them well and treat them
kindly.
We were both amused and pained

try on the face of the earth.”
Thnis epigramLatest News.
matic saying may be applied to the present 4
condition of eur own country.
What every
The residence of Dr. Fowler,on Fortieth St.,
intelligent observer sees with
his eyes whereNew York, was cleaned out of all the silverever he gees contradicts the incessant croaking
ware Friday night.
Loss about $2000.—Jawhich greets his ears.
Any person who
doubts that the business of the country is realson Metcalf, a prominent citizen of €yothiana,
ly revive should make a brief tour with his
Ky., was killed Sunday by H. C. Magee, a
ears
and his eyes open. If he believes
well-known politician, during a heated discuswhat be sees,he must be conviaced that we are
sion on political matters,——The German Govundoubtedly on the road to comfort and prose
perity.
ernment proposes to increase the duty on
wine, hides, grain and some other articles.
YTelegraphy.
The duty on grain is intenden to compel con‘The Western Union Telegraph company has
cessions from Russia, Austria,
Italy
and
certainly been a business success.
The comFrance.
Other new imposts will be light, and
pany has earned net in 12 years over $36,000,
designed for financial purposes solely.
Ann
OO,

is a full range.

ries command

looking horses are rarely seen at work
anywhere on the public highways.
The
influence upon public sentiment concerning
the treatment of animals, which the Jaw
has exerted, has been good, and good
only. We have all learned to acknowledge,
in our daily

Tarrant’s

v

;

Quick!

The most highly sanctioned and popular saline
of the Western I lemisphere. Dyspepsia,
headache, biliousness, atipation pi
wy of the.
kidneys, febrile and inflamatory disorders promptly yield tu its remedial action.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
2046

two ago. All kinds under first guaiity have aecummulated,and holders would be willing
to make
libera! concessio ws in order to unload.
Fire [all
lots of Franklin County, Vermont, are still quoted
#t 20 a 23¢. but to command 23¢ every tub must be
perfect.
For most of the fall made Butter 20 4 2:¢

sickly-

which wehear so much complaint,a healthy,

an

ing to pay the extreme rates

.

for le
all th puts of Family
a Family PhyPhysi

Drink 1t while it foams.
The ebullition is instantaneous when the water is
mixed with

The proportion of strict y fine quality coming in
continues small and not enough to supply the de
mand, but even for this grade buyers are not will

street

or

13,795 in 1876. * Total

.

»

Quick!

packages for the corresponding

last year, dud

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

“A

vear. KExporis for the week have been 1,252 packages.
There is no improvem ent to report in trade and
the tendency of prices is still in favor of buayers.

called

There is to be another mouster Nihilist trial,
the Russian Government making preparation
for prosecuting 340 members of the order who
are now confined.at Odessa.
:
A witty English diplomatist of the last century, who occasionally returned from his ost
The steamer Helvetia, from Liverpool for
to his own country, said, ¢ When, in my visits
New York, came in colision with the English
to England, I shut my ears and keep’ my eyes
revenue-cutter Fannie off Tusker Light, Thursopen I think the country very flourishing; but
day, sinking her.
Seventeen of the cutter’s
when [ shut my itis
eyes and
keep
my
.
ears
open
|
crew
were Tost.
tl
Wed
COTE

Hére 13 a good paragraph from

in the New York Herald, commenting
American business prospects:

week

hobs Li

9

deliverable

since the
first of
January
534,460
against 475,614 packages for the same

fell
We
and
way

occupation seemed to be a mixture of poor

Prospects.

tubs Ratusy 10,645

human beings... But this is done
away
with now.
Ifa horse slips and falls, his
harness is loosened, the load backed away,
and friendly teamsters and even horse-car
drivers stop and help him to rise.
We
have seen a horse refuse to pull a load on
the street, and his driver has sometimes
struck him two or three blows with his
whip, but there is very little intentional
abuse to animals in the public streets now,
At the steep grades, extra horses are kept
cars,

110,900 *bu,

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the weck have been
14,474 packages, including 1,708 boxes and 12,766,

over-

a shame to the race of so

been

Noven ber, and five cars at 88%,¢ also
last half of November.

or property, but that the law for the prevention of cruelty to animals does more
harm ‘than good is a statement that we can
not agree with at all.
We well remember
how horses used to be treated in the city
of Boston,
twenty-five
years
ago,
by
loading or slippery pavements, a horse
under the shafts of a loaded cart.
have seen horses beaten with whips
cl
in the streets of Boston
in a

have

AGENT'S profits per week, Wil
prove it or furfeit $500. New arti.

cles, just Jhicnted,
Juinples sont
Address
W. H.
CHIDCHESTE

free to all.

OATS.
The receipts of the week have been 103,550 bu.
The demand is steady and the market is firm. The
better grades are scarce and weet with a ready
sale at full prices. The sales have been at 35% a
39c for No 1 and extra white; 31) @ 82¢ for No 2
white: and 20!¢ 4 30c for
No 3 white. Mixed Oats
have been selling at 29% @ 32¢ ¥ bu. Five cars No
1 white sold at 35)¢c for delivery the last half of

expenditure of time

teamsters

$57.60
Fulton 86, X.Y.

continues

and the exports for the same time 89,397 bu. The
demand for Corn has been gueit moderate, both
for export and consumplion, and prices remain
unchanged. The sales have
mot 52 @ dd0 for
mixed and yellow; and steamer Corn at 50% @ dlc
# bu. No$ mixed was offered on call yesterday
at 48¢, tree on board at East Boston.

and money in attendance at court.
This
may be true, as it is of pretty much all the
laws enacted for the protection of persons

passionate

\

100 Ths.

The recempts of the week

has no law

against a neighbor, often take advantage
of the law by complaining of persons who
are not intentionally cruel, and sometimes
cause an

market

1878.

CORN.

for the special protection of animals, as
have Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
some of the other States.
Evén in Massachusetts, where the law has worked so
well, there are some who find fault with
it, claiming that it does more harm than
good ; that evil-minded or designing persons,

KFrLour.—The

6,

"I dull for this article , and we quote at 22 10 @ $2 26

iffam Dickens,
but being laughed at by his
companions, he early cdme to writing only
Charles Dickens.
Miss Celeste Winans of Baltimore is said to
She in| be the richest heiress in America.
herits $20,000,000 from her father, lately deceased.
T
;

Business

NOVEMBER

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

at a little incident that

College,

STAR,

more convenient,

In tin cans only pri

physicians

wil "ever be

makes thud mpre

end

THE

360

MORNING

STAR,

NOVEMBER

smi

Hebos Summary.

Population of Montreal 100,000.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Dean Stanley.
Dean Stanley sails for home

on

Wednesday

of this week. On Saturday morning he was
entertained at breakfast by members of the
Century club at their rooms. About forty
members were present. The Rev. Dr. William Adams sat at the head of the table, and
among

guests

the

Dr.

Grove,

George

were

Theodore Woolsey, William Lloyd Garrison,
George B. Fisher, Peter Cooper#Dr. Harper,
Julius H. Seelye, George B. McClellan,George
W. Childs, Charles Dudley Warner and S. S.
Conant, After, breakfast the guest was in-

troduced, and told how,

before

land, he was

that

informed

leaving

Eng-

would

meet

he

Rural and Domestic,

Miscellancous.

with kindness and overflowing hospitality, and

There were $2,022,536 received by the government frou the sale of public lands last

cause an unnecessary expenditure of time
and money in attendance at court.
This
may be true, as it is of pretty much all the
laws enacted for the protection of persons

year.

Ten Mormon missionaries,with 150 converts,
arrived from Europe,Tuesday.
We do not ask you to make men sober by
law, but repeal the law by which you make
men drunk,— Nat. Tem. Advocate.

said he had found Americans even more hospitable than he expected.
Ie pleasantly reThe new Governor of Cyprus, Sir Garnet
ferred to houses where he had been
welcomWolseley, is a total abstainer,
ed and entertained during the delightful two
The naturalized citizens of New York city
months which he had spent in this country,
outnumber the natives by over fifty thousand.
‘and concluded by assuring his friends of the |
The Taylor wo olen mills of Salem, N. II.,
delight it would give him to see the bonds bewere burned on Thursday night, a loss of $65,
000
resulting.
tween England and America strengthened and
cemented.
Ie gave sincere
and
heartfelt
The shoe business in Lynn is move prosperous than any time for three or four years past.
thanks for all that had been done and said for
him and his friends during his sojourn among
James H.
Wheatley, a sugar
refiner
of
3rookiyn, N. Y., is supposed to/be a defaulter
us. John G. Whittier wrote a letter regretto the amount of £250,000, andMas decamped.
ting his inability to be present at the reception. On Sunday morning he
preached at
The result of the election
h the French municipal councils on Sunda
reek is largely in
Grace church, New York, Bishop Potter prefavor of the Republicans.
siding.
:
The Cincinnati banking house of Joseph
A.
Hermann & Co., suspended, Fhursday,with esVillage Life.
timated liabilities of $250,000.
We do not purpose to moralize to any great
Mrs. Foster, a lawyer of Clinton, Towa, has
extent on village life. Little country villages
just won an important case in the courts of
that place. It was a liquor suit.
are often nuisances, so far as regards social and
Secretary Sherman says there will be at
' sari'a'y stagnation and corruption.
That is
least $134,231,865.06 in the Treasury on the 1st
a pretty strong statement and probably will
of January next,available for resumption purbear weakening by half. But there needs to
poses,
:
be an organization in each village, not only to
Dr. Johnson was so extremely
short-sighted that when he wrote he brought his nose althrow its weight against petty gossip and
slander, but also to eriginate some form of most into contact with his manuscript.
The number ef bankrupts in Massachusetts
social intercourse that families may unite and
during the
past ten years has been one in
enjoy each other’s society to mutual profit.
every 100 inhabitants—the largest ratio of any
Then there is the whole field of village imState in the Union.

provement as regards the tearing away of fences, the planting of shade trees, the

laying

out

of little commons, looking after the drainage,
ete. etc.

'We have been led to these

from a statement in the

papers

to

thoughts

the effect

that they have a woman's village improvement
society in West Brattleboro’, Vermont, and as
a single item of their works their streets are
lighted with lamps.
There is plenty of room
for home mission work in country villages on
the part of both men and women.
Business

Prospects.

Here 13 a good paragraph from an editorial
in the New York Herald, commenting
on
American business prospects:
A witty English diplomatist of the last century, who occasionally returned from his post
to his own country, said, ¢ When, in my visits
to England, I shut my ears and keep’ my eyes
open I think the country very flourishing; but
. when [ shut my eyes and keep my ears open

~Tfind that

England is the most wretched coun-

Two wings of Maynooth College, county of
Kildare, Ireland, were destroyed by fire,
Friday.
All the valuable books were saved, bul
the total loss will reach $50,000.
.
The directors of the exploded bank of Glas™
gow have been committed to prison for trial
on charges of theft and fraud.
Dickens’s baptismal name was Charles John
Huffam Dickens, but being laughed at by his
companions, he early came
to writing only
Charles Dickens.
Miss Celeste Winans of Baltimore is said to
be the richest heiress in America.
She inherits $20,000,000 from her father, lately deceased.
There is to be another mouster Nihilist trial,
the Russian Government making preparation

for prosecuting 340 members of the

order who

are now confined at Odessa.
The steamer Helvetia,
from Liverpool
for
New York, came in. colision with the English
revenue-cutter Fannie off Tusker Light, Thursday, sinking
her.
Seventeen of the cutter’s
crew were
Jost,
pi

eee

try on the face of the earth.”
This epigramLatest News.
matic saying may be applied to the present 4
condition of eur own country.
What every
The residence of Dr. Fowler,on Fortieth St.,
intelligent observer seés with
his eyes whereNew York, was cleaned out of all the silverever he goes contradicts the incessant croaking
ware Friday night.
Loss about $2000.—Jawhich greets his ears.
Any person who
doubts that the business of the country is realson Metealf, a prominent citizen of €yothiana,
ly evivins should make a brief tour with his
Ky., was killed Sunday by H. C. Magee, a
ears clesed
and his eyes open.
If he believes
well-known politician, during a heated discuswhat he sees,he must be convinced that we are
undoabtedly on the road to comfort and prossion on political matters,——The German Govperity.
ernment proposes to increase the duty on
wine, hides, grain and some other articles.
YTelegraphy.
The duty on grain is intenden to compel con‘The Western Union Telegraph company has
cessions from Russia, Austria,
Italy
and
certainly been a business success. The comFrance.
Other new imposts will be light, and
pany has earned net ir 12 years over $36,000,designed for financial purposes solely.

000, of“ which $11,666.000 have

i

stockholders
in dividends;
and there is a
project on foot for the capitalization of some
$17,000,000 of sarplas earnings.
Isn't it about
time that we had cheaper rates? The above
* figures show that rates can be largely reduced
and yet the business be a profitable one.’

They have been exhuming

the

bodies

_ examining the sculls of Beethoven

and

and

Schu-

bert and find the bumpsof musical talent miss-

ing in both. AM the bumpologists have to do
is te pronounce that the world has heen sadly
deceived, and that, in fact, Beethoven and
Schubert weremo

Inusicians at all; fer science

must be ‘believed, at
‘bwmpolegya-seience?
i

all

hazards,

and

“The Vermont Legislature has rejected a bill
allowing women to vote in schoel district
meetings by a vote of 50 to 157.
In the debate

on this question, Judge Poland wished

to re-

strict the right to unmarried

a mar=

womens

ried'woman is'“ represented by her attorney,”
Besides there'might be a conflict of muthority,
you know, if‘bath husband and wife avere
lowed
to voteron the same question.
Stanley

al-

Puzzled.

‘Bean Stanley ian interview said that for so
go-ahead people, the Americans

were remark-

ably thrifty, but what puzzled him was what
to'think of the newspapers. Hesupposed that
they mirrored tive people to a certain «extent,
but sdid he,*‘ I sadly fear that some ef: their
<nterppise is begotten at the expense «of veraeity.”
:
Morocco.

Much distress is weported ‘from Moreeco.
Cholera prevails to a'fearful extent and Sundreds of pesple are dying of starvation in the

middle and

‘southern provinees.

:

We are glad to learn that the college work
at Hillsdale goes on very satisfactorily with the
first term of the new college year, The attendance is quite as good as could be expected,
departments, more symmetrical and thorough
than ever Before.
The college government
seems to rea in smooth channels and, altogeth~
er, affairs are enéouraging save in ome direetion. The hard times causing the failure of
some parties, and the crippling of others, owing money to the college on loans, hag serious-

Small pex

and malignant fevers also abound, and the iuhabitants are seeking safety by flight from the

‘up by veluntary contribution,
It.an not be
‘done too'soon. Let every friend of the col-

lege rally,and do it now to help just when help
is.mostmeeded.

Prompt

giving will; in this

case, be twice giving.
-~

Bates College.

Krom the many

interesting

few

items.

The

the other States.

sachusetts,

where the

and per-

Sephomores

have established a class prayer-meeting which
“is:held in the room of some one of the class
every Hriday evening.——The cloek donated
by Mrs. North, of Bristol, Conn., has been put

up in the chapclover the entrance, —— A
prize debate
is soon to occur between the
Polymmian and Eurosophian Societies; also,
that each of these societies has procuzed an orgaa and formed a quariette, thus inereasing
the. attendance and interest of their meetings;
also, that both societies are rapidly adding to.
their libraries,—Miss
Haley, of 773, is ree
ported te have been specially successful as an

Even

law

and

in

Mas-

has worked so

are not intentionally cruel,

not agree with at all.

sale at full prices.

the

shafts

cart.

haul

and

up

poor,.

the

over-leaded

half-starved,

at20 a 23¢, but. to command 23¢ every tub must be
yerfect.
For most of the fall made Butter 20 a 2:¢
is a full range.
Occasional choice Vermont dairies command 18 .@ 19¢, and New York (7 @ 18e,

but after passing these it is very difficult to give a

reliable

sale- of

and

animals have rights
to respect,

and

we

1b.

duty
it

frame of a white horse who
seen better days, but now

had
the

worn

in

off

under

the

collar

Northern,

do

5

common
EGGS.

domestic animals,

that is yet

people of Vermont,

to be

and every

of

question

setiled

by

other

the
State

where there is no law against the abuse of
animals.—N. E. Farmer.
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GREEN APPLES.
There has been a little fismer tendency

on choice

lots, with sales at $1. ¢ $125 ¥ bbl.
ood Apples are plentiful and rule at

Common
Jow prices.

Apples, choice,¥ bbl
0,

100 812

common to good

Ba

6

with sales at
:

$1 75

ONIONS.
The market has been steady,
@ $1 80 ¥ bbl.

:

CRANBERRIES.
The market is steady with a fair demand.

We

quote:

Cape, ¥ bbl. sueerenes.a. > 1esssnaasvges $600 @ 700
Country..........0 savsans

Weenie

nna dene S500 @g60N

POTATOES.
The supply-of Pototo¢s his been about cnough
for the demand, and prices have ruled steady most
of the week, with a little firmer feeling at the close.

Sales of Maine Central Rose have been made at 90
@ 95¢, choice Houlton’s at 9ic. Northern Rose
have ruled at €3 @ 85c ¥ ho. Prolific commr d 85

&

@ 83¢c¥ bu.

Michigan Rose have

80

been selling at

80 @ =3¢, and different varieties trom the Provinces
at? a 85c¥ bu.
Sweets aresteady at $178 @ #2

MARKETS,

Merchants

and

dealers

in

EGGS.

SATURDAY,

eggs, beans, dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston,

& €0., €«
butter,

&c.

Nov. 2.

eheese

Cellar
5

isg16

No

and

FLOUR.

SNOW

ai

ive

106,110 communicants,

The ehurch raised last

year $750,000 for all purposes, Eighteen of the

| ministers are ' missionaries in Europe and
Asia,

RYE

FLOUR~The

sales have been confined to
;
market. rewains the same.’

small fois at $3 Xt) fsoper bbl.

OAT

MEAL.~1

Thereis fair demand, with sales
¥ bbl, 86 toqoglity.

at $450 @ #675

.

and dangerous diseases.

GEO. C. STEBBINS,

PREPARED

& CO., Lowell, Mass.
Analytica

:

[No.4] ¢

Practical

couraged the publishers to send forth the third
hook. Tt will be found tocontain a large propor
tion of new Songs never before published, inelud-

same celebrated
$3 per dozen

by express.
Gospel Hymns No. 3, words only.
Price, @c., by mail; 60c. per dozen, by express.

JOHN CHURCH & ©0. |

BIGLOW & MAIN,
Oth St. New York.

Cincinnati,

TAFRIBEND

3

and

l

Chemists.

em
A 32 column monthly STORY PATER aye
|
with 50 printed Gold Leaf Cards,
.in GEM case, 3 cts. Eagle Printing Co., Springfiald,fRMass,
es

EF

DRESS

ing several by the inspired Bliss, which have been
reserved for this book, together with some of the

preceding of the
35c., by mail;

DY

DR. J.C. AYER

of this series ‘of Gospel Hymns, and the demand
for a fresh collection of the same character, en-

even by the two
series. Price,

as

ly harmless,

2

most useful ones. In short,
GOSPEL HYMS NO. 3
is offered as the best collection of pure, invigorat
ing scriptural songs ever produ
, NOt surpassed

and

as well

Being sugar coated, they are easy to
effectual.
take; and being purely vegetable, they are ontire

Used in the Gospel Meetings conducted by Messrs
MOODY, WHITTLE
and PENTECOST,

1 and

They are the safest

best physic for children, because mild

AND

** The world-wide acceptance «f Nos.

They purge out the foul humors of the
they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
into action; and they impart health and
the whole being.
They cure not only the

everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable

JAS. MeGRANAMAN

Ttleow
| CHILD
TOILERS of BOSTON STREETS
By Emma E. Brown. With 12 pictures drawn
from life by Catherine Peirson.
Quarto, with .
illuminated hoard covers. 50 cen ts.
The author knows Dersonally every *“ Chili
Toiler” of whom she wri

0.

IN NEED!

A

UNEQUALED

KF

IN QUALITY !

For Salt Rheum,

Burns,

Bruises,

Corns,

Piles

ete. Will prevent Hands or Ldps from Chapping
Price
25 cents. J.J. PIKE
&
CO, Chelsea,
Mass
B. F. RACKLEY, Agent for Dover.
16448

25 OBINT
CHARM MICROSCOPE.

DEBILITATED!
Another battle
; War-onOR
————

on high

list renewed.

|

&&S

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without
¢medicins-of are hind

A

—the

ent free) beBeatty’s latest Newspaper full reply
id m
latest
fore Buying PIANO or ORGAN.

WARE

mee

PULVERMACHER'S

est pices ovr sven AT DIAN 08

Washington,
N. J.

ELECTRIC BELTS

5244

PROF. HORSFORD'S
BREAD
A

superior

and

AND

:

PREPARATION

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for upward of thirty Feats, and
are protected b
tters-Patent
in all tho
srineipal countries of the world. They wore
decreed the only Award of Merit for
Electric
Appliances at the
t World's Exhibitions
—
Paris, Pilladlelp ia, and elsewhere —ana
have been found
the most valuable, sale,

the greatest chemigt of the

age, says: ‘I consider this invention as one \f the
most useful gifts which science has made to ¥ankind.”
It is cheaper and

better

thaw ordinary

Baking

simple,

If your grocer has not got it.send
Manufactured
Prof.

E. N.

by

to
the

the

digections

symptoms or class

It aims to he a favorit: in every family—looked
foreagerly by the young folks, and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is to interest
while it amuses; to be judicious, practical, sensible, and to have really permanent worth, while it

Ainong these ave:

J.T. Trowbridge,
James T. Fields,
Re
H. Davis,

Dinah M. Craik,
Jd. G. Whittier,
Louise C. Mou

Charlotte M. Xonge, C, A. Stevens, om,
Edward £. Hale,

Rose

Terry

Hareiet P. Spoffard,

Cooke,
A.D.T. Wh
Louisa M. Alcott.

illustrated, and highly
and
.
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PULVERMACHER'S

ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS.
cure these various diseased conditions, after
all other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimony direct from the affliocted themselves, who have been restored to

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,
after drugging in vain for months and years
Send now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
THE ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, o large Illus trated
Journal, containing full particular«
and INFORMATION WORTH THOUSANDS. Cop-.
ies mailed free. Address,
:

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.

CO

212

Broadway,

New

York.
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BAKING
ROYA POWDER

HD.
FOWLE & CO,
Montreal and
Boston.
Sald everywhere.
$1

a Bottle,
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Send for

Pamphlets of

Absolutely Pure.

* ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other hakin
ders combined--becau
ita on
0
Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efticaey. Frepared
oy frou GRAPE CREAM
CREAM
TARTAR,
TATA:
imported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the
Wine
dinteiet
of
France,
it
has
roeived
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health,
and of eminent
physicians
and scientific men everywhere. No family haying once used the Royal Baking Powder whi ever be

without it.

ROYAL has taken he place of Boda, Saleratus

and
bread never sours nor eakes; never pnt wp in paper Packages.

(or
the

worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases,
and all diseases of the Skin dnd
d. Entirely Vegetable,. H.
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be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send sédlf-addressed envelop
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Chemical

works, Providence, RB. I.
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the cure of disease,

Powder or Cream Tartar and Soda.

stamp to the manufacturers

meet every requirement.

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them,
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Rev. R. A. Fyfe,D. D.,President of the BapThe receipts of Flour for the week have heen
tist Literary Institute at Woodstoek, Canada,
46,910 bbls of all kinds
against
infected distaicts,
76,832
Its reading ds adapted to the old “and ‘young; is
bbls
and
1877,
corresponding week of
for the
is dead. He was for maay years one of the
very comprehensive in its character. It gives |
67,690 bb's, in 1876. The exports for the same
distinguish
ed pulpiteers of Montreal and was | time have been 20,039 bbls, of which 12,024 bhis
‘Boston Monday Lectures.
Stories of Adventure, — Letters of Trave
were to Liverpool, 1,150 bbls to Hayti, 200 Lo St.
The first lecture of the Rew. J oseph Cook’s
well known by Baptists in the United States.
Thomas, 500 to Surinam, 987 to Port Spain, 110 fo el,—Kditorials upon Carrent Topics, ~—
~——Prof. Watson of Ann Arbor, Mich., has || Gonaives,
course for 1878—9, was given at Tremont
210 to St. Pierre, Miquelon, and 4 868 Artitles
‘om
Health, — Biographical
to the toBritich
There is no imTempleon Monday Tast om * Socihlism and finally decided to accept the call to the Univer- | bbls
provement
Sketehes, —WReligious Articles,—— Stories
noti: e Provinces.
in the Flour market,
Sprin,
sity of Wiseounsin, having been authorized hy
the Christian Commonwealth, or Infidel Atof Home and School Life,—Tales,
wheat Flour has been arriving move A
Poe=
tack on Property.” The lecture will appear in
Gov, Washburn’s commission to purchase the tendency is to easier prices, and winter wheats try,——Selections for Declamation,—
Anare«lull
at
the
low
rates
Froviously
current.
The
ecdotes,
Pazzles
,——Spor
ts
the pext issue of the Star, with as little what he wants for the observatory, whieh sill receipts have been small for the season, while the
anf
Page
d
times.
abridgement as the space under our command
exports have Leen the largest we have had
inelade a telescope of the magnitude he desires
to netice for g long time, comprising 20,089 bbls,
Subscription
Price,
will make {t necessary.
$1.75.
to continue his astronomical discoveries
Specimen
mostly £0 Liv:
ol. The new spring wheat Pa.
copies sent free. Please mention in what paper
The Theological School ut New Haven, Conu., | tents centinue to work satisfactory, and are conyou read this advertisement,
sidered about as good as last year. Jobbers eom.
The Chinese.
is very much smaller than usual this year. The
lain of a dull trade,
there has been a fair
Postmaster-General Key returns from (Cali- Junior class does not number more than twenusiness doing in a quict way, and stocks of leadPERRY MASON & CO,,
fornia with some definiie impressions as to the ty, and the whole number of students is less ing ‘brands continue to be well sold up. Low
grades have been in demand for the Provinces,
41 Temple Place, Boston,
Chinese, Ie says that the politicians are al- than seventy-five——Out of a total of 7
and rather a better Flour i3 taken for that destinamost
to a man againit the Chinese, but the
tion than usual, on account of the very low prices
awards to American exhibitors at the Paris
wheats. Included in the receipts of the
merchants, the manufacturers, the farmers,
A NEW EXCITING BOOK
Exposition, the educational exhibit, under the ofweekwinger
are 6 728 bbls br the Grand Junction Rail+ and nearly the entire employing class, speak
ing with WILD ADVENT
supervision of Dr. Jobn D. Philbrick of Bos. road for distribution in neighboring markets and Bristl
DEEDS
of the DARING EXPLORL7
for export. The salesof Pajent spring wheat exin the highest terms of them.
JL
ton, secured 121 awards, inelading 27 gold and : tas, includidg Wisconsin and Minnesota brands,
42 gilver med
¥ bbl, and ‘a few favorite
The State Normal School have been ab $6 50 & #8
and well known brands command an advance on
building at
ria, Kan., is. burned.
Loss, the latter rate. Winter wheat Patents have been
The New York City school authorities roport $85,000; no
ingnrance.~—The Presbyterian selling
at $6 @ 87 25 ¥ bbl, and a few -favorite
The only authentic and op. righted
brands at higher prices.
cheap ediy)
since the opening of the publie schools in churchof Ireland reports 5 Synods,37
Preshis wonderful disCORN
MEAL~There
is
a
fair
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for
Corn
Sevteubeti stove to 3000 children have been byteries, 59 congregations, 644 ministers, and Meal,, with sales
at $235 @ $245 ¥ bbl, as to

away
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Do. you

or Chicago,

and see if he values it, and if not can return it at a cost of only reasonable rent.
It may be said to be an established fact
that there are no better instruments of the
kind in the world than these. Thcy have
always taken the highest awards at every
World’s Exhibition for twenty years; carrying off the Gold Medal at Paris, this
year.
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Any one can so try an organ thoroughly

BUTTER,

SOLD BY ALL
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where their ware-rooms are situated:
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ly yield to its remedial action.
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equals the value of the organ, it betomes
the property of the person hiring it. This
they do with parties residing not too far

York, Boston,

The most highly sanctioned and
ular saline
of the . Western Hemisphere. ag sia, headache, biliousness, constipation affections, of the.
kidneys, febrile and inflamatory disorders prompt.

IN STYLE!!

Hamlin Co. now supply their well known
25 # bbl as to quality.
organs, is favorable to the purchaser, -and ’
shows great confidence on their part in
ADVERTISEMENTS.
the excellence of their organs.
They will
rent a néw instrument for sik months at
a reasonable price, giving the purchaser
the: privilege of returning it after that
time.
But if he retainsit and continues to
pay rent until the: sum: of all: rent pHid

New

;

IN QUANTITY !

© 8ic. and other kinds of Eastern and Northern

Mason

7

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

I 1

e quote:

which the law has
of our own State, so

and that is the

waitipg

Costiveness, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach
aud Breath, H o a d ache,
‘Erysipelas, Piles, Rheu.
matism, Eruptions and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness
Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
—-=
= Tetter, Tumors and Salt
Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pin,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected, Their effects abundantly
show how Pi they excel all other Pills. Thoy
are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to

are selling moderately 11 lots as. wanted at $: ¥
bu. A large portion of the Beans coming forward
are very poor. We quote:

shoulders.

treatment

mixed with

Do Western H P....ceos civniasinn + 1758 19%
Do
COMMON. ce ceisrssaseranin
@lm
Medium, choice.
..cen..o.0ernees
a@al17

and the little boy’s voice seems to be ringing in our ears now, while his flushed face
and excited gestures leave an impression
not soon to be forgotten by either of the
occupants of our carriage.
‘‘ Haven't I
a right todo as I please with my own?*
the “cruel

LeprosyBi

Quick!
Quick!
Drink it while it foams.
The ebullition is instantaneous when the water He

Pea, Northern H P per bitesccovauss a. $18 @ 200

as

13643

Cathartic Pills,
:

with sales 1p lots as they ariiveat 21308 $195
bn. and $2 is an extreme pice for extra hand
picked command the outside rate. Yellow Eyes

pity, not whip him.” ¢ Haven't
do as I please with my own?
horse or wine, I would like to
sucha burst of oratory fol-

-affects

Ave

y
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BEANS.
There has been a shade easier tendency in Peas

as we had not heard for many a day,

far asit

dia

485

Northern
...ev
eee.
«22
8
Wesleml coueevass
.208
P. E. Island..
2a
LiMIehaees
sasvsorensssnsvanscssrssnrsnusis 16 @

oy

lowed

Fulton St, N. Y.

{

@9
6@g8

large as the palm of one’s hand, while the
Do
common to g00d.....suuuuenes
@ 165
ties were adding misery to misfortune
by
SueKIig the blood as it trickled away from | Red Kidueys
wisssnsvadaes 300.8 225
the raw flesh. . The boy had just overtaken
y
PEAS.
the object of his pursuit, and was about to
There
has
been
a
moderate
demand at steady
administer what he probably considered a prices. We quote:
;
merited rebuke for roaming so far from
Canada, per bu.
«1104115
home, when our friend very kindly said, Choice
Common
do
..
. 8 a 8
‘‘Hold on a moment, my son; don’t hurt Green Peas....cceiveennnnans erssaneened 108
1 30
You should
I a right to
Is this your
know?” and

cles, just patented.
Sam les sent
A
Address
W, H. CHIDCHE
in °
3

free to all.

there is an easier tendency and it ia difficult to obtain outside figures. We quote:
EasterNuesccscsirercensresansnanesneees.23 @
24

evidently
skin was

the poor horse, for he has sore

AGENT'S profits per week,
prove it or forfeit $500. New Will
arti.

L]

@6
8

The market has been fairly
active most of the
week, and prices have ruled firm at 22 § 23¢ for
Northern and P. E. Island; and 19 a 21c ¥ aozen
tor Western.
With laager supplies at the clcse

an old

patches

Western

CHEESE.

Do

to be a mixture of poor

running out in pursuit of

creameries,

Common ....,.
Choice New
Western Rustors, choice,
Do
do
ir to good

farming and - drawing trash wood to the
villages.
One or two old horses feeding in
the highway seemed to give a certain air
of aristocracy to surroundings of each
head of the family.
Near one. of these
Yankee-deserted farm establishments; of
which wehear so much complaint, healthy,
wide-awake little dozen-year old French
boy came

Fresh made

cide selling paice for mild September make. Good
August lots
have been sellingat 7 8 8c, but for
earlier make there is no demand and prices are
entirely nominal. We quote:
Northern factory choice
to
sesansanesenne
7
@8

pays to feed them well and treat them
kindly.
We were both amused and painéd
at a little incident that happened while we
were riding with a friend through one of
the northern towns in Vermont, during
the week of the State fair. The neighborhood was a little ‘ Frenchy,” as they
express it up there, just this side the line.
Several of the houses along the street appeared to be occupied by people of Canadian origin
and French accent.
Their
occupation seemed

aie

AI

a weénk tendency in the market and 9c is the out-

which it is our

that

grades

Western range principallv from 6 @ 12¢ ¥

:

that

learned

Medium

The receipts for the week have heen 4,168 boxes
against 5.125 boxes for the same week last year.
Export: for the week 208 boxes. There has
been

treatment,

have

prices.

are selling at previous prices.

work
The

only. We have all learned to acknowledge,
practice

of

ed Western if here would sell readily at 15 @ 17,
but the
quality of the receipts contlnues poor, and

influence upon public sentiment concerning
the treatment of animals, which the law
has exerted,
has been good,
and good
in our daily

range

quoted at 12 @ 1: ¢, but there are very few buyers.
and if sales, were forced it might be hard to realize
12¢ ¥ 1b for most of the stock.
Chofce dairy pack-

sickly-

looking horses are rarely seen at
anywhere on the public highways.

half of

lots of Franklin County, Vermont, are #till quoted

street

or

last

the tendency of
prices is still in faver of buyers.
The proportion of stricty fine quality coming in
continues small and not enough to supply the demand, but even for this grade buyers arc vot will
ing to pay the extreme rates obtained a week or
two ago. All kinds under first quality have accummulated,and holders would be willing 10 make
libera) concessio 1s in order to unload.
Five [all

We

drivers stop and help him to rise.
We
have seen a horse refuse to pull a load on
the street, and his driver has sometimes
struck him two or. three blows with his
whip, but there is very little intentional
abuse to animals in the public streets now,
At the steep grades, extra horses are kept

help

the

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the weck have been
14,474 packages, includmg 1,708 boxes and 12,766,
tubs satus 10,645 puck ages for the corresponding
week last year, and 13,795 in 1876. Total receipts
since the first of
January 534,460 packages
against 475,614 packages for the same time last
year. Exports for the week Have been 1,252 pack.
ages.
There is no improvem
ent to report in trade and

harness is loosened, the load backed away,
and friendly teamsters and even horse-car

to

delivery

last half of November.

have seen horses beaten with whips and
clubs in the streets of Boston
in a way
that was a shame to the race of so called
human beings.
But this is done
away
with now.
If a horse slips and falls, his

cars,

a

Noven ber, and five cars at 35% ¢ also deliverable

remember

of a loaded

The sales have been at 85

1 white sold at 35)¢¢ for

how horses used to be treated in the city
of Boston,
twenty-five
years
ago, by
passionate teamsters
when, from overloading or slippery pavements, a horse fell

under

continues

30c for No 1 and extra white; 31'¢ ¢ 82¢ for No 2
white: and 20!¢ a 30c for No 3 white. Mixed Oats
have been selling at 29 @ 32¢¥ bu. Five cars No

and sometimes

We well

market

OATS.
The receipts of the week have been 108,560 bu.
The demand is steady and the market is firm. The
better grades are scarce and weet with a ready

or property, but that the law for the prevention of cruelty to animals does more
harm than good is a statement that we can

evangelist in Rehoboth, Mass.——A. T. Salley,

of 75 is supplying the pulpit of Bev. A. L.
Houghtan,of '70, during the latter’s absanee in
Europe.

Island,

well, there are some who find fault with
it, claiming that it does more harm than
good ; that evil-minded or designing persons, who may happen to hold a grudge
against a neighbor, often take advantage
of the law by complaining of persons who

from.
locals

sonals in the October number of the Bates Student, we cull a

some of

Froug.—The

CORN.
The recemts of the week have been 110,900 *bu,
and the exports for the same time 89,397 bua. The
demand for Corn has been queit morlerate, both
for export and consumption, and Jiices remain
unchanged. The sales have been ot 52 @ do for
mixed and yellow; and steamer Corn at 50% @ blc
# bu. No$ mixed was offered on call yesterday
at 49¢, tree on board at East Boston,
|

Vermont, so far a3 we know, has no law
for the special protection of animals, as

That is the question
settled for the people

isn’t: ly impaired the income, fer the present, on
which dependence has been placed fer current
expenditures. This deficiency must be made

‘A Cenflict of Authority.

Dean

ror

¥ducational.
Hillsdale College

and the instruction in the class room, in all the

Not a Musical Bump.

JUCKWHEAT

ORUELTY TO ANIMALS.
Rhode

;

dull for this article, and we quote at $2 10 @ $2 25

©

Massachusetts,

1878.

¥ 100 Tbs.

There are 212 convicts in the Maine State
prison.
The National debt was reduced £1,708,402.80
during the month of October.
Give us neither poverty nor riches—anyhow not any poverty.— Buffalo Express.
Lucy Stone is to have a testimonial on her
sixtieth birthday, which occurs soon.
France has a total length ef railway of over
16,000 miles.
Gen. Grant bas abandoned for the present
his plan of u_visit to India.
globe
The entire sea-coast line
of the
amounts to 136,000 miles.
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